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FOREWORD
House Joint Resolution No. 25 (1963) directed the Legislative
Cpuncil to appoint the members of the judicial committees of both
hQ~ses to make a study of Amendment No. 1, adopted at the 1962
general election, providing for judicial reorganization and to prepare
tre necessary implementing and corrective legislation required by
t.he amendment.
The members of the joint committee making this study included:
Senator Carl Fulghum, Glenwood Springs, chairman; Representative
William Myrick, Englewood, vice chairman; Senator Robert Allen, Denver;
Senator Edward J. Byrne, Denver; Senator Vernon Cheever, Colorado
Springs; Senator William Chenoweth, Denver; Senator Wilkie Ham, Lamar;
Senator Donald Kelley, Denver; Senator Wilson Rockwell, Maher;
Senator Dale Tursi, Pueblo; Senator Paul Wenke, Fort Collins; Senator
Earl Wolvington, Sterling; Representative Ruth Clark, Fort Collins;
Representative Clarence Decker, Denver; Representative Robert Eberhardt,
Denver; Representative William Griffith, Denver; Representative Andrew
Kelly, Denver; Representative Ben Klein, Denver; Representative John
Mackie, Longmont; Representative Harold McCormick, ·canon City;
Representative Norman Ohlson, Colorado Springs; Representative H. Ted
Rubin, Denver; Representative William Stevens, Gypsum; and
Representative Oakley Wade, Las Animas.
Pursuant to the ~revisions of House Joint Resolution No. 25
(1963), the committee appointed an advisory committee consisting of
the following members: Chief Justice Albert T. Frantz, Colorado
Supreme Court; Judge Clifford Darrow, 9th Judicial District; Judge
Neil Horan, 2nd Judicial District; Judge Robert B. Lee. 18th Judicial
District; Judge George Mclachlan. 15th Judicial District; Judge
Hilbert Schauer, 13th Judicial District; Judge Hubert Glover, Pueblo
County Court; Judge J. Robert Miller, Larimer County Court; Judge Howard
Purdy, Fremont County Court; Judge Charles J. Simon, El Paso County
Court; Judge Daniel Shannon, Jefferson County Justice Court; Judge
Robert Asher, Logan County Justice Court; Judge Howard Current, Boulder
County Justice Court; Judge Rex Scott, Boulder Municipal Court;
Professor Douglas Parker, University of Colorado Law School; Professor
Robert Yegge, University of Denver Law School; Howard Ashton, Hardin
Holmes, Richard Simon, Stewart Shafer, and James M. Pughe, Colorado
Bar Association; Robert Awenius, District Court Clerks' Association;
Lanceford C. Bjella, Certified Court Reporters' Association; Captain
Richard Schippers, Colorado State Patrol, Donald Puffer, Retail
Creditmens' Association; Douglas McHendrie, Denver; and Albert J.
Tomsic, Walsenburg.
The staff work on this study was the primary responsibility
of Harry O. Lawson, Legislative Council senior research analyst, assisted
by Roger Weber, Legislative Council research assistant. Professor
Albert Menard, University of Colorado Law School, served as legal
consultant to the committee.
The Legislative Council Committee on Amendment No. l held 19
meetings between April 1963 and December 1963. Ten of these meetings
. were regional public hearings, held in Alamosa, Denver (two days),
Durango, Glenwood Springs, Grand Junction, Fort Collins, Pueblo (two
days) and Sterling. At these hearings, judges, other court officials,
V

legislators, county commissioners, other public officials, attorneys,
and interested citizens met with the committee to discuss local needs
and to present recommendations for the implementation of the new
judicial article. The committee also met with the Colorado Bar
Association and ·held several workshop sessions (including five two-day
meetings) at which time the committee reviewed and revised the proposed
implementing legislation.
The committee wishes to express its deep appreciation to the
members of the advisory committee, who spent many days at their own
expense attending the regional hearings and the workshop sessions.
The assistance provided by advisory committee members in exploring
the problems involved in the implementation of the new judicial article
and in developing recommendations for such implementation was invaluable.
The committee also wishes to thank all of the judges, attorneys, and
others for their assistance, both individually and through their various
associations and committees. In particular, the committee would like
to thank Jack F. Healy, judicial administrator, for his help throughout the study; Presiding Judge William Burnett, Denver Municipal
Court, the judges and other members of his staff f-or their assistance
generally and,in particular,for the use of the municipal court rooms
for a demonstration of electronic recording equipment; and Kenneth
Johnson, district court clerk, Larimer County, for his valuable
suggestions concerning the transfer of court records and other administrative matters.
This report also includes drafts of the proposed implementing
legisla.tion approved by the committee following its lengthy deliberations. The length and scope of this legislation illustrates the
magnitude of tre committee's assignment.

Lyle C. Kyle
Director

December. 1963
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Ii'v\PLEMENTATION OF THE NEW JUDICIAL ARTICLE

Provisions of Amendment No. l
Amerrlment No. 1, adopted at the 1962 general election,
repealed and replaced Article VI of the Colorado Constitution, which
provides for the state's judicial system. In addition, Amendment
No. 1 repealed Article XIV, Section 11 of the constitution; which
provided for justices of the peace and constables as constitutional
officers.l Most of the provisions of the new judicial article are
scheduled to take effect on the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
Consequently, it is necessary for the General Assembly to pass the
implementing and corrective legislation during the 1964 session, no
action being taken during the 1963 session.
Court Structure
The new judicial article provides that the judicial power
of the state shall be vested in a supreme court, district courts, a
probate court in the City and County of Denver, a juvenile court in
the City and County of Denver, county courts, and such other courts
or judicial officers with jurisdiction inferior to the supreme court
as the General Assembly may establish.
The supreme court, district courts, and county courts are
retained from the previous judicial article. Justice of the peace
courts are eliminated as constitutional courts; the Denver juvenile
court is.given constitutional status; and the Denver probate court
is created as a constitutional court. The authority of the General
~ssembly to establish other courts inferior to the supreme court was
also contained in the previous judicial article.
Original Jurisdiction
The district court continues to be the trial court of general
jurisdiction, with probate matters expressly included within the
court's jurisdiction, except in the City and County of Denver, where
the Denver probate court is given such jurisdiction. The Denver
juvenile court is given exclusive jurisdiction over juvenile matters
within the city and county, and the probate court is given exclusive
jurisdiction over mental health cases within the city and county. In
the rest of the state, juvenile and mental health jurisdiction would
be in the district court under its general jurisdictional authority,
unless the General Assembly were to place this jurisdiction in the
county court or in a new statutory court. Such jurisdiction could not
be given_ exclusively to another court by the General Assembly, however,
and would have to be shared with the district court.
County Court. The General Assembly is given the authority•
to prescribe the jurisdiction of the county court within certain limits
prescribed by the new judicial article. County courts are barred from
r

L

The full text of the new judicial article is attached to this
report as Appendix A.
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or title to real property shall be in question. The General Assembly
is also given the authority to provide simplified procedures in county
court for claims not exceeding $500 and for the trial of misdemeanors.
Aooellate Jurisdiction
The new judici~l article provides that the supreme court
shall continue as the highest state court of review. The right of
appellate review by the supreme court of final judgments of the
district courts and the Denver probate and juvenile courts is also
provided in the new judicial article. The General Assembly is given
the authority to establish the appellate jurisdiction of the district
and county courts.
·
Other Provisions
Supreme Court. The qualifications for supreme court justices
have been increased by providing that to be eligible a person shall
have been licensed to practice law in this state for five years at the
time of his alection or selection. The previous requirement was that
such person be learned in the law. The administrative authority of
the supreme court over other state courts and the supreme court's
rule making power are clarified in the new judicial article. The
supreme court is also authorized to select a chief justice by court
rule. Under the old judicial article, the position was a rotating
one; the justice with the fewest years to serve in a regular term
became chief justice for a 12-month period. The number of members of
the supreme court may be increased from seven to nine upon request of
the supreme court and approval by two-thirds of the members of each
house of the General Assembly. Generally, in other respects the
provisions of the new and old judicial articles concerning the supreme
court -are similar.
.
District Court. The eligibility requirements for district
judges were also increased in the same way as for supreme court
justices. Generally, the provisions of the old judicial article
pertaining to judicial district boundaries and increases and decreases
in the number of district judges were carried forward in the new
judicial article~ These changes sti~l require a two-thirds vote of
each house of the General Assembly. There were a few major changes
and additions, however. Under the new judicial article, a district
judge still may not have his office abolished during the term for
which he was elected or appointed, but he may be required to serve in
a judicial district other than his own, as long as such district
encompasses his county of residence. Further, district court terms
are to be established by court rule rather than statute, and separate
divisions of the district court may also be established by court rule
in the absence of any statutory provisions for court divisions.
County Court. The General Assembly is authorized to establish
the qualifications for the office of county judge and the number of
county judges in each county. Under the old judicial article, each
county was allowed only one county judge. An exception is made in
the new judicial article for the City and County of Denver, however.
The new judicial article provides that the number, manner of selection,

- ,., -

and term of office of the judges of the Denver county court shall be
as provided in Denver's charter and ordinances.
Judicial Selection. Supreme court justices, district judges,
and county judges (Denver excepted) will continue to be elected under
the new judicial article in the same way and for the same terms as
they have in the past.2 Judges of the Denver juvenile and probate
courts must meet the same qualifications and shall be elected for the
same terms as district judges.
The previous judicial article required that all district
judges be elected at the same general election, with a similar provision
applying to county judges. When a vacancy occurred under the old
judicial article, the person appointed to fill the vacancy (or his
successor) was elected at the next general election for the remainder
of the unexpired term.
Under the new judicial article, the requirement that all
judges of the same court be elected for full terms at the same time
has been eliminated. The removal of this restriction makes it possible
to elect for full terms in 1964 those additional district judges
required in the implementation of the new judicial article. The vacancy
provisions have also been altered. Judges elected to fill a vacancy
shall serve a full term rather than the remainder of the unexpired
term. The net effect of these changes will be staggered terms of
office, assuring continuity on the court and a reduction of the number
of judicial positions appearing on the ballot at any one general
election in multi judge districts and counties.

Basic Imolementation Problems
Administration of Justice Committee
The Legislative Council Committee on the Administration of
Justice, which drafted the new judicial article, did not adopt specific
enabling legislation to be presented to the General Assembly upon
passage of the amendment, even though there was general agreement
among most committee members qn the organization and structure of the
new court system.
The Administration of Justice Committee, however,
had some preliminary drafts of implementing legislation prepared which
generally followed the committee views on the new court system. These
drafts, while not approved by the Administration of Justice Committee,
have served two important purposes: 1) as an illustration of the
court system generally proposed by the committee which drafted the
judicial article; and 2) as a starting point for further discussion
and development of the implementing legislation to be placed before
the General Assembly for its consideration.
The Administration of Justice Committee generally favored a
two-level trial court system outside of Denver, with a transfer of
important jurisdiction such as probate, mental health, and juvenile
matters to the district court from the county court. It was proposed
'

2.

Supreme court -- ten years, district court
court -- four years.
- 3 -

six years, county

that the new county court would be a court of relatively minor
jurisdiction which would be readily accessible to the public and
where matters could be quickly decided. Adoption of simplified
procedures would allow litigants to bring matters before the new county
court without an attorney if they so chose. It was the intent to
require lawyer county judges to the greatest extent possible and to
provide more than one county judge in those counties where caseload
and/or geography so required. Further, the Administration of Justice
Committee favored the elimination of trials de novo (retrying cases on
appeal) to the greatest extent possible, although it had not worked
out precisely the appellate procedure for district and county courts.
The new judicial article Was designed to be sufficiently
flexible to allow not only for implementing legislation along the
general lines favored by the committee, but also to permit the General
Assembly to increase or decrease the number of judges, change jurisdiction (within the limits prescribed in the new judicial article), and
create additional courts or judicial officers as might be needed to
meet changing conditions and needs. In fact, it would be possible
under the new judicial article for the General Assembly to re-establish
justice of the peace courts, if it so desired.
Scope and Development of Present Study
During the first two months of the 1963 session of the
General Assembly, a number of informal meetings were held to explore
the possibilities of drafting implementing legislation for consideration
during the 1963 session. These meetings involved judges, bar associatior
officials, other attorneys, and a number of legislators, including the
chairmen of the senate ~n~ house judiciary committees. As a consequence
of these meetings, it was decided that it would not be possible to
prepare implementing legislation for consideration at the 1963 session.
There were several reasons for this decision:
1) the general lack of agreement at these meetings on some
of the major aspects of lmplementatinn, primarily county court·
jurisdiction, numbers of district judges, and judicial district
boundaries;
2) the request from the bench and bar in several areas of
the state for the opportunity to discuss problems peculiar to these
areas;
3) the comprehensive scope of the new legislation and
statutory changes involved in implementing the new judicial article;
and
4) the concern over the cost of implementation and the need
to give thorough consideration to all of the fiscal ramifications.
Accordingly, it was decided that the members of the senate
and house judiciary committees should serve on a joint interim committee to prepare implementing legislation to be considered at the
1964 session of the General Assembly, with staff services to be
provided by the Legislative Council. This study committee was one of
several authorized by House Joint Resolution No. 25 (1963).
- 4
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Recional Hearings. At its organization meeting on April 26,
1963, the Committee on Amendment No. l decided to hold a series of
regional hearings to discuss the implementation of the new judicial
article generally and local problems specifically, and a meeting
schedule and agenda were also adopted.
Judges, local bar association members, legislators, other
officials, and the general public were notified considerably in
advance of the time and place of the regional hearings. The local
bar association in each area held a series of meetings prior to the
regional hearing to prepare a report for presentation to the committee. To assist the local bar associations, judges, and others in
their deliberations prior to the regional hearings, the com~ittee
prepared and distributed a reference report which included:
1)
legislation;

outline of subjects to be covered by the implementing

2) data on caseloads, estimated number of judges, and
proposed district boundary changes;
3) preliminary recommendations and comments by local bar
associations;
4) preliminary drafts of implementing legislation prepared
by the Administration of Justice Committee;
5)
6)

text of the new judicial article; and
meeting schedule and topical agenda. 4

Regional Hearing Summary. The regional hearings were well
attended,and the committee was presented with cgmprehensive written
and oral statements, including recommendations.
With few exceptions,
all of the local bar associations made written reports. Written
recommendations and comments were also received from the district
judges' association and from the county judges' association. The
discussions at the regional hearings centered mainly on the following
subjects:
l) County Court: jurisdiction, number of judges, judicial
qualifications and salaries, simplified procedures, court of record
provisions, appellate procedures, and place of holding court.
2) District Courts: jurisdiction (as to juvenile, mental
health, and domestic relations matters), district boundaries, number
of district judges, powers and authorities of court clerks and referees (with particular reference to probate matters), and appellate
procedure.
3.
4.
5.

Source Book: Implementation of Amendment No. 1, Reference Material
and Proposed Drafts, Colorado Legislative Council, April,1963.
See Appendices 8(1) and 8(2) for the complete agendas used at the
regional hearings.
Copies of the minutes of the regional hearings are available in
the files of the Legislative Council.

-
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3) Other: court fees, transfer of cases and records,
transfer of judges, salaries of court personnel, and judicial budget
control and method of financing.
County Court Jurisdiction. The foremost matter of concern
at the regional hearings_ (aside from judicial district boundaries and
number of district judges) was the jurisdiction of the new county court.
The question of county court jurisdiction is extremely important,
because the decision made on this matter will set the pattern for the
whole judicial system. Although a variety of recommendations on
county court jurisdiction were made, there were two major viewpoints
on this question, which may be summarized as follows:
1) Substantial Jurisdiction. The top limit of the county
court's civil jurisdiction should be $5,000.
In addition, the county
court should have concurrent jurisdiction over juvenile, mental health,
and domestic relations matters. The advocates of this point of view
state that the county court should have substantial jurisdicti~n to
give it important status and to attract qualified, competent persons
to the position of county judge. Further, the increased jurisdiction
should provide a sufficient caseload to pay an adequate salary, so that
judges could be required to be lawyers in most counties, and it should
also relieve some of the pressures on the district court. Failure to
provide substantial jurisdiction in the county court will result in
its becoming a glorified justice of the peace court, and few lawyers
will be interested in the position. As a consequence, the major
purpose of Amendment No. l (upgrading of the lower courts) would be
defeated.
It is also argued that juvenile and mental health matters
should be handled by a local judge familiar with the community in which
the problem arose.
2)
Limited Jurisdiction. Those favoring limited jurisdiction
recommend a top dollar limit in civil cases ranging from $500 to $2,000,
with no jurisdiction in domestic relations, mental health, and juvenile
matters. Possibly, county judges could be appointed by district judges
as referees in mental health and juvenile matters in certain circumstances. Arguments supporting a county court of limited jurisdiction
include: a) Overlapping jurisdiction between the county and district
courts would be virtually eliminated, making for more efficient and
economical administration of justice·. b) A court does not need
substantial jurisdiction to be held in high regard (for example, the
Jefferson and Pueblo county justice of the peace courts and the Boulder
and Denver municipal courts). c) Regardless of jurisdiction, it is
not going to be possible to have lawyer judges in some 20 counties.
Removal of important matters from the jurisdiction of non lawyer judges
was a major objective of Amendment No. 1, and it would be complicated
and cumbersome to set different jurisdictional limits for lawyer and
non lawyer judge county courts, as well as possibly unconstitutional.
In particular, juvenile, mental health, and domestic relations cases
should be heard by a judge with legal training and the court resources
to handle these matters properly. d}
Lawyers will still be attracted
to the position in many counties even with limited jurisdiction, because
in most of them it will be a part-time salaried position and will not
conflict with the practice of law in the district court (especially
important with respect to probate matters).
Both points of view and the arguments pro and con were given
seriou~ consideration by the committee in its deliberations following
the regional hearings.
- 6 -

Subjects Covered by Implementing Legislation
The following outline summarizes those subjects considered
by the committee in arriving at its decisions on the legislation

necessary to implement the new judicial article. These matters were
discussed at the several workshop meetings following the regional
hearings.
County Court
I.

Jurisdiction
A)

Civil

~~

Upper dollar limit
Other matters
a) mental health
b) juvenile
domestic relations
birth certificates and change of name
injunctions

!l
B)

Criminal
Misdemeanors
Preliminary hearings and bindovers

C}

Appellate (municipal court)

D)

Difference in jurisdiction
1)
2)

E)

Simplified procedure$
. 1)

2)

II.

Lawyer county judges and non lawyer county judges
Population or class of county

Civil
a) need for both small claims and simplified procedures
b) upper dollar limits
i) simplified procedures
ii) small claims, if adopted
iii) assigned claims
iv) stay of execution
v) prohibition of attorneys
c) record provisions
Criminal
a) jurisdiction
b) appointment of counsel
c) jury trial
d) record provisions

Appeal Procedure
A)

Right of removal (to district court)
l)
2)

Civil cases
Criminal cases
-
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3)
4)
5)
6)

B)

Appeal procedure
1)
2)
3)
4)

III.

Lawyer judge courts
Non lawyer judqe courts
Simplified procedures
a)
civil
b)
criminal
Removal to:
a) district court
b)
lawyer county judge
c) district judge sitting in county.court

Differentiation (if any) between lawyer and non lawyer
judge county courts
Civil
Criminal
Simplified procedure (small claims)
a)
civil
b)
criminal
Appeal on record
De novo
a)
circumstances
b) types of cases

Court of Record Provisions
A)

Civil cases
Mandatory
Request o_f litigant

B)

Criminal cases
Mandatory
Request of defendant

C)

Simplified

procedure

1). Civil
a) mandatory
b) request of litigant
2)
Crimina 1
a) mandatory
b) request of defendant
D)

Means of securing record
1)
2)
3)
4)

IV.

Certified court reporters
Non certified court reporters
Mechanical and/or electronic devices
Any of above methods

County Judges
A)

Qualifications
1)

Lawyer judges
a)
size of county or other determining factors
- 8 -

b)

alternative if no lawyer runs or·accepts appointment
full-time lawyer judges
i) basis for determination
ii) counties affected
d) part-time lawyer judges
i) basis for determination
ii) counties affected
Non lawyer judges
qualifications
size of county or other determining factors

c}

2)

B)

Number of county judges
1)

C)

1)
3)

Sit ·as district judges
Act as referees for district judges
a) circumstances and types of cases
b)
authority
Serve as municipal judges or police magi~trates if so
appointed

Salary
1)

2)

V.

Multi judge counties
a) counties with more than one judge
b) additional judges full or part time
c) method of selecting additional judges
i) election
ii) appointment

Other duties
2)

D)

~~

.

Method of classification
a) size of county
b) full time or part time
c) lawyer or non lawyer
Amount
·

Court Organization
A)

•

Place of holding court
County seat
Other localities
Legislation
Court rule

B)

Selection of presiding judge in multi judge counties

C)

Court records
Multi judge counties
Courts elsewhere than county seat

D)

Court clerks
1)

2)

Powers
Salaries
- 9 -

E)

Magistrates

1)
2)
3)

VI.

Need
Method of selection
Compensation

F)

Service of process

G)

Requirement for judicial bond

H)

Transfer of justice of the peace cases

I)

Court rules

J)

Terms of court

Special Provisions re Traffic and Game and Fish Cases
A)

Waiver of right to be tried in county of alleged offense

B)

Bonding procedures

C)

Extension of penalty assessment system

District Court

I.

District Organization
A)

Judicial distiict boundaries and proposed changes

l)

2}

B)

Proposed changes generally acceptable
a} 4th district -- transfer of Douglas County to 18th
district (Arapahoe)
b) 6th district -- form new district with Montezuma
and Dolores counties
c) 7th district -- divide district by making Mesa
County a separate judicial district
d} 8th district -- oivide district into three:
l} Boulder, 2} Larimer and Jackson, and 3) Weld
Proposed changes generally unacceptable and/or strongly
opposed
·
a} 4th district -- transfer of Lincoln and Kit Carson
counties to other judicial districts
b) 5th, 9th, and 14th districts -- consolidation of
three districts into two
c) 15th district -- addition of Kit Carson County from
4th district
d) 16th district -- transfer of Bent County to 15th
district, addition of Lincoln County

Number of district judges

- 10 -

C)

Requirement as to residence of judges
1)

2)

II.

III.

S~ecific problem districts
a)
3rd district -- judge needed in Walsenburg, as well
as in Trinidad
b) 6th district -- if not divided, judge needed in
Cortez, as well as in Durango
c) 11th district -- judge needed in Salida, as well a&
in Canon City
Legality of residence requirements

District Court Divisions
A)

Legislation or court rule

B)

Number of divisions and types of cases

C}

Judicial election by division

Surrogate Authority and Appointment of Refere~s
A)

Types of cases
probate
juvenile
mental health
civil
domestic relations
other
Nature and extent of surrogates' and/or referees' authority
Surrogate and/or referee functions performed by:
district court clerks
county judges
·
probation officers (juvenile matters)
other
•

D}

Legislation or court rule
Entirely by legislation
Broad conveyance of authority by legislation, court
rule as to designation of referee and/or surrogate
and duties
Entirely by court rule
Rules promulgated by:
a) supreme court
b) individual districts

IV.

Transfer of County Court Cases and Records
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V.

Other Matters
A)
B)

Promulgation of rules of probate procedure
Docket fees
1)
2)

C)

Continued state retention of 30 per cent
a)
present district court jurisdiction
b)
jurisdiction transferred from county court
Docket fee increase
a) amount
b) types of cases and procedures

Number of court employees and salaries

3)
4)

Determination by district judges
Legislative provision of salary levels
a) maximum
minimum
categories of employees affected
Review by county commissioners
Need for separate judicial levy

~~

City and County of Denver
I.

II.

III.

Probate Court
A)

Number of judges

B)

Review of original proposed legislation

C)

Relationship·to probate procedures in other districts

Juvenile Court
A)

Number of judges

B)

Review of original propqsed legislation

C)

Relationship to juvenile procedures in other districts

Superior Court
A)

Retention of superior court

1)

Alternatives to retention
a)
appellate review by district court
b) appellate review by another county judge or
division

2)

Need for retention

a)
b)

appellate review burden on other courts
alleviation of case load burden on other courts
through concurrent original jurisdiction
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B)

Jurisdiction6

1)
2)

C)

b
county court
Original
a) civil
il limit, upper and/or lower
ii
kinds of cases
iii
simplified procedure
b) criminal

Qualification, salaries, number of judges, etc.
1)

I!
D)

Arpe
llate
a
municipal

Qualifications
Salary
Number of judges
Length of term

Court of record provisions
All cases in which court has concurrent original
jurisdiction
If not all cases, which ones?
Method of making record

E)

F)

Appeal procedure
.·lJ Similar to that conferred on district courts outside
of Denver
2) Different procedure
Appeals from superior court
a)
b)

IV.

County

Differentiation between court's appellate and
original jurisdiction
To supreme court
i) matter of right
.ii) certiorari
Municipdl Court

A)

Relationship of statutory provision on county court to city
charter amendment

B)

Other matters not covered

Other Matters
A) · Juvenile detention facilities

1)

6.

Statutory permission for such facilities to be constructed on a district-wide basis and for apportioning
the cost thereof

8) through F) assume continuation of the Superior Court.
- 13 -

2)

3)

B)

Statutory permission for inter district establishment
of detention facilities and apportioning the cost
thereof
Statutory provision for the use of detention facilities
and payment therefore by other counties in a judicial
district where one county already has such a facility
{example·-- El Paso County)

Probation
1)

2)

Extension of state aid to adult probation
a) basis
b) amount
Changes needed in juvenile probation statutes
al authorize service on district basis
b
continuation of state aid
c
provide for multi district juvenile probation
.
services (Tri-district Probation Department presently handles adults for the 1st, 17th, and 18th
districts)
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS
Following is a summary of the recommendations of the
Legislative Council Committee on Amendment No. l conc rning the
statutory implementation of the new judicial article.

7

County Court
Jurisdiction
The new county court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the district court in civil actions (including torts) in
which the debt, damage, or the value of the personal property claimed
does not exceed $500. The county court shall also have concurrent
original jurisdiction with the district court in petitions for change
of name, the issuance of corrected or delayed birth certificates, and
in cases of forcible entry, forcible detainer, or unlawful detainer,
except when such cases involve the boundary or title to real property
or if the value of the monthly rental or the total damages claimed
exceeds $500.
The county courts shall have concurrent jurisdiction with
the district court in all misdemeanors and in the issuance of
restraining orders affecting breaches of the peace and shall also have
jurisdiction in preliminary hearings and bindovers in felony cases,
including the issuance of warrants.
Referees. All other jurisdiction (including domestic
~elations, mental health, and juvenile cases) shall be placed in the
district court, except that district judges, in their discretion,
may appoint county judges as referees in juvenile and mental health
-matters. County judges who serve as referees in juvenile and mental
heal th cases shall 'not receive additional compensation for this
service, but any expenses incurred shall be reimbursed by the district
court. County judges who are designated as referees in other matters,
however, shall be entitled to the same compensation as the district
judge might award any non judicial referee so appointed.
Simplified Procedure
. All civil cases brought in county court shall be tried under
simplified civil procedure, such procedure to be provided by supreme
court rules or, in the absence of such rules, by legislation. Parties
to actions under simplified procedure may appear and act personally or
may be represented by an attorney; provided that in claims involving
accounts receivable or negotiable interests, parties to actions may be
represented by an agent, except as limited by 28-1-27,CRS 1953.8
Simplified criminal procedure shall apply as-to the means by which
alleged offenders are brought before the county court.· The trial and
disposition of criminal matters in the county court shall follow the
Colorado Rules of Criminal Procedure.
Drafts of the recommended legislation are attached to this report
as Appendix D.
. _ ___ ..
.
. _ ,
_
.
8 • 28-1-27 CRS 1953 provides that it shall be a violation of this
. articl; for anyone engaged in the collection business to appear
before any court in towns or cities of 100,000 population or mor 7
unless represented by a licensed attorn 7y. Furt~er,_no (collection
agency) licensee shall render or advertise that it will :ender legal
service, but any licensee may solicit claim~ for collection, take
assignments thereof, and pursue the collection thereof.
.

7.
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Number of

Judges. Qualifications. and Salaries

Number of Judoes. The number of county judges shall be
one for each county, with the following exceptions: Denver (to be
determined by charter and ordinances); Adams and Jefferson, three each;
and Arapahoe, Boulder. El Paso, Pueblo, and Weld, two each. In
addition, the office of associate county judge shall be created, and
there shall be two categories of associate judge: part-time and
temporary. All associate county judges shall be salaried, and no county
may have more than two part-time associate judges. The position of
part-time associate county judge shall be created by the board of
county commissioners, and such positions shall be designated as onehalf time or one-fourth time. A half-time associate judge shall
receive a salary equal to one-half of that paid to the county judge,
and a one-fourth time associate judge shall receive a salary equal to
one-fourth of that paid to the county judge. The county judge shall
appoint the part-time associate judges, who will serve at his pleasure.
In all counties not having more than one county judge, nor
having a part-time associate judge, a temporary associate judge shall
be appointed by the county judge. Temporary associate judges shall
serve only when the county judge is incapacitated or absent from the
county, and they shall be compensated on a per diem basis. The per
diem allowance shall be equal to 1/240 of the county judge's salary and
shall not exceed 30 days in any calendar year.
Qualifications. The qualifications for lawyer county judges
shall be as presently provided by statute, with the addition of Alamosa
County, and shall apply as follows:
Full-time Lawyer Judges: Denver, Adams, Arapahoe, Boulder,
El Paso, Larimer, Jeffeison, Mesa, Pueblo, and Weld counties.
Lawyer Judges. (not full time): Otero, Morgan, Logan,
Fremont, Las Animas, La Plata, Montrose, Delta, Montezuma, Prowers,
Garfield, Rio Grande, and Alamosa counties.
County judges in all other counties may be attorneys, but
are not required to be. Non lawyer· county judges shall be required
to be high s~hool graduates and to attend a training institute
established by the supreme court (unless excused by the supreme court).
Such institute shall be held between election and the time the judge
takes office. Expenses for attending the institute shall be paid by
the counties. Lawyer county judges elected to that office for the first
time may attend the training institute at county expense.
In the 10 largest counties, associate county judges (if 5uch
are appointed) shall have the same qualifications as the county judge.
In the other 12 counties where lawyer judges are required, associate
judges shall be attorneys, if possible. If no attorney will accept
the position, the associate judge must have the same qualifications
as a non lawyer county judge. In all other counties, an associate
judge must have the same qualifications as a non lawyer county judge.
Salaries. With the exception of Denver County, county judges
shall receive the same salaries as are presently provided by statute.
County judges in the City and County of Denver shall receive an annual
salary of $12.000.
Table I. Table I shows the estimated new county court
caseload for each county, the recommended number of county judges. and
the present judicial salary which is recommended to remain in effect.
All counties are included except Denver.
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Table I
NEW COUNTY COURTa ESTHMTED
CASELOADS, NUMBER OF JUDGES,a AND SAl.ARIESb
Counties

Estimated
Caseloadc

Recommended
No, of Judges

Recommended
Salary

More than 50,000

Pogulation {9)
El Paso
Jefferson
Adams
Pueblo
Arp a hoe_
Boulder
Weld
Larimer
Mesa

10,000 - 25 000
Po12ulation {13}
Otero
Morgan
Logan
Fremont
Las Animas
La Plata
Montrose
Delta
Montezuma
Prowers
Gar'field
Rio Grande
Alamosa

8,000
11,000
7,200
6,500
7,200
5,500
3,500
3,000
2,700

2d
3d
3d
2d
2d
2d
2d
1d
ld

$11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500
11,500.
11,000
11,000

1,200
1,500
1,000
1,000
1,200
1,200
1,500
750
1,000
750
850
500
400

1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
1d
l

$

9,200
7,200
7,200
7,200
7,200
6,600
6,600
6,000
6,000
6,QOO
6,000
6,000
5,600

7,000 - 10,000
Po12ulation (7}
Yuma
Conejos
Chaffee
Huerfano
Bent·
Lake
Moffat

300
550
450
600
375
400
400

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5,200
5,200
5,200
5,200
5,000
5,000
5,000

5,000 - 7,000
Po12ulation {7}
Kit Carson
Washington
Routt
Baca
Gunnison
Lincoln
Rid Blanco

250
250
300
300
400
450
200

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

5,000
5,000
5,000
5,000
4,250
4,250
4,250

3,500 - 5,000
Po12ulation {9}
Douglas
Eagle
Saguache
Phillips
Sedgwick
Costilla
Cr,·,wley
E:.bert
Grand

1,300
400
250
100
200
200
75
175
450

1
l
1

4,250
4,250
4,200
4,200
4,200
4,200
4,200
4,200
4,200
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1
1
1

1
1
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Table I
(continued)
Counties·

Estimated
Caseloadc

Recommended
No. of Judges

Recommended
Salary

2,000 - 3,500

Pogulation (9)
San Miguel
Clear Creek
Cheyenne
Archuleta
Teller
Kiowa
Pitkin
Dolores
Summit
Less than 2{000
Population 8)
Park
Jackson
Ouray
Custer
San Juan
Gilpin
Mineral
Hinsdale

200
650
100
200
100
75
100
100
125

125
100
125
50

35
125
30
15

1
l

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

1
1
1
1
1
l

1
1

$

4,200
3,800
3,800
3,800
3,800
3,800
3,800
3,600
3,600

3,600
3,200
3,200
3,200
3,000
3,000
1,200
1,200

a) - Denver excluded.
b) Recommended.
c) Does not include delayed birth certificates and changes of name.
d) Lawyer judge required.
Record Provisions
The county court shall be a court of record, and full record
shall be made of any county court case at the option of either litigan
or upon the court's own motion. There shall be no charge except for
the preparation of a transcript, and indigent criminal defendants shal
receive records without charge. The court may determine the method
by which the record is to be made, including the use of mechanical or
electronic recording equipment.
Appellate Procedure
Appeals from the county court shall lie to the district
court. The district court shall review the case en the record and
affirm, reverse, remand, or modify the judgment; provided that the
district court may remand the case for a new trial with such instructions as it may deem necessary, or it may try the case de novo.
Appeals from municipal court shall lie to the county court, where
they will be heard de novo. A record must be made if further appeal
is to be taken to the district court. In Denver, municipal and
county court appeals shall lie to the superior court.

l
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Court Administration and Procedures
The county court shall sit at the county seat and may
provide by rule for hearings and trials to be held within the county
at locations other than the county seat. In each county with more than
one county judge, the court shall designate a presiding judge by rule.
If the presiding judge is not so designated, the supreme court
departmental justice shall name the presiding judge.
In counties requiring full-time lawyer county judges, there
shall be a clerk of the county court and such additional employees as
deemed necessary by the court. The maximum salary for the clerk of the
the county court in these counties (except Denver) shall be $6,000.
In the other counties where lawyer judges are required, there shall
also be a court clerk, whose maximum salary shall be $4,800. In the
remaining counties, the position of county court clerk shall be
au.thorized by the county commissioners; however, the district court
clerk may serve as the clerk of the county court with the concurrence
of the judges of both courts. A consolidated clerical office may also
be established in counties where non full-time lawyer judges are reqtiired,
if the judges of the district and county courts agree.
In counties where the county judge serves as his own clerk,
he shall be required to be bonded. In counties where the judge has
a clerk, only the clerk shall be required to be bonded. Terms of
court shall be established by court rule, but at least one term shall
be held aDnually.
Special Provisions Concerning
the Place of Trial in Misdemeanors
.
Normally, a defendant shall be required to appear in a
county court in the county in which the alleged offense took place;
however, for convenience certain exceptions have been provided: 1) If
the alleged offense is a traffic violation for which a penalty
assessment.ticket could be issued, the defendant may elect to appear
in the county court of an adjoining county if such is more convenient;
or 2) For all other alleged misdemeanors, th~ offender may elect
to be tried in an adjoining county, if the arresting officer and all
other parties to the case agree.
In counties of more than 100,000 population, if the alleged
offense takes place in the defendants county of residence, the case
must be tried in that county, the exceptions listed above not
w,tthstanding ..
-The county in which such cases are tried shall bear the
costs of such trials, and shall receive any fees and fines {to the
extent provided by law) resulting therefrom.

More liberal bonding procedures in traffic violations are
also being considered by the committee for incorporation in the
implementing legislation.
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General Comments
In the committee's opinion, its recommendations which would
create a county court of limited jurisdiction provide the least costly
method of implementing the new judicial article consistent with the
principles of good judicial administration. Few county court employees
will be needed, especially in the counties where full-time lawyer judges
will not be required. It is estimated that at least 87 per cent of
all cases in the new county court will be filed in counties where lawyer
judges are required, and there is considerable likelihood that there
also may be lawyer judges in some of the other counties as well.
It is anticipated that the committeets recommendations will
have the practical effect of eliminating overlapping jurisdiction
with the district court. Misdemeanor cases can be expected to be
brought almost exclusively in county court. While both courts have
jurisdiction of civil cases under $500, the docket fee will be only
one-fourth as much in county court, and such cases may be brought
without an attorney. Fragmented jurisdiction should also be eliminated
by placing all mental health, juvenile, and domestic relations
jurisdiction in the court which has major civil and probate jurisdiction.
At the same time, a certain amount of flexibility will be provided to
meet local needs in multi county non urban judicial districts, because
county judges may be appointed as referees in juvenile and mental
health matters.
·
Convenience and accessibility has been provided for in
several ways:
1)

permission for county court to sit outside of county

2)

creation o( the office of associate judge; and

seat;

3) permission under certain circumstances for an alleged
offender to be tried in an adjoining county if more convenient.
The appellate procedure recommended by the committee should
reduce trials de novo to the greatest extent possible while at the
same time keeping the cost of making•records at a minimum.·

District Court
Judicial District Boundaries
The committee has recommended that several changes be made
in judicial district boundaries. These changes include:
1) transfer of Douglas and Elbert counties from the 4th to
the 18th judicial district;
2) division of the 6th district into two districts, the
first to consist of Archuleta, La Plata, and San Juan counties {continue
as 6th district), and the second to consist of Dolores and Montezuma
counties {22nd district);

1

t
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3) division of the 7th district into two districts, one
to consist of Mesa county {21st district), and the other consisting of
the remaining six counties in the district (continues as 7th district);
and
4) division of the 8th district into three districts;
Larimer and Jackson counties (continue as 8th district), Weld county.
(19th district). and Boulder county (20th district).
Figure 1 shows the judicial district boundaries according
to the committee's recommendations. Figure 2 shows the judicial
district boundaries as they are presently constituted.
Number of District Judges
The committee recommends an increase in the number of
district judges fr6m 41 to 69, with the 28 additional district judges
to be elected to full terms at the 1964 general election. Of this 28~
it is estimated that 10 are necessary because of normal growth and,
therefore, should not be attributed to Amendment No. 1. In an effort
to plan for future growth, the committee has also recommended that six
districts (1st, 4th, 8th, 17th, 18th, and 19th) receive an additional
judge in 1969 -- to be elected at the 1968 general election. Table II
shows the recommended number of district judges and estimated caseloads by judicial district.
Other Matters 9
1) Geographic divisions of the district court are recommende~
for two districts (3rd and 11th) to assure that the two population
centers in each of these districts will have a resident district
judge. ·
,2) State aid to juvenile probation shall continue at the
present level and juvenile probation services may be provided on an
inter-district basis (as is presently provided for adult probation).

3) Contractual arrangements may be made_among counties
or among judicial districts for juvenile detention facilities and
services.
4) Legislation is needed to clarify the selection of
directors of the Northern Colorado Water Conservancy District, because
four judicial districts are now involved.
5) The statutory point system for suspension of drivers'
and chauffeurs' licenses should be reconsidered by the General
Assembly, and the Governor is requested to place this subject in his
agenda for the 1964 session.

9.

~istrict court jurisdiction (including appellate) has been discussed
1~ a ~revious section. as has permissive legislation for joint
.
district-county court clerical functions.
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Figure l
JUDICIAL DISTRICTS OF COLORADO {PROPOSED)
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RECOMMENDED NUMBER OF DISTRICT JUDGES
AND ESTIMATED CASELOADS, BY JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Estimated
Case
F ilingsb
District a

I\)

J:-.

Pre sent
No. of Judgesc

Additional
Judges 1964d

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

3,000
9,670
670
4,000
275

3
10
l
4
1

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

410
960
1,020
400
2,250

l

.1

1
1

'l

11th
12th
13th
14th
15th

750
790
1,180
360
600

16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22nd
a.
b.
c.
d.

l

2

2
4 ( 4)

1
2

1 ( . 5)
l
2 ( 1)

Case Filings
- Per Judge

Additional
Judges 1969

14
2
6
l

600
691
335
667
275

l

2
2
2
2

205
480
510
200
562

Total
5

4

1
2
2

2

2
2
4

l
l

l

2

375
395
295
360
300

650
2,060
2,350
1,250
1,450

l
2
2
l
l

1
2 (1 ~
2 (1
l ( . 5)
2 ( l)

2

325

1,120
400

l
1

1 ( 1)

.

l

l

4
2
3

515
587
625
483

2
1

510
400

4

l

l

l
1
l

As recommended by committee.
Based on 1962 filings as reported to judicial administrator; includes probate, mental health,
and juvenile cases and estimates of county court and municipal court appeals.
Prorated in those districts where boundaries change or the creation of new districts is
recommended.
Judges needed as a result of normal growth rather than Amendment No. l shown in parenthesis.

City and County of Denver
Probate and Juvenile Courts
There shall be one judge of the Denver probate court and
two judges of the Denver juvenile court. The jurisdiction of the
Denver juvenile court and the juvenile jurisdiction of district courts
in other counties shall be the same.
Superior Court
The superior court shall have one judge whose qualifications,
term of office, and salary shall be the same as for district judges.
Vacancies in the office shall be filled in the same way as vacancies
in the office of district judge. The superior court shall have
appellate jurisdiction of county court and municipal court decisions
and original civil jurisdiction concurrent with the district court
from $500·to $5,000. The superior court shall be a court of record
in all proceedings.

Over-all Court Structure
A graphic outline of the court system resulting from the
new judicial article and the committee's recommendations for implementing legislation thereof is shown in figure 3. For comparative porposes.
figure 4 presents the court system in existence under the old judicial
article.·
·

Docket Fees
The following changes in docket fee amounts and fee
distribution is recommended by the committee:
1)

The fee in traffic cases.shall be $5 rather than $4.

2) The plaintiff's docket fee in district court civil cases
shall be $20 instead of $15, and the defendant's fee shall be $10
instead of $7.50.
3) Fees from all cases docketed in district courts shall
be divided with 90 per cent retained by the county in which the case
is filed and 10 per cent to the state. At pr~sent, the state receive&30 per cent of the fees from cases docketed in district court, and the
counties retain the other 70 per cent.
4) The answer fee .in civil cases in the new county court
shall be $5; the present justice court answer fee is $2.
5)
of $100,000.

Probate fees shall be increased for estates in excess
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•·--'"•'•·-"'·•-~---------------------Figure 3
PROPOSED COURT STRUCTURE
SUPREME COURT
Seven ~ustlces
Limited Original Jurisdiction
Appellate Jurisdiction
Supervisory Control of State
Courts

I

l

I
DENVER SUPERIOR COURT

p Elt1 L;R PROBATE COUBT ·
One Judge
Exclusive Probate and Mental
Health jurisdiction in
Denver.

DISTRICT COURTS
22 Districts - 69 Judgesa

One Judge

1)
2)

DENVER COUNTY AND
MUNICIPAL COURT
Number of Judges Set by
Charter and Ordinance

1)
2)

l) • Unlimited civil jurisdiction

Original civil jurisd1e•
tion $~00 to $5,000
concurrent with district
court.
Appellate jurisdiction of
Denver County and
Municipal court cases.

Same state jurisdiction
as other county courts.
Same municipal jurisdic•
tion as other municipal
courts.

including exclusive jurisdiction
of1 a) probate;b b) juvenile;b
c) domestic relations; d) mental
health.
Unlimited criminal jurisdiction.
Appellate jurisdiction of county
court and municipal court cases,

DENVER JUVENILE COURT
Two Judges
Exclusive juvenile jurisdiction in Denver.

g6UNTY COURTS (EXCEPT DENVER)
71 Judges
l)

Original civil jurisdiction up to
$500 (except in cases involving
real property titles or boundaries
concurrent with district court,
including forcible entry, with
certain limitations.
2) Original criminal jurisdiction in
misdemeanors concurrent with
. district court,
3) Preliminary hearings in felony
cases.
MUNICIPAL COURTS
( EXCEPT DENY ER)
Jurisdiction over municipal
.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-1ordinance violations.

a,
b.

Six additional judges to be elected in populous districts in 1968.
Except in Denver.

Figure 4
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF COLORADO·

SUPREME COUHT

Seven Justices
Limited original jurisdiction
Appellate jurisdiction
Supervisory control of other courts

1.

2.
3.

18 Districts -- 41 Judgesa

Unlimited civil jurisdiction
Unlimited criminal jurisdictio
3. Trial de novo from county and
superior courts
4. Transfers from justice, county
and superior courts
·--0-0
I
0
1.
2.

0

l"l'."T"ff'!'T~P"7"!'1'r"'l'..,..,..,,....,,........__..'-·-,

2.

civil
jurisdiction to
$2,000 concurrent
with county court
Retrial of
inferior court

0
0

0
0
0
0
n
0

0
0
0

0
O

1.

O

O

O
O

O
...__,.....-........---..._ _ _ _ _ _ O

'

,-~

:..c..,,')._
'-CJL

O
O
O
O
O
O

'</I

~

()

0
0

....

63 Judges

Original probate
jurisdiction
2. Original civil
jurisdiction to
$2.000 concurrent
with district
court
3. Retrial of J.P.
and municipal
. court cases except
in Denver
.4. Juvenile jurisdiction
except in Denver
•
......,,,5-"'-.:.;.M..::l,..::Sc.::d;;.;e"'m=e;.;;a..na.:::oc::rc..:s=-----__.
'-- '

I

0
0
0

\
\

\
.....

Approximately 250
Civil matters to $300 concurrent with county court
2. Misdemeanors
Forcible entry concurrent
with county court
Preliminary hearings in
--~f-elony cases
1.

a.

\

I

\

Ordinance violations if
offense local in nature,
except for Denver Municipal
Court which has justice of
the eace jurisdiction

Additional judges elected in November 1960 in 11th and 18th
judicial districts, will assume office in January 1961, raising
total ',') -11.

- - writ of error
trial .Q£. novo
qoo transfers
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COST OF I,\1\PLEMENT ING THE NEW JUDICIAL ARTICLE

The court system cost estimates presented in this report are
based on the following:
1) committee recommendations concerning county court
jurisdiction, number of county and district judges, judicial district
boundary changes, authorization for associate county judges, and
authorization for county court clerical positions;
·
2) each county's estimated revenue increase from the proposed
docket fee changes and the proposed 90/10 fee division between the
counties and the state;lO •
3)

estimated new county court caseloads and the fees therefrom;

4) present court expenditures (1962 or 1963) as shown on county
budgets, audits, and/or questionnaires filled out for the county
commissioners' association; and
5) certain assumptions concerning: a) the .actual application
of proposed statutory provisions concerning associate-judges and clerks,
b) transfer of county court personnel to district court, and c) amount
of personnel needed
a consequence of the creation of additional
district judgeships.
·

if

Because of the number of variables involved and the unavailabilit
of some of the specific data needed, these estimates should be used as
general cost indicators rather than as precise cost projections. Further
these estimates have validity only insofar as the underlying assumptions
are valid, and they are applicable only to the proposed court system
recommended by the committee. Increases in county judicial salaries,
creation of additional associate county judgeships, and provision of
county court clerks in small counties could result in a substantial
upward revision of the estimated court costs projected in this
report.
Estimated State,Expenditures
The state is currently spending $707,238 which covers the
annual salary of 41 district judges at $14,000 each, the state's share
of retirement for these judges, travel, and an annual share of $1,200.
for the salary of each of 18 district attorneys. The additional cost
to the state is estimated at $447,840 or an increase of 63.3 per cent
computed as follows:

28 additional district judges at $14,000 per year $392,000
retirement for 28 judges at 12 per cent of
·salary
salaries for four additional district attorneys
10.
11.

47,040

4,800

Not taken into account were the proposed probate fee increase and
the proposed $5 answer fee in county court civil actions.
See Appendix C for a detailed explanation of the met~odology and
assumptions used in making these cost estimates.
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district judges' travel

(additional)
sub total

less state's share of fee increase and 10% of
fees from present county court jurisdiction to
be transferred to district court
Total

14,000
$457,840

10,000
$447,840

Of this amount of increase, $178,600 or 39.9 per cent is a
result of normal growth and not of Amendment No. 1. This amount attributed
to normal growth consists of $173,600 for the salary and retirement of
10 district judges and $5,000 for travel.
The amount which can be attributed to Amendment No. 1 is $274,240
or an increase of 38.8 per cent.
Estimated Increased Court Expenditures for Counties 12
Over~all Increase
It is e~timated that the net annual over-a11· increase in court
operating costs to be borne by the counties (excluding Denver) will be
slightly more than $200,000. If it were not for the anticipated increase
in fees, this over-all increase would be approximately $549,000. The
anticipated fee increas~ of $349,000 includes:
1) · the increase in civil docket fees approved by the committee;
2) the proposed change in the county's share of fees from 70
per cent to 90 per cent, modified by the state's 10 per cent share of
fees for county court cases which will be within the district court's
jurisdiction;
3)

the proposed change in traffic case docket fees from $4 to

$5; and
4) the anticipated fee revenue from the new county court,
which includes fees presently retained by justices of the peace but
which will accrue to the counties under the proposed system.

Not included are the proposed probate fee increase and the $5
answer fee in county court civil actions, as these recommendations were
m~de by the committee subsequent to this analysis. It is estimated that
the~e additional fee increases will reduce county court costs significantly
from the amounts presented here.
Counties With Decreases

It is estimated that 15 counties will have a net decrease in
their court operating costs. This is due in large part to the
anticipated increase in fee revenue; however, included among these
counties are seven of the 12 counties which are in judicial districts
where there will be no increase in the number of district judges or
county judges (5th, 12th, 14th). In most cases, the estimated decrease
is small.
12.

Denver excluded.
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These counties and the estimated decreases in their operating
costs are as follows:
1st District
Clear Creek

Estimated Decreasel3
$1,450

3rd District
Huerfano
Las Animas

l·,450
1,300

5th District
Eagle
Lake

550
2,800

10th District
Pueblo

3,100

12th District
Alamosa
Conejos
Saguache

450
1,800

13th District
Phillips
Sedgwick
Washington

2,700
700

14th District
Grand
Moffat

2,600
2,800

18th District
Douglas

1,550

50

100

Counties With Increase
As might b.e expected, the iargest estimated increases in
operating costs generally are in the larger counties where there will
.be a significant increase in the number of county judges and dist~ict
judges. These are also the counties with the largest anticipated fee
increases, so that the net gain in over-all cost is less than might
appear from a cursory examination. These counties and the estimated
increases in their operating costs are as follows:
Estimated Increasel3

1st.District
Gilpin
Jefferson

$ 1,600

27,200

4th District
El Paso

21. 700

850
1,600
1,700

Elbert

Kit Carson
Lincoln
Teller
13.

1,200

Rounded off to the nearest $50.
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Estimated Increasel3

5th District

Summit

$

6a
Dolores
Montezuma

150
400
650

6b

Archuleta
La Plata
San Juan

500
4,200
200

7a

6,600

Mesa
7b

Delta
Gunnison
Hinsdale
Montrose
Ouray
San Migue_l

4,450
1,200
400
2,900
650
350

8a (20th District}
Boulder

25,150

·Sb (8th District)
Jackson
Larimer

2,000
20,350

Sc (19th District)
Weld

14,300

9th Distri.ct
Garfield
Pitkin
Rio Blanco

5,100 .
1,150
2,250

11th District
Chaffee
Custer
Fremont
Park

200
1,450
2,750
1,500

12th District
Costilla
Mineral
Rio Grande

250
500
1,600

13th District
Logan
Morgan
Yuma

5,300
2,000
3,000

14th District
Routt

50
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15th District
Baca
Cheyenne
Kiowa
Prowers

Estimated Increasel3
$
800
1,000
1,500
1,.700

16th District
Bent
Crowley
Otero

900
200
~,200

17th District
Adams

37,150

18th District
Arapahoe

9,900

Amount of Increase Attributed to Normal Growth
The following judicial districts as presently constituted
are considered either to need additional district judges immediately
or in the very near future because of normal growth aside from the
passage of Amendment No. 1;14
District

Judges

7th
8th
10th
17th
18th

l
2

l
l
l

The ov~r-all c~st to the counties in these judicial districts
for the addition of these judges is estimated at between $125,000 and
$165,000 and includes additional reporters, division clerks, baliffs,
steno-cleiks, and su~plies and equipment, where applicable. No attempt
was made to apportion these costs on a county-by-county basis for
two reasons:
1) Proposed changes in judicial district boundaries make it
difficult ·in some instancea to assess these costs precisely to individua
counties.
2) The anticipated increase in fees is a direct consequence
of the implementation of Amendment No. 1, and the effect of this increas,
on over-all costs has not been segregated as to judges added because
of Amendment No. land those added because of normal growth.

14.

Not including Denver (2nd District) where four additional judges
have been recommended because of growth.
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Table III
Table III presents a more detailed breakdown by county of
estimated court expenditures and includes the following information:
1)

present court expenditures;

2)

estimated court expenditures;

3)

difference between present and estimated expenditures;

4}

increase costs of district attorney's office where
applicable;

5}

estimated fee increases; and

6)

net increase or decrease in court expenditures.
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TABLE III
ESTI.W\TED EXPENDITURES FOR NEW COURT SYSTEM (Exluding Denver) AS CURRENTLY PROPOSED BY LEGISIATIVE COUNCIL CO/IJ"1TTEE ON AMENDMC:NT II 1

District
CO!,l[j;

lafilili:li.1
Clear Sri!::~
Gllpi~

Jeff arson

~

Huerfano
Las Animas

ill

El Faso
Kit Carson
Lincoln
Teller

ill

11,455c
22,435c
122, 730c
7, 044C
7,sooc
6,000C

$ 5,645c

Justic11
Cour~

$ 3,oooc

Total

9,948
306,615

12,745
7,785
264,835

$ 6,125
4,425

96,740

$18,870
12,210
361,575

4 ,50QC
10,s2oc

28,169
58,5:>9

19,525
43,455

8,425
15,795

27,950
59,2%

55,950C
300c
40QC
100c

263,838
15,408
16,250
12,900

239,088
11,308
12,700
9,550

62,880
7,025
6,481
5,375

5,120'
78,50oc·

l!,C
5'),2QOC

12,214c
25,304 C
85,15Bce
9,064c
8,050c
6,sooc

$ 17,985

$

1

Difference•Present
& Est.
EX!l!W2,

Net. !ncrl.•o~e

bt. Fee
In~r~1~e

or Dc,r,,a,·,,.
Arpount

2,238
6'.;>4
27,783

$· l ,453
l , LCL~

-219
t,91

1,246
2,007

-1,465
-1,316

301,968
18,333
19,181
14,925

38,qO
2,925
2,931
2,025

16,434
1,340
1,238
841

21,696

$

885
2,262
54,960

Es.t.
Change in
D,A, !;x12,
$

$

27,177

1.~8)

1,693
1,184

-s~o

6,125§
10,971
5,506'

550c
3,020f
l50C

18,797
26,949
17,583

13,997
18,729
13,833

6,631
7,475
5,150

20,628
26,204
18,983

1,831
-745
1,400

2,381
2,054
1,232

-2, 7•19

5,0lOC
23,020c
2,629C

5,550'
17, 767c
3,450c

300C
2,oooc
250c

10,860
42, 787
6,329

7,260
40,395
2,779

5,200
13,870
4,029

12,460
54,265
t>,808

1,600
11,478
479

1,105
7 ,2':J7
265

4,221

14,190c
5,5ooc
250C
13,85QC
3,576C
5,786c

16,327C
7,950c
l,5aoc
14 ,322c
3,5ooc
4,836c

l,5ooc
sooc
150c
13,500c
100c
750C

32,017
13,950
1,980
41,672
7,776
11,372

27,470
10,700
550
25,980
4,376
6,786

13,400
6,331
1,850
18,925
4,525
5,875

40,870
17,031
2,400
44,905
8,901
12,661

8,853
3,081
420
3,233
1,125
1,289

1,000
600
50
1,200
300
300

5,403
2,469
74
1,553
759
1,243

2,880

5,oooc
27,859b

5,700c
28,152b

3QOC
14,812b

11,000
70,823

8,800
59,741

4,475
42,345

13,275
102,086

2,275
31,263

600
3,000

894
13,898

1,981
20,3t,5

Pitltin
Rio Blanco

17, 100c
4,50QC
10 ,4 soc

14, 815c
4,875C
8,5lOC

1,oooc
200c
350c

32,915
9,575
19,310

29,435
7,500
16,600

13,880
4,525
6,441

43,315
12,025
23,041

10,400,
2,450
3,731

.!.Q.lli
Pueblo

95,187b

86,253b

40,651b

222,091

187,732

52,560

240,292

18,201

21,320

9,376'
2,370C
15, 688d
6, 040C

9,616c
3,400C
lb,613d
9,950'

2,oooc
3QOC
3,935d
300C

20,992
6,070
36,236
16,290

16,592
3,170
29,437
13,440

7,850
4,700
15,565
5,150

24,442
7,870
45,002
16,590

3,450
1,600
8,766
2,300

3,242
359
6,008
828

Lake

.

9,340C
4,813C
169,915C9

County
....Q.2!!ll

Estimated Court Expenditures
Ung~,t Arn~ndm~ni lll
County
District
.Coy.:!
~
W.tl

12,122c
12,959c
ll,927C

Eagle

I

$

Puu:nt Cou,J l;;x12~02i.111B~

Summit

"' 21h

nrchuleta
I.a Plata
San Juan

.5:fta

Gunnison
Hinsdale
Montrose
Ouray
San Miguel

fil.11
Jackson
Larimer

21.h

Garfield

t*i~fee

Custer

Fremont
Park

.

5,278
1,295
1,482

l,;,S
•1 r;:,
2 lt;

4 ,•\':JO

1,212
396
(,66
3/\t,

!;),

122

1, l

~>~

2,24!:J
-3, 119
2CS
l

,i!4

!

2, ·,:is
1,472

TASLc III

(continued)

District

~

lill,

~

1s,6scg
16,756d
3,572d
6,590
11,980c
8, 115c

l,22Sb
2,44lb
6, 172~
1,090
1,sooc
500c

35,219
42,173
15, !'>44
l'!>,812
23,560
18,465

32,~07
36,'l78
7,100
10,632
17,oBO
14,640

l'.>,2G'.>
[5,565
t>, 330
5,825
7, 12~)
8,175

47,712
':)2, 543
13 ,43C
lo ,4!17
24,805
22,315

12,593
10,370
-2,lM

7,311
9,360

5,2B2
2,C!C

DO'.>

645

-2, 7 L·1
-7 t,1

1,225
4,350

l,3':l9
I, 295
l, 304

a,oooc
7,650C
6,100c

5,20cc
8,720c
6,475c

2,600C
400C
aooc

15,800
16,770
13,975

9,100
ll ,370
6,700

6,625
7,475
7,175

l':, 725
l3,a45
13,975

-75
2,07::,
-100

2,507
2,067
2,687

8,480a
6,432c
5,240c
15,666C

300a
l ,OOOC
925c
l, 585c"

18,895
13,432
,13, 840
34,773

15,907
9,4•.)0
10,:215
28, 142

7,025
5,815
5,375
14,010

22,832
15,215
15,590
42,152

3,937
1,783
1,750
7,379

3,123
804
277
5,717

l, 4 73

? r.:>wer s

10, 115a
6,oooc
7,675c
17 ,522c

1!illl.
Bent
Crowley
uterv

7,336c
4,0soc
22,659b

7,079c
6,325~
19,573

1,970c
400c
1,537b

16,385
10,805
43,769

10,746
6,205
37,579

7,5~0
5,925
18,335

18,296
12,030
55,914

1,911
1,225
12,145

973
995
6,958

23C
'.c, 197

l95,453eg

93,284'

20,11ocf

309,847

297,043

98,940

385,983

77,136

40,002

37, 136

156,241 cg
9,750c
4,515C

65,617~
8,450
6,526c

3l,400cf
4,500c
450c

253,258
22,700
11,491

240,498
17,700
7,481

62,880
10,181
5,825

303,378
27,881
l3,306

50,120
5,181
1,815

40,247
6,728
95'.:>

9,873
-1, 54 7
860

:ield

58,000C

42,900c

10,845c

lll, 745

97,370

48,060

145,430

33,685

4,000

23,374

14 , 311

Wh

Boulder

76,340c

74,284c

9,oooc

159,624

158,544

54,260

212,804

53,180

4,000

32,015

25,165

~
.\1~ sa

50, 769b

27,674b

4,553bf

82,996

74,163

24,745

98,908

15,912

1,500

10,800

6,612

22nd
0)1.;,res
::.,Jntezuma

5,596c
12, 765c

5,565~
15,058

200c
929b

11,361
28,751

7,441
23,817

5,200
13,400

12,641
37,217

1,280
8,466

884
7,807

396
659

Phil lips
s~dgwlck
'lid sti ington
Yum.i

H.lli

,~rdnd
R~utt

.',\of fat
15th
Baca
Cheyenne
KbwJ

.J'

or Decr;;:r.ase

125C
100c
25cc
200c

Lugan

17th
11,oams

!.ill

,uapahoe
Dcu9las
i:lbert
19th

a•

b,
C,
d.
e.
f.
g.

18,335~
22,976d
5,800
8, 132d
9,sooc
9,790C

Net Increase
Est. Fee
Increa~st

$:L,625
2t>,85C
12,42C
4,42C
31,675
15,090

,/,J rga n

$2,036C

Est.
Change in
D.A, ExQ.

i 8,922
9,475
5,875
2,000
12,120
5,875

lllh

$13,760C
l0,699C
6,133c
2,01cc
10,955c
7 ,400C

Difference·•
Present
& Est.
Ex.iend.

$22,703
18,375
6,545
2,420
19, S55
9,215

..;c,,;tilla
.:.inoHl
r\iv Grande
:,aguache

$15,215c
l3,500C
4,550c
1, 5,;oc
15,780c
6,090C

Iili.l

Estimated Court Expenditures
Un2er A~e!J2meni ttl
County
District
Court
Court
I..tltl

$31,011
25,199
10,808
3,720
26,885
13,690

-.~:J~J~a,
C.:.ih! j ~)S

w

Pr~~~nt CQur: Exe~ndi!ute~
County
Justice
Court
Court

l,OOOc

~ounty buJ'JCt file-d with Tax Commission-~1962 ac;ual and_ es~imated.
Questi.onr:air;, fil l?c .::•Jt fer County Commissioner s ,-ssocution, 1962 actual.
County budget fi.~a wLth Tax Commission--1963 budget request.
Audit filed with State ~uditor--1962 actual.
Includes c;iunty court probation office, listed separately on budget.
Adjusted to account for fees submitted to county and returned to J.P. 's.
Includes county's share of Tri-Dist~ict Probation budget.

$

614
1,651
1,612
700
4,79C
1,400

$

$ l, 059
3,485
1,344
168
3,194
1,419

$

-445
-1,834
269

532

1.~~Li

-19

-7C
J,041.;

-2,'.:li32
,3

-2, 7,37

814
')7Q

i ,0t.'-i2
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APPENDIX/\
SENA'IE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 12

BY SENATORS FULGHUM, BYRNE, m:llNETT,
McVICKER, RCXiERS, W!::l-IKE, CHEJ!:VER, BROWN, HEWJ:TT, ALIEN, CHEHO\<ETH, DONNELU and
DeBERARD; also REP.Rc!SEHTATIVES ROHffi, TOMSIC, KANE, BYRNE, JOHNSON, EEERHARDT,
S'l'R8LTZER, EVANS, MACKIE, MYRICK, CLARK, GALIEGOS, CALABRESE, KNOX, RUBIN,
BRADEN, OHISON, I.ENNOX, OOUGIASS and BURCH.
SUBMI'tTING TO THE QUALIFIED ELF.UTORS OF 'rnE STA.1E OF COI.ORAOO AN AHENDUENT
TO THE CONSTITtITION OF TI-IE STA'lE OF COI.DRADO PROVIDING FOR THE REORGAUI1.A.TION OF THE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT, BY 'l'HE REPEAL OF PRESEHT ARTICIE VI OF
SAID CONSTITUTION, AND THE ENACTNENT OF A NEW ARTICIE VI REIA TINO 'IO 1'HE
JUDICL\L DEPARTI•El.'lT; AND BY TIIE REPEAL OF SEX:TION 11 OF ARTICIE XIV OF
SAID CONSTITUTION REIATING TO JUSTICES OF THE PEACE AND CONSTABIES.

Be It Resolved

or ,Qolorado,

.!?z ~

Sonata of the Fort:{-t.h!!:g General Assembl,y

~J.

th~ State

.!,~ House of Representatives concurring _llerei,n:

SOO'l'ION 1.

There sha11 be submit.tad to the qualified electors of the

state o~ Colorado, at. th9 next general election for members of tha genereJ.
assemb]Jr, for their approval or reject.ion, the following amendment to the
constitution of the state of Colorado, to-wit:
Article VI

or

the constitution of the et.ate of Colorado is hereby repealed

and the !allowing new article VI enacted in lieu thereof, said repeal and enactmant to be effective on the seco~d Tuesday of January, 1965, except that the

repeal or sections 10, 16, and 22 of the present article VI and the enactment

or

sections 8, 11,

14, 15,

and 16- of the new article VI shall become effective

immediately:
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT

Section 1.

Vestment of .judicio.l powe:z:.

'l'he judicial power of the stat.a

ohall be voatod in a. supreme court, district courts, a probate court in tho
city and county of Denver, a juvenile court in the city nnd county of Denver,
county courts, and such othor courts or judicial officers with jurisdiction
fr;forior to the supreme court, as tho c;cncral nnscmbly may, from time to time
ootabllah; provided, howovcr, that nothing heroin contained shall be conntrue1l
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to restrict or diminish tho po~rs of home rulo cities a.nd towns granted under
article XX, section

6 of this constitution to create municipal and polico

courts.

SUPREME: COURT
Section 2.

Appellate .jurisdiction.

(1)

The supreme court, except as

otherwise provided in this constitution, shall have appellate jurisdiction
only, which shaJJ. be coextensive with the state, and shall have a general
superintending control over all inferior courts, under such regul.ations and
limitations as rnq be prescribed by law.
(2)

Appellate review by the supreme court of every final judgmmt of

too district courts, the probate court of the city and county of Denver, an<l
the juvenile court of the city and county of Denver shaJ.1 be allowed, and the
supreme court ehalJ. have such other appellate review as may be provided by law.
There shall be no appellate review by the district court of any final judgment

qf the probate'court of the city and county of Denver or of the juvenile court
of the city and county of Denver.
Section 3.

Original jurisdiction - opinions.

The supreme court shall

have po'l-1'3r to issue writs of habeas corpus, mandamus, quo warranto. certiorari,
injunction, and such other original and remedial -writs as may be provided by

•

rul'3 of court with authority to hear and determine the same; and each judee of
the supreme court shall have like po\<wer and authority as to writs of halx!as
corpua.

The suprelll9 court sha.1.1. give its opinion upon important questions upon

solemn occasions l-lhen required by the governor, the senate, or the house of
reprosentatives; and all. such opinions shall be published in connection with
the reported decision
Section 4.

Terms.

of said court.
At least t..o terms of tho supreme court shall be held

each yca:r, at the seat of ~overnmont.
Section 5.

Personnel of court - departments.

The supreme court shal.l

ccnaist of not less than :icvon justices, who may i1i t £!! ~ or in dcp.o.rt100nts.
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I1' case said court shall sit in departments, each of said departments shalJ.
have full po"wer and authority of said court in the determination of causes,

the issuing of writs and the exorcise of all powers authorized by this constitution, or provided b;y law, subject to the general control or the court
sitting fill bane, and such rules and ,:,egulations as the court may make, but no
decision of any department shall become judgnsnt of the court unless concurred
in b~ nt least three justices, and no case involving construction of the constitution o! this state or of the United States shall be decided except by the
court fill b~.

Upon request of the

euprelM

court, the number of justices mq

be increased to no more than nine members Mtenever tl-10-thirds of the members
of each house of the general assembly concur therein.

The court. shall provide

by rule for the manner of selecting a chief justice from among the court mem-

bership, who shal.1 preside at all sessions of the court.
Section 6.

Election of justices.

The justices ot the supreme court shall

be elected by the electors of the state at large.

Vacancies shal.J. be filled as

provided in section 20 or this article•
Section

7. Term of office. The teno. of office of justices of the supreme

court shaJ.J. be ten years, and justices of the supreme court holding office on
the effective data of this constitutional. aroendroont shall continue in office
£or the remainder of the respective terms for \odtlch they ~re elected or appointed.
Section S.

Qualificatiol'Js of justices.

No person shall be eligible to

the office of justice of the supremo court unless he shall be a qua.lifiod
elactor of the state of Colorado and shall have been licensed to practice law
in this state .for at least .five

years.

DISTRICT COURTS

Soction 9.

District courts - jurisdiction.

(1)

The

district courts

sha11 bo trial courts 0£ rocord with general jurisdiction, and shall have original jurisdiction in all civil, probate, and criminal. cases, except as otherwise
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provided horein, und shall have such appellate jurindiction no mny bo proscribed
by

la\/.

(2)

Effective the second 'fuosday in January, 1965, all causes pending be-

fore the county court in each county, excopt those causes within the jurisdiction of the county court as provided by law, o.nd excopt as provided in subsection (3) of this section, shall then be trnnsforred to and pondine in the district court of such county, and no bond or obligation given in any of said
causes shall be affocted by said transfer.
(3)

In the city and county of Denver, exclusive original juriodiction in

all matters of probate, aettl0IJ1enta of estates of deceased persons, appointment of guardians, conservators and administrators, and settlement of their
accounts, the adjudication of the mentally ill, and such other jurisdiction as may
be provided by law shall be vested in a probate court, created by section 1 of
..J

this a~ticle, and to uhich court all of such jurisdiction of the county court

.

of tho city and county of Denver shall be transferred, including all pending
cases and matters, effective on the second Tuesday of Ja.nuary, 1965.
Section 10.

Judicial districts - dintrict jud[!es.

divided into judicial districts.

(1)

The stato cllall be

Suen districts shall be fanned of compact

territory and be bounded by county lines.

Tho judicial districts as provided
~

by law on the effective date of this mnendment shall constitute the judicial
districts of the state until changed.

The general assembly may by law, whenever

tw-tnirds of the members of each house concur therein, chan3e the boundaries

or

o:ny district or increase or diminish the number of judicial districts.

(2)

In each judicial district there shall bo elocted by the oloctors there-

of· one or more· judges of tho district court.

The term of office of n district

judgo shall be six years o.nd district judges holding office on tho effective
data of this constitutional o.mondmcnt phall continua in office for the remainder of tho rospective tonns for 'Which thoy wero eloctod or appointed.
c;j.e.s

ahall bo filled as provided in cection 20 of this nrticlo.
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Vaoan-

( 3)

The number of di:Jt,rict judt;os proviuod by lm, for each diatrict on the

effoctivo date of thia amonc111ent ohall constituto tho number of judges for the
district until changed.

The 110neral assembly may by low, whonever two-thirda

of tho members of each house concur therein, increnoe or diminiclt tho numbor
of district judces, except tha~ the office of n district jud~e may not be abolishod until completion of the term for which ho vas eloctcd or appointed, bu.t
ho may be required to oerve in a judicial district other thnn the one for
which elected, aa long as such district encompasses his county of reeidenco.

(4) Separate divisions of district courts may
by law,

or in the absence of

be estnblished in districts

any such law, by rule of court.

Section 11 •. Qualifications of dist,rict judges.

No person shall be eligible

to the office of district judge Wll_ess he shall be o. ql..1,'llifiecl elector of the
judicial district at the time of his election or selection and ohnll.have been
licensed to practice laY in this state for five years.

Ench judge or the dis-

trict ~ourt shall baa rosident of his district during his term of office.
Section 12.

Terms of court.

The time of holdinG courts within the judicial

diotricts shall be ad provided by rule of court, but at least one torm of tho
district court shall be held annually in each county.
DISTRICT ATTOFJffiYS

Section 13.

District attorney~ - election - torm - nnlary - gualificntions.

In each judicial district thoro shall be n district attorney elected by the
elector3 thereof, whone tcm of office shall be four yo~rs.

District attorneys

ohall receive such salaries o.ncl perform such dutio3 as provided by law.

No

person uhall be eligible to the office o:f district attorney \Jho shall not, at
the time of his election po:,soss all tho qualifications of lliotrict court
judces n::i pro,rided in -thi::; nrticle.

All district. nttorncy:J holding office on

the effectivo dato o:i: thio runcndmcnt oho.11 continuo in offico for tho remninrler
of tho roopeotive tcnns for \Jhich they -woro olcctoo or nppointocl.
PnODJ\.TE AHD JUVEHILE cmmrs

Goction JA.

l'rol,.-,,t,<J cnm:·l. - jnr1.:~clict.ion
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j11<l,,.c:1 - clcctlon - t.on11 -

(11.\.._'\lHicntions.

The probate court of the city and cowlty oi' Denver ohall huva

ouch jul'iediction ao providod by section 9, nubsection (3) of this article •.
The Judge of the probato court of the city nnd county of Denver ohall.havo tho
snme q~ifications and term of office c.o provided in this art.icle for district
judgos and shall be elected initially by tho qualifiod olectors of tho city
and cou.nty of Denvor at the general e-leotion. in, tho year 196/~.

be i'illed as proviuod in section 20 o-f• this article.

Vacancioa shall

The number of judges of

the probqtR court of the city and county of Denver may be increa:md no provided
by law.

Soction l.5.
qualifications.

Juvenile court - jurisdicj;ion - judges - eloction - t(Jrm -

The Juveniler, court of tho city and county of Denvor shall have

auch j urisdictian, a~,, shall be provided by law.

The judge of tho juvenile court

of the city and C-9'unty of Denver sha.ll have the same qualificntions nnd torm of
office as provided in this article for district judges and shall be elected.
initially by the qualified electors oft.ha city and count.y of Donver at the·
genernl oleotion in the year 1964.

soction 20 or this article.

Vacancies shall be filled an provided in

The number of judges of the juvenile court of the

city and county of Denver may be increased us provided by lav.
COUNTY COURTS

Section 16.

County juuces - election·- tem - gualificntions.

In cnch

county there shall be olectcd by the electors thoreof in tho year 1964, nnd
evory four years theraat'ter, one or moro judges of the county court an mny be
provided by lnw, whose tenn of office shall be four years, and who:.io quo.lifications shall be prescribed by lav; except that the number, mo.nnor of selection,

and

tenn or offico or judGe3 of the county court of tho city n.nd connty of

Denver shall be o.s provided j.n tho charter and ordino.nccn of tho city and

county of Denver.

County jucl~eo sha.ll bo qunlified olcctor~ of thoir counties

at tho timo of thoir election or nppointmont.
Section 17.

County courtr. - jur;i.r.d.iction - n.ppcnb.
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CoWlty courto ch.1.ll

hnvo ouch civil, criminal, and appollnto jurisdiction an may bo providod by
luw, provided such oourto shall not hnvo jurisdiction of felonieo or in civil
casen whore tho boundarin:1 or titlo to real property shall be in question.

Ap-

pellato rovie\.l by tha :11 11•,•.w• court. or the district courta or ovary finnl judgment of the coW'lty court.u ohull be ao provided by law.

HISCELLANEOUS
Section

1a. Compensation

and servicos. Justiceo of the supreme court,

district judges, probate judges, juvonile judees, and county judcea ohall
receive such compensation ao mny be provided by law, which may be increaeed or
decreased during their terms of office, and ohall rocoive such pension or retirement benefits as rno.y be provided by law.

No suprome court juotlce, dis-

trict court judGo, probate judge, juvenile judce, or county court judce shall
accept nomination for any public office othor than judicial, tho term of which
shall begin more than thirty days before tho end of his tom of office, without
first resigning from hie judicial office, nor ahall he hold at nny other time
any other public office during his tenn of office, nor hold office in any
political party orgnniZ-1tion.

No supreme court justico, district court judge,

probate judge, or juvenile judge shall engar,e in the practice of lnw.

Dintrict

judgeo, probate judges, juvenile ju~cos, and county judces poasesning tho qualifications of district judges, when called upon to do so, may serve in nny
at.ate court with full authority as proviclod by law.

Any cotmty jUtlGe mny sorve

in any county court or as a municipal judgo or police magistrate

as

provided by

lav, or in the case of home rule cities as provided by chnrter nnd ordinances.
Section 19.

Lqw3 relqtinc to courts - uniform.

All laws relating to otnte

courto shall be coner~i.1 and of unifonn oporo.tion tJ1rouchout tho state, and
except as hercufter in this section 3pocifiod tho orr;anization, jurisdiction,
powors, procoeding3, nntl prnctico of all courts of tho

Gnlllo

class, and the

forco nnd offcct of tho proccctllncn, judc,nont~ and dccroos of ouch courts
oovorally ohall bo uniform.

County courts mny bo clo.soiflod or grndetl as may
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bo providod by la'IJ, and the 01·f_'.aniz,.1tion, ju.ri:::a.lictlon, po\./oro, procoodinco,
o..nd practic o of cow1 t.y

court □

\Ji thin tho some clasa or r,rm.lo, and the forco

o.nJ offoct of tho procoedines, judcment □ nnd docroes of county courts in the

sumo claso or ernue shall be uniform; provided, ho~ever, that the orcnnization

nnd admini::itr.~tion of the county court of the city a.nd county of Denver shall
be ns p1·ovided in the charter and ordinanceo of tho city nnd county of Denver.

Section 20.

Vncnncie □•

(1)

Vacancies occurrin~ in any of the elective

judicial offices of the suprema court, district courts, probate court of the
city and county of Denver, and the juvenile court of the city and county of
Donver shall be filled by appointment of the governor.

Judcos appointed under

the provisiona of thio section to elective judicial offices cl1all hold office
until the next genoral election o.nd until their succeosors elected thoreat
shall bo duly qualified.

SUch succaasors shall be elected for a full tom to

their respective offices.
(2)

be

Vacancies occurring -in the office of county judce of nny county shall

filled by appointment of the county commissioners of such county.

County

judces appointed under the provisions of this oection shall hold office until
tho next general election and until their auccossors elected thereat shall be
uuly qualilied.

Such successors shall be elected for n full tonn to thoir

respective offices.
(3)

Other vacancies occurring in judicio.l offices shall bo filled no now

or hereafter provided by law.

(4) Vacancies occUITing

in tho office of district attornoy :;hnll be filled

by appointment of tho covernor.

District attorneys appointed un~er tho pro-

visions of' thio section oha.ll hold offico until tho next etcnoral election nnd
until their

.:ruccc □ ::;ore

electod thereat oha.11 bo dlly qw:ilifiod.

Such 3Uccessors

vhall be clcctcu. for the remainder of tho unoxpircd term in which tho vacnncy
w1::;

croutocl.
soction 21.

rule □

fh11o

m:i.kinc powor.

'l'ho auprcJno court. ::;hnll r,tnko nml promulc::ite

covcrninG tho adrnlni::itration of nll courtu nnd nho.ll mako nnd promul.r,ato
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rulen GOVerninG practice nnd procodure in civil nnd cr:uninal caoea~ except
that tho goneral oGocmbly shall hnvo the power to provide o1nplifiod procodures in county courts for claims not exceeding five hundred dollnra and £or the
trial of misdemeanors.
Section 22.

Procei:rn - progecu,tion - in

nme

01' p•:loplo.

In all proseoutiono

for violations or tha lnwa or Colorado, proceso shall run in tho namo of "The
Feopla of tho Stato of Colora.clo 11 ; all prosocutiona shnll be cnrriod on in tho
nrune nnd by tho o.uthority of "The People of the Sta.ta of Colorado", and concludo, "acninst the pea.co nnd dignity of the samo 11 •
8oction 23.

lletirernant of' judr;cs.

Any judse of any court now exiating

in the eta.ta or Colorado, or hereafter created, shnll be retired from ofi'ice
if found pennanently di3nbled, by reason of mental or physical infinnitios,
from perfoming the duties of hio office.

Isoues concerning retirement for

dis~bility shall be initiated by motion of the o.tton1ey general to the ouprcmo
court for investigation concerning the permanent disability or such judr;o,
·· i..rheroupon onid court may appoint a referee -who shall hnve authority to subpoena witnesses und raake full investigation nnd subnit his report thereon to
tho court..

In prococdincs a.gainst o. justice of the supremo court under t.his

section, such justice ohall be di::iqua.lified .from sitting ns a judce.

In ~ho

event the court sho.11 determine such juclgo to ho so permanently dioabled, he
shall bo retired with nuch pension or retirement benefits as ho vould hnve
roccived had he full;; cor,1ploted his then term of office.

Upon such retire-

mont hio ori'ice oho.ll be deemed va.cunt und be filled as provitlcd by law.
Effective on the second Tueoday in January, 1965, o.11 justice of the pence
courts shall ceaoe to oxiot, nnd us of said cla-Lo section 11

o:i"'

articlo XIV of

tho conotltution of the atato of Colorado oho.11 bo rcpco.lod, and no juot:i.cc3
of the poo.co or conntubles shall be olcc 1-ocl at tho ccnornl election held in
l'J61+.

SJ~TION 2.

fuch oloctor votln~ at ::mid oloction o.nd do~lroua of vot.i.nc

fN•

or aGainat tho ~aid omondmcnt oh:ill cnot hio voto ns provided by law oitlmr
-
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"Yos 11 or

11

No 11 on the propositionz

''An amendment to tho constitution o!' the

otota of Colorndo providing for the reorganization of tho judicinl <lcpartment,

by tho repeal or presont article VI of onid constitution, and the enactment of
n now article VI rola.ting to the judicial department;

o.nu

by the roponl of sec·tion ll of article XCV of said constitution rolo.ting to justices of tho peace
and constables."
SECTION' ).

The votes cnat for the adoption or rejection of ca.id omenchnont

shall be canvassed. and the result determined in the manner provided by l11w for
the cnnvnssing of votes for representatives in Conaroo~, and if a mnjority of
the eloctoro voting on the proposition shall hnve voted

..

mont shall become a part of the state constitution •

I
I
\

I

I
\
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11

Yes 11 , the said omond-

APPENDIX s1
REGIONAL MEETING AGENDAl
(Topics for Discussion)
I.

District Courts
A)

District organization (boundaries and judges)
1) Judicial district boundaries
2) Number of district judges
3) Requirement as to residence of judges

B)

District court divisions
1) Number of divisions and type of cases
2)
Legislation or court rule
3) Judicial election by division

C)

II.

Surrogate authority for district court clerks
· l) Probate
2) Other matters
3) Legislation or court rule

County Courts
t\)

Qualifications, salaries, and number of county judges
1) Qualifications
a) requirement for lawyer judges
··
i) basis for determination
· ii) option if no lawyer runs or accepts appointment
b) counties requiring full-time lawyer judges
c) qualifications for non lawyer judges
2) Number of judges

B)

Jurisdiction (except simplified procedure and/or small
claim limits)
.
1) Civil
a) top dollar amount
b) domestic relations
c) injunctions
d) other matters
2) Criminal
3) Appellate jurisdiction

C)

1)
2)

D)

Multi judge counties
One judge counties

Court of record provisions -- application to court's
jurisdiction
1) All cases
2) If not all cases, which ones?
3) Simplified procedure and/or small claim cases
4) Relationship to appeal procedure
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III.

'
tl
'

E)

Simplified procedures
1) Civil
~) need for both small claims and simplified procedures
b) upper dollar limits
c) record provisions
d) prohibition of lawyers (if desirable or
constitutional -- in what cases)
e) assigned claims
f) stay of execution
2) Criminal
a) jurisdiction
b) appointment of counsel
c) record provisions

F)

At;>pea 1 procedures and re-lated matters
1) Right of removal
a)
civil
bl criminal
c
lawyer judge courts
d
non lawyer judge courts
e) cases brought under small claims or simplified
procedures
2) A~peal procedure
a) lawyer judge courts
b) non lawyer judge courts
c) cases under small claims and simplified procedures
d) relationship of removal process
e) appeal on record of trial de nova
i) if trials de nova allowed - under what
. circumstances
ii) simplified procedure and small claims cases
on record or trial de nova

Other Matters (To Be Covered by Written Comments -- Time May
Preclude Discussion at Regional Meetings)

.

A)

District courts
1) Probate rules
2) Delinquency procedures
3) Detention facilities
4) Transfer of judges (expenses and remuneration)
5l Probation
6
Salaries of court personnel
7
Other

B)

County courts
1) · Salaries
al lawyer judges (full time)
b
lawyer judges (part time)
c
non lawyer judges
2) Record making
a) electronic or mechanical recording equipment
b) reporters
i}
certified
ii) non certified
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3)

Other matters
a) selection of presiding judgi in multi judge counties
b) requirement for judicial bond
c) terms of court
d} powers and salaries of court clerks
need for magistrates
f
waiver of right to be tried in county of alleged offense
g
transfer of judges (expenses and remuneration)
h
appointment of county judges as municipal judges or
police magistrates
transfer of justice of the peace jurisdiction
court rules
other

el

1.

For all hearings except the City and County of Denver.
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APPENDIX B2

DENVER REGIONAL MEET ING

August 16, 1963
AGENDA

I.

District Courts
A}

Number of district judges

B}

District court divisions

~~
C)

Authority for court clerks

~~
..

II.

III.

IV.

Legislation or court rule
Judges elected by division

Types of matters
Legislation or court rule

Probate Court
A)

Number of judges

8)

Review and critique of proposed legislation establishing a
probate court in the City and County of Denver (see D, page
48, Source Book)

C)

Relationship to probate procedures in other districts

Juvenile Court
A)

Number of

judges

8)

Review and critique of proposed legislation relating to
juvenile courts (see E, page 55, Source Book)

C)

Relationship to juvenile procedures in other districts

Superior Court
A)

Retention of
1)

superior court

Alternatives to retention
appellate review by district court
appellate review by another county judge or division

2)

Need for retention
appellate review burden on other courts
alleviation of case load burden on other courts
through concurrent original jurisdiction
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Note-· The following items assume continuation of the Superior Court
8)

Jurisdiction
l}

Appellate
municipal
county court

2)

C)

Original
a)

civil

b)

i) limit
ii) kinds of cases
iii) simplified procedure
criminal

Qualification, salaries, number of judges, etc.
Qualifications
Salary
Number of judges
Length of term

D)

Court of record provisions
1)

2)
E)

All cases in which court has concurrent original
jurisdiction
If not _all cases, which ones?

Appeal procedures and related matters

1)

Appeals on the record or de novo
a)
b)

2)

Appeals from superior court
a)

b)

V.

county court
i ) a 11 ca s e-s
ii) simplified procedure
municipal court

Differentiation between court's appellate and
original jurisdiction
To supreme court
i} matter of right
ii) certiorari

County -- Municipal Court

A)

Jurisdiction (not including simplified procedure or small
claims cases
1)

Civil
a)

top dollar amount

b)

types of cases
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2)
B)

Criminal

Number of judges and qualifications, etc.
Qualifications
Number of judges
Salary
Method of selection

C)

Court of record provisions
All cases
If not all cases, which ones?
Simplified procedure and/or small claim cases
Relationship to appeal procedure

D)

Simplified procedures
1)

Civil
need for both small claims and simplified procedure&
upper dollar limits
record provisions .
prohibition of lawyers (if desirable or
constitutional -- in what cases)
assigned claims
stay of execution

2)

Criminal·
jurisdiction
appointment of counsel
record provisions

E)

Appeal procedures and related matters
1). County court cases

a)

civil

i) rules of civil procedure
ii) simplified procedure
types of cases
circumstances

F)

VI.

Relationship of (A~E) above to charter amendment

Other.Matters (as time permits)
A)

District court
1)

Trans£ er of judges
assignment out of district
expenses and remuneration

2}

Other

!

I
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B)

Other courts (probate, j0~~nile, superior, county)
1)

Record making
electronic or mechanical recording equipment
reporters
i) certified
ii) non certified
Powers of court clerks
Transfer of judges (expenses and-remuneration)
Waiver of right to be tried in county of alleged offense
Other

-
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COST cSTI1~iAT.i:: ivicTl-i0D0L0GY

New County Courts
In estimating the cost of new county courts, the following
items were included in addition to judicial salaries:
1) Clerks. Clerks were included only in those counties
where clerks will be authorized by statute. In the other counties
the authorization of clerks will be given to the county commissioners.
These are the counties with such small caseloads that clerks do not
appear to be justified. The creation of such officers, therefore, by
the county commissioners should not be charged to the initial
implementation of the amendment. Salaries for the court clerks were
computed at either $6,000 or the present county clerk's salary in those
nine counties where the salary limit would be set by statute according
to the committee's preliminary recommendations. In the other 12
counties where clerks will be authorized by statute but salaries
not set, the present salaries of the county court clerks were used.
2) Reporters or Equipment. An allowance for either reporterf
salaries or recording equipment was included in each county, based on
caseload and number of judges.
3) Additional Clerical Personnel. Additional clerical
personnel was included only in the nine largest counties, and the amount~
computed was based on caseload, number of judges, present salary levels,
and present experience in the Jefferson and Pueblo consolidated justice
courts.
4)· Associate County Judges. Salaries for part-time associate
county judges were included for only two counties, Larimer (1 at 1/2
time and l at 1/4 time) and .Vtontrose ( 1 at 1/2 time). In these two
counties, it appears that associate judges. will be needed because of
geographical factors. The authority to create part-time associate
judges would be placed in the county commissioners, and any increased
cost from the creation of this position should therefore not be
attributed to the initial implemeritation of the amendment, except in
Larimer and Montrose counties.
· .
Salaries for temporary associate judges wer~ budgete~ for all
single judge counties not having a part-time associate judge.
The
amount budgeted was equal to 1/240 of the county judge's salary times
30. This would be the maximum amount which could be paid as temporary
associate judge.
'

I

I
\

I

5) Retirement. This item was included only for those counties
which presently have their county judges under P.E.R.A.
6) Office Supplies and Jurors' and Witness Fees. Amounts
for these items were estimated according to anticipated caseloads.

\
l.

As required in the proposed legislation.
-

!)4

-

7) Mileage and Meetings. Included in this category was travel
and attendance at the recommended institute plus travel in counties
which may hold court outside the county seat.
8) Miscellaneous. This was calculated as a small amount in
all counties, except those which might be reasonably expected to pay
rent for court held outside of the county seat.
District Court
To the present costs of operating the district court in each
county were added the following:
1) Present County Court Expenditures. The total cost for
present county court operations was transferred to district court,
including Juvenile probation, but excluding the following: a) judge's
salary; bJ judge's retirement (if any); c) salaries for reporters and
baliffs (if any}; d) expense for outside judges; and e) part-time and/or
temporary personnel. This total cost transfer included all full-time
personnel (with the above exceptions) at present salary levels, even
though there might be some downward adjustments which would be related
to the salary of the district court clerk and even though in some
larger counties consolidation might result in fewer clerks being needed.
2) Reporters. A reporter added at current salary levels for
each additional district judge. The salaries for these additional
reporters were apportioned in multi-county districts in the same way
as at present. Where proposed district boundary changes affect multicounty districts, new apportionments were derived on the basis of county
populations.
3) Additional Clerks. Additional clerical personnel was
included in the large counties where more than one district judge would
be added. These additional clerical employees include division clerks
where this category presently exists.
4) Other Personnel. Allowances were included for baliffs
and stenographers in those counties where it appeared such would be
needed after weighing the effect of the transfer of county court
positions.
5) Office Supplies and Equipment. An additional allowance was
made in some counties {primarily large ones) for extra office supplies
and equipment. This sum is in addition to the amount allowed for
these purpqses in the present county court budget and also part of the
amount transferred to district court.
6) District Attorneys. In making the cost increase estimates
in the district attorney's office in those districts (old and proposed)
affected by recommended judicial boundary changes, the following were
considered:
a)

new district population and its effect on statutory

b)

state $1,200 annual salary assistance;

salaries;
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c)

increased stenographic costs; and

d)

offsetting factors such as reduced mileage and fewer

deputies where applicable.
Fee Increases
1) The 1962 district court fees collected and retained by
each county were increased by 10/7 to obtain an estimate of total
district court fees.
2) The proportion of total district court fees collected by
each county was computed. These proportions were then applied to the
total estimated district court fee increase (Denver excluded) to
determine the amount of the increase to accrue to each county. This
amount was then added to the total district court fees in each county.
3) The 1962 county court fees collected by each county were
then added to the total district court fees (including the estimated
increase). This combined total was multiplied by 90 per cent to obtain
an estimate of fees which would accrue to each county under the new 90/lC
distribution formula as modified by the increase in district court civil
docket fees. The difference between this amount and the amount of 1962
county and district court fees retained by each county represented the
net anticipated increase.
4)
1963 district and county court fees collected and retained
by each county (where this information was available) was compared with
similar totals for 1963 and the per cent of increase or decrease computed
The net increases computed in 3) above were then modified according
to the percentages of difference between 1962 and 1963.
5) The amount of fees to be realized from the new county
court was computed by multiplying the estimated caseload by$:>, and
from this total was subtracted an amount equal to$:> times 4 per cent
of 70 per cent of the estimated caseload.
(This adjustment was made
to allow for dismissals and acquittals in traffic cases and was based
on the justi~e-court docket analysis which indicated that there were
dismissals or acquittals in 4 per c~nt of the traffic cases;which compris
70 per cent of total caseloads.) The net total computed fees for t~e
new county court is considered to be low, because no allowance was made
for other fees which justice courts are now allowed in civil actions.
6) The estimated new county court fees to be received in
each county were then added to the district court fees estimated for
each county under the new county court system. From this total was
subtracted the amount of fees now collected by each county from all
three courts (district, county, justice of the peace), the remainder
is the over-all amount of anticipated revenue increase from fees in
each county.
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APPENDIX D
A BILL FOR AN ACT
RELATING TO JUDICIAL DISTRICTS AND DISTRICT COURTS.
Be It Enacted .Q..Y. the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1. Judicial districts and terms. The state is hereby
divided into twenty-two judicial districts as prescribed by this act.
Terms of court shall be fixed by rules adopted by the district court
in each district, provided that at least one term of court shall be
held each calendar year in each county within the district, at the
county seat of such county.
SECTION 2. First district4
(1) The first judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Clear Creek, Gilpin, and Jefferson.
(2) The number of judges for the first judicial district shall
be five, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965, through
the Monday preceding the second Tuesday in January, 1969. On and
after the second Tuesday in January, 1969, the number of judges for
the first judicial district shall be six.
SECTlON 3. Second district. (1) The second judicial district
shall be composed of the city and county of Denver.
(2) The number· of judges for the second judicial district shall
be four teen.
SECTION 4. Third district. (1) The third judicial district
shall be c~mposed of the counties of Las Animas and Huerfano.
(2)
be two.

The number of judges ~or the third judicial district shall

(3) The third judicial district shall be divided into two divisions.
The northern division shall consist of the county of Huerfano and the
southern division shall consist of the county of Las Animas. One
judge of the district shall maintain his official residence and
chambers in the northern division of the district and one judge shall
maintain his official residence and chambers in the southern division
of the district. Travel and maintenance expenses shall be allowed a
judge of the district only when he is outside the county of his official residence. For all other purposes the district shall be considered
as a single entity. The allocation of judges to the northern and
southern division shall be made by court rule. In the event that the
judges of the district are unable to agree upon an allocation by rule,
the matter shall be determined by the departmental justice of the
Supreme Court.
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SECTION 5. Fourth District. (1) The fourth judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Elbert, El Paso, Kit Carson,
Lincoln, and Teller.
(2) The number of judges for the fourth judicial district shall
be six, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965, through the
Monday preceding the second Tuesday in January, 1969. On and after
the second Tuesday in January, 1969, the number of judges for -the
fourth judicial district shall be seven.
SECTION 6. Fifth district. (1) The fifth judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Eagle, Lake,and Summit.
(2)
be one.

The number of judges for the fifth judicial district shall

SECTION 7. Sixth district. (1) The sixth judiiial district
shall be composed of the counties of Archuleta, La Plata, and San
Juan.
(2)
be two.

The number of judges for the sixth judicial district shall

SECTION 8. Seventh district. (1) The seventh judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Delta, Gunnison, Hinsdale,
Montrose, Outay,and San Miguel.
(2)
be two.

The number of judges for the seventh judicial district shall

SECTION 9. Eighth district. (1) The eighth judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Larimer and Jackson.
(2) The·number of judges for.the eighth judicial district shall
be two, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965, through the
Monday preceding the second Tuesday in January, 1969. On and after
the second Tuesday in January,1969, the number of judges for the
eighth judicial district shall be three.
SECTION 10. Ninth district. (1) The ninth judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Garfield, Pitkin, and Rio Blanco.
(2)
be two.

Th~ number of judges for the ninth judicial district shall

SECTION 11. Tenth district. (1) The tenth judicial district
shall be composed of the county of Pueblo.
(2)
be four.

The number of judges for the tenth judicial district shall
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SECTION 12. Eleventh district. (1) The eleventh judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Chaffee, Custer, Fremont,
and Park.
(2) The number of judges for the eleventh judicial district
shall be two.
(3) The eleventh judicial district shall be divided into two
divisions. The northern division shall consist of the counties of
Chaffee and Park and the southern division shall consist of the
counties of Fremont and Custer. One judge of the district shall maintain his official residence and chambers in the northern division of
the district and one judge shall maintain his official residence and
chambers in the southern division of the district. Travel and maintenance expenses shall be allowed a judge of the district only when he
is outside the county of his official residence. For all other
purposes the district shall be considered as a single entity. The
allocation of judges to the northern and southern division shall be
made by cour_t rule. In the event that the judges of the district
are unable to agree upon an allocation by rule, the matter shall be
determined by the departmental justices of the Supreme Court.
SECTION 13. Twelfth district. (1) The twelfth judicial district
shall be composed of the counties of Alamosa, Conejos, Costilla,
Mineral, Rio Grande, and Saguache.
(2) · 'The number of judges for the twelfth judicial district shall
be two.
SECTION 14. Thirteenth district. (1) The thirteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Logan, M~rgan, Phillips,
Sedgwick, Washington,· and Yuma.
.
(2) The number of judges for the thirteenth judicial district
shall be four.
SECTION 15. Fourteenth district. (1) The fourteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Grand, Moffat, and Routt.
(2) The number of judges for the fourteenth judicial district
shall be one.
SECTION 16. Fifteenth district.
(1) The fifteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Baca, Cheyenne, Kiowa,
and Prowers.
(2) The number of judges for the fifteenth judicial district
shall be two.
SECTION 17. Sixteenth district. (1) The sixteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Bent, Crowley, and
Otero.
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(2) The number of judges for the sixteenth judicial district
shall be two.
SECTION 18. Seventeenth district. The seventeenth judicial
district shall be composed of the county of Adams.
(2) The number of judges for the seventeenth judicial.district
shall be four, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965,
through the Monday before the second Tuesday in January, 1969. On
and after the second Tuesday in January, 1969, the number of judges
for the seventeenth judicial district shall be five.
SECTION 19. Eiohteenth district.
(1) The eighteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the counties of Arapahoe and Douglas.
(2) The number of judges for the eighteenth judicial district
shall be four, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965,
through the Monday before the second Tuesday in January, 1969. On
and after the second Tuesday in January, 1969, the number of judges
for the eighteenth judicial district shall be five.
SECTION 20. Nineteenth district. (1) The nineteenth judicial
district shall be composed of the county of Weld.
(2) The number of judges for the nineteenth judicial district
shall be two, effective on the second Tuesday in January, 1965,
through the first Monday in January, 1969. On and after the second
Tuesqay in January, 1969, the number of judges for the nineteenth
judicial district shall be three.
SECTION 21. Twentieth district.
(1) The twentieth judicial
district shall be composed of the_ county of Boulder.
(2) The number oi judges for the twentieth judicial district
shall be three.
SECTION 22. Twenty-first district. · (1) The twenty-first
judicial district shall be composed of the county of Mesa.
(2) The number of judges for the twenty-first judicial district
shall be two.
SECTION 23. Twenty-second district. (1) The twenty-second
judicial district shall be composed of the counties of Dolores and
Montezuma.
(2) The number of judges for the twenty-second judicial district
shall be one.
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S~CTION 24. Transfer of cases. All actions, causes, issues,
motions and proceedings, civil, criminal, and special, pending upon
the docket of the district court of any county which is transferred
to another judicial district by this act shall remain upon the docket
for said county and shall be considered as pending in the district
court of the judicial district to which the county is transferred.
The transfer of a county or a judge to another judicial district or
the creation of a new judicial district as a result of this act shall
not affect in any manner the actions, causes, issues, motions, and
proceedings now pending in any county, and any such matter which has
been submitted to a judge and is awaiting decision in district court
for any county at the time the county or judge is transferred to
another district may be decided by such judge as if transfer had not
taken place.
SECTION 25. Assignment of judges. Duly elected or appointed
judges of the district court holding office on the effective date of
this act shall continue in office until the completion of the term
for which elected or appointed. They shall serve as judges of the
district court for the district in which· their county of residence is
included by this act.
·
SECTION 26. Election of additional judges. (1) At the general
election held in 1964, district judges shall be elected to fill any
vacancies which will exist as of the second Tuesday in January, ,1965,
in the judicial districts created by this act, effective as of that
date. Judges elected pursuant to this subsection shall take 6ffice
on the second Tuesday in January, 1965, and shall serve for a regular
term of six years, ex~ept that judges elected to fill a vacancy created
by a death or resignation taking place prior to the general election
of 1964. shall be elected for the unexpired portion of said term.
(2) At the general election held in 1968, additional district
judges shall be elected to fill ~ny vacancies which will exist as of
the second Tuesday in January~ 1969, in any judicial district. Judges
elected pursuant to this subsection shall take office on the second
Tuesday in January, 1969, and shall serve for a regular term of six
years.
SECTION 27. District attorneys. At the general election in 1964,
a district attorney shall be elected for each judicial district prescribed by this act. District attorneys so elected shall take office
on the second Tuesday in January, 1965, and shall serve for a term of
four year~.
SECTION 28. Repeals. Article 3, chapter 37, Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953, consisting of sections 37-3-1 through 37-3-20, as
amended, is hereby repealed, effective as of the second Tuesday in
January, 1965.
·
SECTION 29. Severability Clause. If any provision of this act
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held
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invalid such invalidity shall not affect other provisions of this
act, or the application thereof, which can be given validity or
effect without said invalid provision or application, and to this
end the provisions of this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 30. Effective date. For the transaction of judicial
matters, the effective date of the alignment of the judicial districts
provided in this act shall be the second Tuesday in January, 1965,
and all other provisions of this act shall take effect as of such
date, except as otherwise specifically provided herein.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
CONCERNING THE APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS OF WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICTS.
Be It Enacted .QY. the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION l.

149-6-9(1), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is

hereby amended to read:
149-6-9. Appointment of board of directors.
(l)(a} Within
thirty days after entering the decree incorporating said district, the
court shall appoint a board of directors of the district consisting
of not more than fifteen persons who are residents of the counties in
which the water conservancy district is situated, all of whom shall be
the owners of real property in said district.

(b) At the expiration of their respective terms of office
as fixed by the court, appointments shall be made by said court for
the_term of two years. The court shall fill all vacancies which may
occur on the board. Each director shall hold office during the term
for which he is appointed and until his successor is duly appointed
and has qualified, and shall furnish a corporate surety bond at the
expenses of the district, in amount and form fixed and approved by the
court, conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties as such
director.
(c) FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS SUBSECTION (1), ON THE
EFFECTIV-E DATE OF THIS PARAGRAPH (c), THE TERM "THE COURT" MEANS THE
DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE PETITION FOR THE
ORGANIZATION OF THE WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT HAS BEEN FILED, COMPOSED
OF ONE DISTRICT JUDGE FROM EACH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE WHICH
CONTAINS TERRITORY 'INCLUDED IN SUCH WATER CONSERVANCY DISTRICT.
SECTION 2. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby
finds, determines and declares that this act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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f.ELATING

A BILL FOR AN ACT
COURT FEES AND SALARIES.

Be It Enacted QY thg_ General Assembly

tl the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 56-1-2 {2), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 {1960
Perm. Supp.), as amended by section l of chapter 57, Colorado Session
Laws 1962, is hereby further amended to read:
56-1-2 (2) The judges of the district court of this state AND
THE JUDGES OF THE JlNENILE AND SUPERIOR COURTS IN THE CITY AND COUNTY
OF DENVER shall each receive an annual salary of fourteen thousand
dollars AND TH::: JUDGE OF THE PROBATE COURT IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF
DENVER SHALL RECEIVE AN ANNUAL SALAP.Y OF FOURT='.EN THOUSAND FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS.

SSCTION 2. 56-2-3, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.), as amended by section 2 of chapter 59, Colorado Session Laws
1962, is hereby further amended to read:
56-2-3. Class 1. Class 1 shall consist of the city and county
of Denver. The county 3Ha~e JUDGES of the city and county of Denver
shall receive an annual salary of fe~r~eeR TWELVE thousand five
}H::1Rs:ea dollars.
SECTioN·3. 56-4-15, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.), as amended by section 1 of ch~pter 125, Colorado Session Laws
1963, is hereby further amended to read:
56-4-15. Fees pa id mont_bly. ( 1) It sha 11 be the duty of CLERKS
OF JlNENILE, PROBATE, SUPERIOR, AND COUNTY COURTS, county sheriffs,
ee~A~y-§~~~e&y c6unty clerks and recorders, and all county offici~ls
other than clerks of the district court to collect all fees of their
respective offices and to pay the same to the county treasurer of _
their respective counties monthly, .also to file monthly with the county
treasurer an itemized statement of all fees so collected.·
.
(2) It shall be the duty of clerks of the district court to
collect all fees of their office and to pay tAi~ty TEN per cent of the
total docket,fees collected under section 56-5-1 (2), and tl:tii:~y TEN
per cent of the total docket fees collected under section 56-5-1 (5)
from all plaintiffs, petitioners, third-party plaintiffs, appellees 1
and all parties filing a cross-claim or counterclaim, and tki~ty TEN
PER CENT of the total fees collected under section 56-5-1 (3), and
section 56-5~3, and tkiPty TEN PER CENT of the total docket fees collected under section 56-5-1 (5) from all defendants. respondents.
third-party defendants, appellants, or other parties not filing a
cross-claim or counterclaim, AND TEN PER CENT OF THE TOTAL DOCKET FEES
COLLECTED UNDER SECTION 56-5-2, to the treasurer of the state of
Colorado, to be paid into the general fund of the state, and to pay
all other fees collected by said clerks to the county treasurers of
their respective counties, all such payments to be made monthly. It
shall also be the duty of such clerks to file monthly with the county
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treasurer an itemized statement of all fees so collected and to file
monthly a copy thereof with the state treasurer.
(3) The provisions of this section shall apply to all actions
comme need after THE Sl:CO~JO TUESDAY IN JANUARY, 1965, J~ly-l ,-l9§B;
statutes in effect prior to THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY, 1965, JB±y
l,-!9§8, shall apply to all actions commenced prior to said date.
SECTION 4. 56-5-1, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.), is hereby amended to read:
56-5-1. Docket fees in civil actions.
(1) At the time of first
appearance in all civil actions and special proceedings in all courts
of record, except in the supreme court and except in the probate
proceedings in the ee~A~y DISTRICT OR PROBATE court and except as
provided in section 56-5-3, and in section 56-5-4, there shall be paid
in advance the total docket fees provided in subsections (2) to (7) of
thi S· sect ion.

(2) By the plaintiff in an action for a decree of divorce,
annulment, or separate maintenance; and by the petitioner in an action
for a declaratory judg~ent concerning the status of a marriage, a fee
of fifteeA 11/IENTY dollars; provided, that where relief other than a
decree of divorce, annulment or separate maintenance is sought and
granted, directing payment through registry of the court, an additional
fee of five dollars shall be paid at the time of the entry of su~h
decree or order.
(3) By the defendant in an action for a decree of divorce,
annulment, or separ 9 te maintenance; and by the respondent to an action
for a declaratory judgment concerning the status of a marriage, a fee
of seveA TEN dollars aAe-fifty-eeA~s.
(4) By each plaintiff, p~titioner, third-party plaintiff,
a~~e±laAt, and each party filing a cross-claim or counterclaim, whenever a money judgment sought is ~we-tReBsaAe FIVE HUNDRED dollars or
less and such action is commenced in a court of record of appropriate
limited jurisdiction, a fee in the amount of ieA FIVE dollars and by
each defendant, respondent, third-party defendant, or other party not
filing a cross-claim or counterclaim, aAa-ey-eaeR-a~~ellaRt, a fee in
the amount of five dollars.
(5)

By each plaintiff, petitioner, third-party plaintiff,

a~pellaA~, and each party filing a cross-claim or counterclaim filed

in a district court of the state a fee of fifteeA TWENTY dollars AND
BY EACH APPELLANT A FEE OF FIFT1=EN OOLLARS: by each defendant or
respond~nt not filing a cross-claim or counterclaim, a fee of seveA
TEN dollars aAe-fi~~y-eeAts.
(6) In case of parties appearing jointly, only one fee shall be
charged or paid, and no fee shall be charged in any event for the
filing of a disclaimer, or for an acknowledgement of service for the
purpose of conferring jurisdiction, or for an appearance or answer
filed by a guardian ad litem, or by an attorney appointed by the court
to represent and protect the interest of any defendant.
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(7) In cases of change of venue or place of trial, or transfer
from a county court or superior court to a district court on account
of jurisdiction, the court to which the venue or place of trial is
changed, or transferred on account of jurisdiction, shall receive
one-half of the docket fees paid to the court of the first venue fron
from said court of first venue and shall docket the case, and the
court where the proceeding is originally filed shall retain one-half
of such fees.
(8) The provisions of this section shall apply to all actions
commenced after THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY, 1965, Jtily-l,-19§8;
statutes in effect prior to THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY, 1965, Jtt-l,'
l,-19§8, shall apply to all actions commenced prior to said date.
SECTION 5. 56-5-2 (1) and (5), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953
(1960 Perm. Supp.), are hereby amended to read:
56-5-2. FEES IN PROBATE PROCEEDINGS. (1)
(a) For services
rendered by judges and clerks of sa,,H=ti:y DISTRICT OR PROBATE courts in
all counties of the state of Colorado, in estates of deceased persons
minors, or mental incompetents, the following fees, and no others,
shall be charged:
(b) Petition and order of transfer, without the appointment of
a fiduciary, under the small estates act, or any amendment
thereof . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $

(c)

~states of $500.00 or less •.••......•..•••••.••••• $ 10.00

(d) Basic docket fee at time of filing first papers
in any estate over $sqo.oo .........................•........

i .

3.00

$

15.00

$1,500.00............ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

$

15.00

(f) Estates over.$1,500.00 ~nd not more than
$2,500.00, an additional fee of $15.00, or a total

$ 30.00

(e)

Estates over $500.00 and not more than

0

f .. ,. .....

(g) Estates over $2,500.00 and not more than
$5,000.00, an additional fee of $20.00, or a total of . .•...

$

35.00

(h) Estates over $5,000.00 and not more than
$10,000.00, an additional fee of $35.00, or a total

0

f . ....

$

50.00.

( i ) Estates over $10,000.00 and not more than
$20,000.00, an additional fee of $60.00, or a total

0

f . •. • •

$

75.00

Estates over $20,000.00 and not more than
$30,000.00, an additional fee of $75.00, or a total of . . . . .

$

90.00

(k) Estates over $30,000.00 and not more than
$50,000.00, an additional fee of $100.00, or a total of ••••

$115.00

(j)

~l~--~states-e~e~-i§Q,QQQTGQ-aAa-Aet-ffie~e-tRaA
il9GTG9Q 1 -aR-aaditieAal-iee-ei-S~3§TQQ 1 -eP-a-tetal-eiTTTTTT--il§QTQQ

\
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(1) ESTATES OVER $50,000.00, AN ADDITIONAL FEE OF $100,00, OR A
f0TAL OF $115.00, PLUS $2.00 FOR ~ACH $1,000.00 OR FRACfION OF
$1,000.00 OF GROSS I:NEtHORY VALU?. I~ EXC'.::SS OF $50,000.00.
{ffi}--~sta~es-eve~-ilQG 7 QQGTGG-aA-acl~itieAal-fee-ef-$!3§7QQ 7 -e~-a
~e~al-ef-il§QTQG 7 -~l~s-;lTQG-fer-eaeA-~±;QGQ7QQ-er-frae~ieA-ef
i!;QQQTQQ-ef-~~ess-iR~eRtery-~a!~e-iA-e~eess-ef-~lQQ,QQQTGQT

{A1

(m)

Caveats.....................................

$ 15.00

{e} (n) Sale or mortgage of real estate: At the time of the
issuance of the decree authorizing such sale or mortgage there shall
be paid a fee of $2.50 for each one thousand dollars or major fraction
thereof that the selling price or principal sum of the mortgage
exceeds $1,000.00, provided, that in no event shall such total fee for
sale or mortgage exceed $50.00.
{13} (o) WHERE ADDITIONAL ASSETS AP.E REVEALED BY THE FILING OF
INTERMEDIATE OR FINAL REPORTS, TH':: FEES CHARGED SHALL BE ACCORDING TO
THE GROSS VALUE OF THE ESTATE ADMINISTERED ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE.

(p) Where new assets are discovered, and the estate, which has
been closed, has to be reopened, the fees charged at the time of
reopening shall be according to the gross valu~ as set forth above.
(q) Foreign wills, without administration, to he
credited on fee charged if administration had later ••••••••
(r) No fee shall be charged for lodging wills with the court
pending probate, or for lodging wills when probate is not justified.

(s)

Testamentary trusts:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

Basic docket f~e at time of filing first
papers for appointment of trustee •..••..••

$ 15.00

estate of $10,000.00 or less, no
addition a 1 fee , a tot a 1 of . . • . • • • • • • . . • • • •

$

15 • 00

Estates over $10,000.00 and not more
than $20,000.00, an additional fee of
$15.00, a total of .•••.........•.•••••••••

$

30.00

Estates over $20,000.00 and not more
than $40,000.00, an additional fee of
$30.00, a total of .••••....•..•..••••••••.

$

45.00

$

60.00

Estates over $40,000.00 and not more

than $60,000.00, an additional fee of
$45.00, a total of •......•..••..•.....•.••

~vi~---~&~at-e-&-G\1€-F-$&G,GGGrGG-ttRG-RG~-ffi&Fe
tRa~-$SG,GGGrGG,-a~-aGei&i&~a1-i~~-e~
$&G.GG,-a-~eta1-ef •••••••••••••••••••••••• --$-1~.GG
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{vii}---~s~ates-e~er-i~G,GQQTGG-aRs-Ret
ffiBFe-tAaR-ilGG,GGGrGG,-aR-agsitieAal
fee-ef-$1§.GG,-a-~etal-efTrTTTTTTTTTTTTTT---$-90700

{~iii}--~states-e~er-ilGG,GGGrGG,-aA-aesitiaAal
fee-ef-i+§,GG,-a-tetal-ef-$9GrGG-~±HS
$1,§G-feF-eas~-$2§,GGGrGG-e~-fEastiaR
ef-i~§,QGGrGG-iA-eMGess-ef-tAe-~iFst
$lGG,GG,hG(h
(vi)

(t}

ESTATES OVER $60,000.00, AN ADDITIONAL
FEE OF $60.00, PLUS $1.00 PER THOUSAND OR
FRACTION OF $1,000.00 IN EXCESS OF THE
FIRST $60,000.00.

Mental health cases:
(i}

Hospitalization ••••••••••••••...•••••••••

$

7.50

(ii)

Proceeding requiring commission~rs •••••••

$

15.00

(5) The provisions of this section shall apply to all actions
commenced aft.er J\:lly-l,-19§8 THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY, 1965;
statutes in effect prior to JHly-l,-19§8 THE SECOND TUESDAY IN
JANUARY, 1965, shall apply to all actions commenced prior to said
date.
·

SECTION 6. 56-5-3, (1) and (7), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953
(1960 Perm: Supp.), are hereby amended to read:
56-5-3. Docket fees in spe cia 1 proceedings.
( 1) In cases where
an -appeal is taken from a judgment of a j\:lstiee-ef-tl=\e-~eaee COUNTY
COURT IN A CRIMINAL MATTER OR FROM A police magistrate or municipal
court, the appellant shall pay a docket fee of ten dollars aAe-~J:\e
a~pellee-sJ:\all-~ay-a-eeeket-fee-ef-fi~e-aellaPs. SUCH APPEALS SHALL
NOT BE SUBJECT TO THE TAX IMPOSED· BY 135-4-29 FOR THE USE OF THE
COMMITTEE ON STATUTE REVISION.
•

(7) The provisions of this section shall apply to all
commenced after JB!y-l,-±9§9 THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY,
statutes in effect prior to JHly-l;-±9§9 THE SECOND TUESDAY
JANUARY, 1965 shall apply to all actions commenced prior to

actions
1965;

IN
said date.

SECTION 7. 56-5-5, (1) and (3), Colorado Revised Statute5 1953
(1960 Perm. Supp.), are hereby amended to read:
56-5-5. Docket fees in criminal actions.
(1) At the time of
the first appearance of the defendant in all criminal actions aAe in
all courts of record except the COUNTY COURT AND supreme court there
shall be charged against the defendant a total docket fee of ten
dollars which shall be payable upon conviction of the defendant. IN
COUNTY COURTS, THE TOTAL DOCKET FEE IN CRIMINAL ACTIONS SHALL BE FIVE
DOLLARS. Said fees shall cover all clerks' fees prior to judgment.
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(3) The provisions of this section shall apply to all
commenced after JB±y-±,-±9§8 fHE S~COND TU~SDAY IN JANUARY,
statutes in effect prior to J~±y-±,-±9§8 IH~ S~COND TUESDAY
JANUARY, 1965 shall apply to all actions commenced prior to

actions
1965;
IN
said date.

SECTION 8. Repeals. Sections 56-2-2, 56-2-13, 56-2-14, 56-2-15,
56-4-4, 56-4-5, 56-4-6, and 56-5-3 (2) and (3) Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953, and all other acts or parts of acts in conflict with
this act are hereby repealed.
SECTION 9. Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 10. Severability clause. If any provision of this act,
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held
invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
applications of this act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act
are declared to be severable.
S~CfION 11. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
E:STABLISHING A JUVENILE COURT IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER.
Be

1.1 Enacted ,QY the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:
SECTION 1.

Establishment.

Pursuant to the provisions of Section

1, Article VI of the Colorado Constitution, there is hereby established
the juvenile court in the city and county of Denver.
SECTION 2. Court of Record - Powers. The juvenile court shall
be a court of record with such powers as are inherent in constitutionally created courts and with such legal and equitable powers to
effectuate its jurisdiction and carry out its orders, judgments and
decrees as are possessed by the district courts.
SECTION 3. Jurisdiction.
(1) The juvenile court in the city
and tounty of Denver shall have exclusive original jurisdiction in
said county:
'

'

(a) in proceedings concerning neglected, dependent or delinquent
children under the age of eighteen years, or persons who cause,
encourage or contribute thereto,
(b) in proceedings concerning any child alleged to have violated
or attempted to violate any state law or municipal ordinance except
a state traffic or game. a.nd fish law or a munici~al traffic ordinance
and except a~ provided in subsections (2) and (3J of this sectiont
prior to having become eighteen years of age, and
-(c) in proceedings ~oncerning the adoption, relinquishment,
custody, support, or guardianship of the person or other disposition
of children under the age of eighteen years and the care and protection
of their persons from neglect, cruelty or abuse.
(2) The juvenile court in the city and county of Denver shall
have concurrent jurisdiction with tpe district court in proceedings
in which a child sixteen years of age or older but less than eighteen
years of age is alleged to have violated or attempted to violate a
state law the violation of which constitutes a felony except crimes of
violence punishable by death or imprisonment for life. When the
juvenile court has concurrent jurisdiction, the child shall be brought
before the juvenile court and if the juvenile court deems it contrary
to the best interest of such child or of the public to retain jurisdiction, the juvenile court shall certify the child for proper criminal
proceedings to the district court, meanwhile directing that the child
be kept in c~stody as erovided in 22-8-7, Cblorado Revised Statutes
1953 (1960 Perm. Supp.).

(3) The juvenile court in the city and county of Denver shall
have no jurisdiction in cases in which a child sixteen years of age
or older but less than the age of eighteen years is charged with a
crime of violence punishable by death or life impri5onment. If a child
under sixteen years of age is so charged, the juvenile court shall
have exclusive jurisdiction.
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(4) Nothing contained in the Article shall deprive other courts
of the right (a) to determine the custody of children upon writs of
habeas corpus, or (b) to determine the custody, support or guardianship of children when such matters are incidental to the determination
of causes pending in such other courts, or (c) to determine matters
pertaining to the property or estates of children and to appoint
guardians of the estates of children and to supervise the administration of such estates. Such other courts, however, may certify
questions pertaining to guardianship or custody to the juvenile court
for hearing and determination or recommendation.
SECTION 4.
juvenile court.

Number of judqes.

There shall be two judges of the

SECTION 5. Qualifications of judges. A judge of the juvenile
court shall be a qualified elector of the city and county of Denver
at the time of his election or selection and shall have been licensed
to practice law in the state of Colorado for five years at such time.
He shall be a resident of the city and county of Denver during his
term of office.
SECTION 6. Activities of judge. A judge of the juvenile court
shall devote his full time to judicial duties and shall not engage in
the priv~te practice of law while serving in office.
SECTION 7. Compensation of judge. A juvenile court judge shall
receive an annual salary equal to that received by the district judges
in the second judicial district.
SECTION 8. Election and term of office.
of a juvenile court judge shall be .six years.

( 1)

The term of office

(2) At the general electi~n in 1964, two juvenile court judges
shall be elected for the juvenile court of the tity and county of
Denver in the same manner provided for the election of district judges.
The judges so elected shall take office on the second Tuesday in
January 1965 and shall serve for six years and until their successors
shall be elected, qualified and take office.
SECTION 9. Vacancies. If the office of a juvenile court judge
becomes ~acant due to death, resignation or other cause, the vacancy
shall be filled by the appointment by the governor of an individual
qualified as provided herein. A judge so appointed shall hold office
until the next general election and thereafter until his successor
elected thereat shall be duly qualified and take office. A juvenile
judge shall be elected at such next general election to take office on
the second Tuesday of the following January and serve for a full term
of six years.
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S~CTION 10.
Juvei,ile court judqe may request ;:issistance compensation~
(1) V.'henever the presiding judge of the juvenile COL
shall, in his opinion, believe that the court is u;,·.e:ile, on account
of the accumulation of judicial business in the cour~, or by reason
the disability of a judge, to give due and prompt attention to all
business pending in such court and to give speedy justice to all
litigants therein, such presiding juvenile court judge may request
the assistance of any district, probate, or superior court judge, or
of any county judge within this state who is qualified by law to sit
as a district court judge, and such judge when so requested and not
otherwise officially engaged may hold court for the judge so requestj
for the purpose of hearing and determining any matters pending before
said court, and such judge so requested may enter any judgment, order
or decree, final or interlocutory, in any matter or cause so heard by
him with like effect as if entered by the judge so requesting. No
formal or written request shall be necessary to authorize any such
judge to so act, but the request may be conveyed in any manner satisfactory to the judges concerned, and when a judge so assumes to act f,
a juvenile court judge, his authority shall be conclusively presumed.

'

(2) Such assisting judge shall be paid, in addition to any othel
allowance and compensation provided by law, in the same manner as
judges are paid who assist in the district court for the second
judicial district, for each day he has performed such official duties,
upon a certificate from the calling judge setting forth the number of
days such judge has so served, the compensation set forth belowi

.

(a) If such assisting judge shall be a county judge, he shall be
paid the sum of twenty dollars per day, and he shall in addition be
reimbursed for his expenses not in excess of the amounts specified in
section. 37-4-12 (2), as amended.
(b) In case such assisting judge shall be a district judge, he
shall be reimbursed only for his expenses incurred not in excess of
the amounts specified in section 37-4-13 (1), as amended, if sitting
outside his district.
(c) In case such assisting j~dge shall be a probate or superior
court judge, he shall be reimbursed only for his expenses incurred,
not in excess of the amounts specified in section 37-4-12 (3), as ·
amended.
SECTION 11. Referees. The judges of the juvenile court of the
city and county of Denver may appoint referees for the purpose of
hearing any case or matter under the jurisdiction of the court, and
whose duties, authority and compensation shall be as prescribed by
rule of court, established by the judges of the juvenile court. A
referee must be licensed to practice law in the State of Colorado.
SECTION 12. Clerk. {l) The judges of the juvenile court shall
appoint a clerk thereof, who shall receive such compensation as shall
be fixed by the judges and who shall hold office during the pleasure
of the judges.

\

\
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(2) Before taking office, the clerk of the juvenile court shall
give bond to the people of the State of Colorado in the amount of ten
thousand dollars, executed by a corporate surety approved by the
Secreatary of State, conditioned for the faithful performance of the
duties required of him by law, and for the faithful application and
payment of all moneys and effects that may come into his hands in the
execution of the duties of his office. The bond shall be filed with
the Secretary of State.
(3) The powers and duties of the clerk of the juvenile court
shall be similar to the powers and duties of the clerk of the district
court. The duties of the clerk of the juvenile court shall also
include such matters as may be assigned to him by law, by court rules
and by the juvenile judges.
SECTION 13. Other employees. The judges of the juvenile court
shall also appoint the superintendent of juvenile hall, probation
officers and such other employees as may be necessary to carry out
the functions and duties of the juvenile court, including the clerk's
office thereof and juvenile hall. The superintendent of juvenile hall,
officers and all other employees of the juvenile court, including
juvenile hall, shall hold their office during the pleasure of the
judges, and their salaries shall be set by the juvenile court judges.
SECTION 14. Presiding judges. The juvenile court, by rule,
shall pro"vide for the designation of a pre siding judge. If there is
a failure to select a presiding judge by rule, the departmental judge
of the Supreme Court for the judicial department in which the court is
located shall designate a presiding judge.
SECTION 15. Judoes to sit separately. In the juvenile court
each of the judges shall sit separately for the trial of cases and
the transaction of judicial busir.ess and each of the courts so held
shall be Known as the juvenile ~ourt. Each judge shall have all of
the powers which he might have if he were the sole judge of the court,
including the power to Vacate his own judgments, decrees or orders or
those of a predecessor when permitted by law, but not juvenile court
orders of another judge of the juvenile court who is still in office.
SECTION 16~ Judqes may sit en bane. The juvenile court may sit
en bane for the purpose of making rules of court, the appointment of
a clerk and other employees or the approval thereof as provided in
this act.and the conduct of other business relating to the administration of the court. In the event that the judges sitting en bane be
evenly divided on a matter and unable to reach agreement, it may be
referred to the departmental judge of the Supreme Court for the department in which the court is located. The court sitting en bane
shall have no power to review any order or decision of the court made
by any judge sitting separately.
SECTION 17. Practice and Procedure. Practice and procedure in
the juvenile court shall be conducted in accordance with this act, with
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any laws providing special proceedings in the juvenile court and,
except in matters specifically covered by this act or by laws providi1
special proceedings, with the Colorado Rules of Civil or Criminal
Procedure. In particular, civil proceedings in the j~venile court
shall be captioned the people in the interest of the child or childrer
involved, and concerning any person as respondent, and, unless for
good cause, when ordered by the court, no court costs or docket fees
shall be taxed or collected in such cases.
SECTION 18. Rules of court. The juvenile court shall have the
power to make rules for the conduct of its business to the extent that
such rules are not in conflict with the rules of the Supreme Court or
the laws of the state but are supplementary thereto. Juvenile court
rules shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court.
SECTION 19. Terms. Terms of the juvenile court 5hall be fixed
by rule of court, provided that at least one term shall be held each
year.
SECTION 20~ Seal. The juvenile court shall have a seal, bearing
upon the face thereof the words "The Juvenile Court of the C:ity and
county of Denver. 11
SECTION 21. Process. The juvenile court or a judge thereof shall
have the power to issue process necessary to acquire jurisdiction, to
require attendance and to enforce all orders, decrees and judgments.
Such p~ocess shall run to any county within the state, and when
authorized by law in special proceedings or, in the absence thereof,
by the Rules of Civil Procedure in civil cases or the Rules of Criminal
Procedure in criminal cases, may be served outside of the state. Any
5heriff to whom process is directed is hereby authorized and required
to execute the same and he shall be entitled to the same fees as are
allowed by law for serving like pr6cess from the district court.
Persons other than the sheriff or his deputies also may serve process
from the juvenile court when permitted by law in special proceedings
or, in the absence thereof, by the Rules of Civil Procedure in civil
cases or the Rules of Criminal Procedure in criminal cases.
SECTION 22. Venue. Venue in the juvenile court shall be determined by any applicable statute prescribing a special proceeding, or,
in the absence thereof, by the Rules of Civil Procedure in civil cases
and the Rules of Criminal Procedure in criminal cases.
SECTION ·23. Sheriff to attend. It shall be the duty of the
sheriff of the city and county of Denver to attend in the juvenile
court.
SECTION 24. District attorney to prosecute. The district attorney
of the second judicial district shall be the prosecuting attorney in
the juvenile court.
-
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SECTION 25. Juries. When required, juries may be &elected and
summoned as provided for courts of record in Chapter 78, Colorado
Revised Statutes 1953, as amended. With the permission of the district
court, the juvenile court may use the panel of jurors summoned for
the district court of the second judicial district.
SECTION 26. Judgments. The judgments of the juvenile court shall
be enforceable in the same manner as judgments of the district court
and, when appropriate, may be made liens upon real estate or other
property in the manner provided for judgments of the district court.
SECTION 27. Appellate ~eview. Appellate review of final judgments of the juvenile court shall be by the supreme court and, in civil
cases, shall be conducted in the same manner as prescribed by the Rules
of Civil Procedure for review by the supreme court of final civil
judgments of the district courts, and, in criminal cases, shall be
conducted in the same manner as prescribed by the Rules of Criminal
Procedure for review by the supreme court of final criminal judgments
of the district courts.
SECTION 28. Fees. The fees charged by the juvenile court and the
clerk thereof shall be those provided by Article 5 of Chapter 56,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended.
SECTION 29. Juvenile hall. (1) There is hereby established in
the city and county of Denver a detention facility to be known as
juvenile hall to be_operated as a division of the juvenile court, and
which is to be separate and entirely removed from any common jail.
Children under 18 years of age may be detained therein by order, warrant
or direction of the juvenile court. The conduct, method of discipline,
education and care of said children shall be under the direction of
the superintendent of juvenile.hall and subject to the approval of the
juvenile court judges. Whenever convenient, the court may hold its
court se&sions in juvenile halL
·
(2) The school board of the city and county of Denver, when
requested by the judges of the juvenile court, shall furnish such
teachers and any books or appliances necessary for the proper education
of such children as may be detained therein for any cause, and the
expense thereof shall be paid by the school board of the city and
county of Denver.
SECTim~ 30. Funds. Funds for the establishment and operation of
the juvenile court and juvenile hall, including the salaries of the
employees thereof as designated by the judges, shall be provided in

the same manner as funds are provided for the establishment and operation of the district courts for the second judicial district, except
that funds for the salary of the judges of the juvenile court shall
be provided from county funds.
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S~C[ION 31. Supervision by supreme court. The supervisory
powers of the supreme court established by Article 10, Chapter 37.
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm. Supp.) shall extend to the
juvenile court.
SECTION 32. Tran'sfer of cases and re.cords.
(1) All cases and
matters within the jurisdiction of the juvenile court as provided in
section 3 of this act which are pending on the second Tuesday in
January 1965, before the juvenile court for the city and county of
Denver, heretofore established, shall be transferred to the juvenile
court hereby established on that date. No further fees, bond or other
action shall be required solely by virtue of such transfer and such
cases shall be pending on the docket of the juvenile court upon the
same terms as existed for each such case immediately before the
transfer.

•

(2) All juvenile court records, pleadlngs, files, stocks, bonds.
securities, funds and all other papers which were heretofore filed
and which were in the custody of the juvenile court of the city and
county of Denver heretofore established, prior to the effective date
of this act, shall be transferred to the juvenile court hereby
established on the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 33. Repeals. Article 9 of chapter 37, Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953, as amended, is hereby repealed.
SECTION·34. Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this Act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 35. Severability clause. If any provision of this Act,
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance. is held
invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this Act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to tt\is end the provisions of this Act
are declared to be severable.
SECTION 36. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
ESTABLISHING A PROBATE COURT IN THE CITY AND COUNT OF DENVER.
~~

1.1 Enacted QY the General Assembly .Qf. the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. Establishment. Pursuant to the provisions of Section
1, Article VI of the Colorado Constitution, there is hereby established
the probate court in the city and county of Denver.
SECTION 2. Court of reyofd powers. The probate court shall be
a court of record with such powers as are inherent in constitutionally
created courts and with such legal and equitable powers to effectuate
its jurisdiction and carry out its orders, judgments and decrees as
are possessed by the district courts.
SECTION 3. Jurisdiction. (1) The probate court of the city
and county of Denver shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction
in said county of the administration, settleme~t and distribution of
estates of decedents- and wards; the probate of wills; the granting of
letters testamentary, of administration, of guardianship and of conservatorship; the administration of guardianships of minors and of
mentally competent persons and of conservatorships of mentally incompetent persons; proceedings under Chapter 71, Colorado Revised Statutes
1953; the determination of heirship; actions on the official bonds of
fiduciaries appointed by it; the construction of wills; the .administration of testamentary trusts except as provided in subsection (2)
hereof; and all oth~r probate matters.
(2) If a testamentary trust is established by the will of the
decedent and if it appears that it was not the intention of the
testator that the court should continue the administration of the
estate after the payment in full of all debts and legacies except the
trust property, the court shall proceed to final settlement of such
estate as in other cases, orde~ the trust fund or property to be
turned over to the trustee as such, and shall not require the filing
of inventories and accounts, or supervise the administration of the
trust. However,- any party in interest of such trust, including the
trustee thereof, may invoke the jurisdiction of the probate court with
respect to any and all matters pertaining to the administration or
distribution of such trust, or to construe the will under which it was
established.
(3) A court of probate shall have jurisdiction to determine
every legal and equitable question arising in connection with
decedents' and wards' estates, so far as the question concerns any
person who is before the court by reason of any right to, or obligation
to, the estate.
(4) Nothing in this act shall prevent a district court sitting
in law or equity from construing a will which is not before the
prob1te court or from determining questions arising in connection with
trusts which are not under the jurisdiction of the probate court.
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SECTION 4.
probate court.

Number of judges~

!'here shall be one judge of the

SECTION 5. Qualifications of judges. A judge of the probate
court shall be a qu~lified elector of the city and county of Denver
at the time of his election or selection and shall have been license,
to practice law in the state of Colorado for five years at such time
He shall be a resident of the city and county of Denver during his
term of office. He shall not engage in the private practice of law
while serving in office.
SECTION 6. Compensation of judges. A probate judge shall
receive an annual salary as provided by law.
SECTION 7. Election and term of office.
of a probate judge shall be six years.

(1)

The term of offic

(2) At the general election in 1964, a probate judge shall be
elected for the probate court of the city and county of Denver in the
same manner provided for the election of district judges. The judge
so elected shall take office on the second Tuesday in January, 1965
and shall serve for six years.
SECTION 8. Vacancies. If the office of probate judge becomes
vacant due.to death, resignation or other cause, the vacancy shall be
filled by the appointment by the governor of an individual qualified
as provided herein. A judge so appointed shall hold office until the
next g~neral election.and thereafter until his successor, who shall
be elected thereat, ~hall duly qualify and take office. The successor
so elected shall take office on the second Tuesday in January followin
the general election at which he is elected and serve for a full term
of six years.
SECTION 9. Probate judge may call other judges - compensation.
(1) Whenever the probate judge shall, in his opinion, be unable, on
account of the accumulation of judicial business in his court, or by
reason of disability, to give due and prompt attention to all business
pending in such court and to give speedy justice to all litigants
therein, such probate judge may request the assistance of any district,
juvenile or superior court judge, or of any county judge within this
state who is qualified by law to sit as a district judge, and such
judge when so requested and not otherwise officially engaged may hold
court for the judge so requesting, for the purpose of hearing and
determining-any matters pending before said court, and such judge so
requested may enter any judgment, order, or decree, final or inter- .
locutory, in any matter or cause so heard by him with like effect as
if entered by the judge so requesting. No formal or written request
shall be necessary to authorize any such judge to so act, but the
request may be conveyed in any manner satisfactory to the judges
concerned, and when a judge so assumes to act for a probate judge, his
authority shall be conclusively presumed.
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(2) If such assisting judge shall be a county judge, he shall
be paid, in addition to any other allowance and compensation provided
by law, by the county commissioners of the county in which he has
performed such duties, out of the general county fund or out of the
fund appropriated for the probate court, the sum of twenty dollars
per day for each day he has performed such official duties upon a
certificate from the calling judge setting forth the number of days
such judge has so served, and he shall in addition be reimbursed for
his expenses not in excess of the amounts specified in section
37-4-12 (2), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended.
(3) If such assisting judge shall be a district judge, he shall
be reimbursed only for his expenses incurred not in excess of the
amounts specified in section 37-4-13 (1), Colorado Revised Statutes
1953, as amended, if sitting outside his district.
(4) If such assisting judge shall be a juvenile judge or
superior court judge, he shall be reimbursed only for his expenses
incurred, not in excess of the amounts specified in section 37-4-12
(3), Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended.
SECTION 10. Clerk.
(1) The judge of the probate court shall
appoint a clerk thereof, who shall receive such compensation as shall
be fixed by the judge and who shall serve at the pleasure of the
judge.
(2) Befote taking office, the clerk of the probate court shall
give bond to the people of the state of Colorado in the amount of
$25,000, executed by a corporate surety approved by the secretary of
~tate, conditioned for the faithful performance of the duties required
of him by law, and for the faithful application and payment of all
moneys and effects that may come into his hands in the execution of
the duties of his office. The ·bond shall be filed with the secretary
of state.
(3) The powers and dutie~ of the clerk of the probate court
shall be similar to the powers and duties of the clerk of the district
court including such powers as may be delegated to the clerk of the
district court in probate matters. fhe duties of the clerk of the
probate court shall also include such matters as may be assigned to
him by law, by court rules and by the probate judge.
SECTION 11. Other employees. The judge of the probate court may
appoint such deputy clerks, assistants, reporters, stenographers and
bailiffs as shall be necessary for the transaction of the business of
the court at such compensation, payable monthly, as shall be fixed by
the judge. All such employees shall serve at the pleasure of the
judge.
SECTION 12. Practice and procedure. Practice and procedure in
the probate court shall be conducted in a:cordance with laws providing
special proceedings for matters within its jurisdiction and with the
Colorado Rules of Civil Procedur?.
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S~CTIO~ 13. Rules of court. The probate court shall have the
power to make rules for the conduct of its business to the extent
that such rules are not in conflict with the rules of the supreme
court or the laws of the state but are supplementary thereto. Probate
court rules shall be subject to review by the supreme ~ourt.
SECTION 14. Ierms. Terms of the probate court shall be fixed
by rule of court, provided that at least one term shall be held.each
year.
SECTION 15. Seal. The probate court shall have a seal, bearing
upon the face thereof the words The Probate Court of the city and
county of Denver, Colorado."
11

..

SECTION 16. Process. The probate court or the judge thereof
shall have the power to issue process necessary to acquire jurisdiction, to require attendance and to enforce all orders, decrees and
judgments. Such process shall run to any county within the state and,
when authorized by law in special proceedings or, in the absence
thereof, by the Rules of Civil Procedure, may be served outside of the
state. Any sheriff to whom process is directed is hereby authorized
and required to execute the same and he shall be entitled to the same
fees are allowed by law for serving like process fxom the district
court. Persons other than the sheriff or his deputies also may serve
process from the probate court when permitted by law in special proceedings or i~ the absence thereof by the Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECTION 17. Venue. Venue in the probate court shall be determined
as provided in Chapter 152, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended,
or by other applicable statutes prescribing special proceedings, or,
in the absence thereof, by the Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECTION 18. Juries. When required, juries may be selected and
summoned as provided for courts of xecord in Chapter 78, Colorado
Revised Statutes 1953, as amended. With the permission of the dist"rict
court, the probate court may use the panel of jurors summoned for the
district court of the second judicial district.
SECTION 19. Judgments. The judgments of the probate court shall
be enforceable in the same manner as judgments of the district court
and may be made liens upon real estate or other property in the manner
provided for judgments of the district court.
SECTION 20. Appeals. Appellate review of final judgments of
the probate court shall be by the supreme court and shall be conducted
in the same manner as prescribed by the Rules of Civil Procedure for
review by the supreme court of final judgments of the district courts.
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SECTION 21. Fees. The fees charged by the probate court and the
clerk thereof shall be those provided by Article 5 of Chapter 56,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended.
SECTIOM 22. Funds. Funds for the establishment and operation
of the probate court, including the salaries of the employees thereof
as designated by the judge, shall be provided in the same manner as
funds are provided for the establishment and operation of the district
courts for the second judicial district, except that funds for the
salary of the judge of the probate court shall be provided from county
funds.
SECTION 23. Supervision by supreme court. The supervisory
powers of the supreme court established by Article 10, Chapter 37,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm. Supp.) shall extend to the
probate court.
SECTION 24. Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 25. Severability clause. If any provision of this act,
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance,· is held
invalid, ·such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act
are declared to be severable.
SECTION 26. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservat~on of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
RELATING TO ;•I\ENTALLY ILL AND NiENTALLY DEFICIENT PERSONS.

Be It Enacted

h the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION l. 71-1-1 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 is hereby
amended by the addition thereto of a new subsection to read:
(2)(d) Court shall mean the district courts of the State
of Colorado except in the City and County of Denver and the probate
court in the City and County of Denver, on and after the second
Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 2. Article l of Chapter 71, Colorado Revised Statutes
1953 is hereby amended by adding thereto a NEW SECTION to read:
71-1-34. Jurisdiction of Courts. The district courts of the
State of Colorado, except in the City and County of Denver, and the
probate court in the City and County of Denver shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction to hear and determine matters under this article
on and after the second Tuesday in Januaryt 1965. All powers and
duties placed in the county court by this article shall be transferred
to such courts as of that date, and all reference to the county court
in this article shall be construed to refer to the district courts or
the probate court.
SECTION 3. Reviser of Statutes. The reviser of statutes,
in compiling revised statutes, is hereby directed to eliminate
references td county courts and to substitute references to the district
courts as such action may be necessary to make all sections of article
1, Chapter 71 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 and other affected
statutes state accurately the changes in civil jurisdiction and duties
made by this act.
SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby
finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
RELATING TO WILLS, ESTATES AND HEIRSHIP
Be

li Enacted

Q.Y. the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 152-1-1 (3) Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960
Perm. Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
152-1-1 (3) "Court" means the court having jurisdiction
of the administration of the estate or the proceeding. SUCH COURT
SHALL BE THE APPROPRIATE DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF COLORADO,
EXCEPT IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, AND THE PROBATE COURT IN THE
CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER, ON AND AFTER THE SECOND TUESDAY IN JANUARY
1965.
SECTION 2. Article l of Chapter 152, Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953 is hereby amended by adding thereto a NEW SECTION to
read:
152-1-15. Jurisdiction of Courts. The district court of
the State of Colorado, except in the City and County of Denver, and
the probate court in the City and County of Denver shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction to hear and ,determine matters under Chapter 152,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 on and after the second Tuesday in
January, 1965. All powers and duties placed in the county court by this
article shall be transferred to such courts as of that date, and all
referenc~ to the county court in this article shall be construed to·
refer to the district courts or the probate court on and after the
second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 3. Revisor of Statutes. The revisor of statutes,
in compiling revised statutes, is hereby directed to eliminate
references to county courts and to substitute references to the district
courts as such action·may be necessary to make all sections of Chapter
152 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 and other affected statutes state
accurately the changes in civil jurisdiction and duties made by this
act.
·
SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby
finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
EELA.TING TO SlJPC:RIOR COURTS.
5,..,

Il

Enacted QY the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 37-11-2, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) as amended by section 1, chapter 95, Session Laws of Colorado
1963, is hereby further amended to read:

37-11-2. Jurisdiction.
(1) Such superior courts shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to eeAe~et-t~ia!s-ee-Aeve-af-matters-eri§iAatiA~-iA-aAe-appea!ee. AFFIRM, REVERSE, P.EMAND, MODIFY, OR TRY DE NOVO
CASES APPEALED from the municipal, police magistrate, and jHstiee
COUNTY courts within the county, or city and county, involving
violations of city ordinances and j't:istiee COUNTY court judgments,
whether civil OR criminal. er-Sffiall-e!aiffis~ Whenever, in the statutes
of this state, eeBR~y DISTRICT courts have been given jurisdiction to
try OR REVIEW cases on appeal from municipal, police magistrate, and
§~s~iee COUNTY courts, such ee~RtY DISTRICT courts are henceforth
deprived of this jurisdiction when sitting in and for the county in
which a superior court has been created.
(2) Such superior courts shall have original jurisdiction concurrent with the eeHA-Ey-eet:tI"e5 DISTRICT COURTS in all civil aAe
eriffiiAal actions, suits and proceedings whatsoever, where the debt,
damage, or claim, or value of the property involved shall not BE LESS
THAN FIVE HrnJDRED OOLLARS, NOR exceed al:we FIVE thousand dollars; aAe
a±se-iA-aetieRs-fe%-ei~e%ee,-se~erate-fflaiRteRaAee-aRa-aRAH±ffieAt provided, however that said superior courts shall not have jurisdiction
over matters of probate, settlement of estates of deceased persons,
appointment of guardians, conservators and administrators, nor
settlement of their accounts, nor lunacy proceedings.

SECTION 2. 37-11-3, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp. ) , as amended by section 2, chapter 95, Session Laws of Colorado
1963, is hereby further amended to read:
•

37-11-3. Procedure. The practice and pleading iA ON APPEALS TO
superior courts shall be governed by the same statutes as now or
hereafter may be provided for the appeal of municipal, police magistrate, and 1Bstiee COUNTY court judgments to eeHA~y DISTRICT courts,
and except as to matters so provided for by statute, e%-as-te-e%iffiiAal
ffiatters, the practice and procedure of superior courts shall be in
accordance with the Colorado rules of civil aRe-eriffiiAal procedure,
and the Colorado rules of criminal procedure. Terms of court, and
other matters not covered by such rules or by statute, may be regulated
by rules of tbe SUPERIOR courts hereby created.
SECTION 3. 37-11-5, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.), as amended by section 3, chapter 95, Session Laws of Colorado
1963, is hereby amended further to read:

37-11-5. Qualifications election and com ensation of ·udges -A judge of a superior court
vacancy -- applicability of act.
1
a
-
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shall have the same qualifications as provided by law for district
judges. At the general election in the year 1964, superior court
judges shall be elected for a term of six years beginning on the
second ruesday of January next after their election. When a vacancy
occurs in a superior court judgeship because of death, resignation or
other cause, such judgeship shall be filled in the same manner as now
provided for the appointment of a eeHA~y DISTRICT judgeship when a
vacancy exists.
(2) A judge of the superior court shall receive an annual salary
of feH:fteeR-tAeHsaAe-eellaPs THE SAME AMOUNT PROVIDED BY LAW FOR
DISTRICT JUDGES.
SECTION 4. 37-11-6 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
37-11-6. Funds and operation.
(1) Funds for the establishment
and operation of a superior court, including such employees as the
judge-thereof may designate, shall be provided in the same manner
provided for the establishment and operation of eeHAty-eeH:fts DISTRICT
.COURTS EXCEPT THAT FUNDS FOR THE SALARIES OF THE JUDGES OF A SUPERIOR
COURT SHALL BE PROVIDED. BY THE COUTfY IN WHICH THE COURT IS LOCATED.

(2) The judge of the superior court may establish an office of
the clerk of the superior court and may appoint a clerk and such other
employees necessary to carry out the functions and duties of such
office. 1he power and duties of the clerk shall be similar to the
powers and duties of the clerks of the district courts aA~-e&HAty
eeH:fts. Any such clerk so appointed shall qualify and give bond as
clerks of the distri~t court aAe-eeHAty-eeB~t are required to do, and
be subject to the same liabilities as are provided by law in relation
to the clerks of the district courts aAe-eeHAty-eeHI=ts. THE FEE
SCHEDULES OF THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT SHALL BE
THE SAME AS THE FEE SCHEDULES PROV ID!:: D BY L\W FOR THE OFF ICE OF THE
DISTRICT COURT CLERK.
SECTION 5. 37-11-8. Colorado Revised Statutes (1960 Perm. Supp.)
as amended by section 4, chapter 95, Session Laws of Colorado 1963,
is hereby further amended to read:
37-11-8. Appeals and writs of error.
(1) Appeals may shall be
taken from superior COURlS ·to e=i:st.rie~-ee1::n~ts THE SUPREi·J\E COURT in such
cases and in such manner as may be prescribed by law, THE RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE A\\:D THE RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDUR:: for appeals from
eeBA~y DISTRICT courts; rF0visesT-t~at-a~~eal6-GAall-Qe-t~ksA-£;0~-tb~
sB~ePieP-eeHPts-~e-tRe-sYrFeffie-6eYFt-iA-6Fi~iAdl-G~&QG-£ilsd-iA-tb~
sB~ePieP-69BPts-iA-SY6R-ffiaARe•-as-~~y-~e-pF9~~Fibed-by-l~w-fo~-~ppQals
freffi-eistri6t-eeYFtSr--W~its-eE-e£le~-6Aall-lie-£~G~-thQ--up~~mQ-COU~t

to-~vs~y-£i~~l-Jwd9~eAt-oi-d-~wpe~te~-~gyF~T--~Q-dppe~l-6~all-lis-to

tbg-di~t;i~t-~oy;~_£;o~-~Ay-~wdg~~~t-givsA-YpoR-~A-~ppe~l-f;o~-~
muAi~ipdly-poli~Q-~agi&t~dtQy-O~-Ju.~i~Q-COY~tT

S~CTION 6. 37-11-9 Colorado Revised S'C.atutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
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37-11-9. Chanoe of venue. Where there exists concurrent
jurisdiction, changes of venue to and from superior courts may be
taken to and from a EetiA~y DISTRICT court for the same causes as are
provided for changes of venue in the eetiA~y DISTRICT courts.
I

i

SECTION 7. 37-11-10 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
37-11-10. Judgments lien on real estate. The judgments of
superior courts shall be enforceable and may be made liens upon real
es~ate in the manner provided by law for judgments in the ee~Aty
DISTRICT courts.
SECTION 8. 37-11-12 Colorado Revised Statutes (1960 Perm. Supp.)
is hereby amended to read:
37-11-12. Jurisdiction of supreme court. The jurisdiction of
the supreme court over ee~A~Y DIStRICT courts provided in sections
37-10-1 to 37-10-3 shall also apply to superior courts created by
this article.
SECrION 9. Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act shall be the second Tuesday in January, 1965, except as
otherwise specifically provided herein.
SECTION 10. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.

'

I

I ,
I
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
CONCERNING FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER
Be

li

Enacted QY the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1.
amended to read:

58-1-9, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 is hereby

Jurisdiction of Courts. -- The district courts in
their respective districts, and county courts aAcl-jtl~tiee~-ef-tfle-~eaee
in their respective counties shall have jurisdiction of all cases of
forcible entry, forcible detainer or unlawful detainer, arising under
this article, and the person or persons entitled to the possession of
any premises may recover possession thereof by action brought in any
of said courts, in the manner provided in this article. In all
actions hereafter brou9ht before 5~~tiee~-of-tke-peaee COUNTY COURTS
under subsection (6), l7), (8), and (9) of section 58-1-4 where the
allegations of the complaint shall be put in issue by a verified answer~
AND IN ACTIONS IN WHICH THE VERIFIED ANSWER ALLEGES A MONTHLY RENTAL .
VALUE OF THE PROPERTY IN EXCESS OF FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, the jtl~tiee
COUNTY COURT, upon the filing of said answer, shall suspend all
proceedings therein and certify said cause and transmit the papers
therein to the district court of the same county. Causes so certified
by jtl~tiee~-of-tne-peaee THE COUNTY COURT shall be proceeded within
the courts to which they have been certified in all respects as if
originally begun in the court to which they have been certified as
aforesaid. THE JURISDICTION OF THE COUNTY COURT TO ENTER JUDGMENT
FOR RENT,' OR DAi'AAGES, OR BOTH, AND TO RENDER JUDGMENT ON A COUNTERCLAIM
IN FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER, SHALL BE LIMITED TO A TOTAL OF FIVE
HUNDRED DOLLARS IN FAVOR OF EITHER PARTY, EXCLUSIVE OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEYS' FEES.
58-1-9.

SECTION 2. 58-1-11, Colorado Revised Statutes (l?Gl Supp.)
is hereby further amended to read:
58-1-11. Issuance and return of summons. -- Upon filing the
complaint; as provided in sectipn 58-1-10, the jtl~tiee-ef-tke-peaee-or
clerk of the court shall issue a summons, as in other cases, except
that it shall command the defendant to appear before the court at a
place in such summons named, and at a time and on a day which shall be
not less than five nor more than seven days from the day of issuing
the same to answer the complaint of the plantiff. The summons shall
also contain a statement addressed to the defendant stating that "if
you fail to file with the court, at or before the time for appearance
specified in the summons, an answer to the complaint, setting forth
the grounds upon which you base your claim for possession, and denying
or admitting all of the material allegations of the complaint, judgment
by default may be taken against you for the possession of the property
described in the complaint, for the rent, if any, due or to become due,
for present and future damages, costs, and for any other relief to
which the plaintiff is entitled."

SECTION 3. 58-1-12, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1961
Supp.) is hereby further amended to read:
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~8-1-12. Service. -- (l) Such summons may be served by
personal service as in any civil action. A copy of the complaint
must be served with the summons.
(2)
If personal service cannot be had upon the defendant by
the sheriff er-eefl~table, he having made diligent effort to make such
personal service, the sheriff er-eett~tab~e may make service by posting
a copy of such summons and the complaint in some conspicuous place
upon the premises.

(3) Such service shall be made at least five days before
the day for appearance specified in such summons, and the time and
manner of such service shall be endorsed upon such summons, by the
officer or other person making service thereof.
SECTION 4. 58-1-18, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is
hereby amended to read:
58-1-18. Appeals--bond.
If either party shall feel
aggrieved by the judgment rendered in such action before 9tleh-jtl~~iee
THE COUNTY COURT, he may appeal TO THE DISTRICT COURT OR THE SUPERIOR
COURT IF ONE HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED as in other cases tried before
jtl~tiee~-ef-~he-peaee THE COUNTY COURT, except as provided in this
article. No such appeal by a defendant shall stay proceedings on such
judgment, unless the appellant, within forty-eight hours, Sundays
excepted, after judgment, shall execute and file with the jtl~tiee COUNT'
COURT his undertaking to plaintiff, with A CORPORATE SURETY OR ~we
ONE or more SUFFICIENT PRIVATE sureties, to be approved by the jtl~tiee
COURT, to th~ effect that the appellant will pay all costs which have
accrued, or may thereafter accrue, and all damages which plaintiff may
have sustained, or may thereafter sustain, in consequence of the
wrongful detention of the premises in question, during the pendency
· of such appeal.
·
Upon taking such appeal and filing such undertaking, all
further proceedings in the case shall be stayed, and the appellate couri
shall thereafter issue all needful·writs and process to carry out any
judgment which may be rendered thereon in the appellate court. The
court in which the appeal is pending, at any time, may require a new
undertaking in a larger amount with the same or different sureties,· to
be approved by the appellate court, if deemed necessary to secure the
rights of the parties. Stleh-tlRder~a~iflg-iR-appea¼-may-be-fi¼ed-with
aRe-appre~ed-by-~he-e¼erk-ef-~he-ee~R~y,-a~-iR-appea¼~-iR-etner-ea~e~~

SECTION 5. 58-1-19.
hereby amended to read:

Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is

58-1-19. Deposit of rent. -- In all appeals from the judgment
of a jtl~tiee.-ef-the-peaee COUNTY COURT, in an action founded upon
subsection (4) of section 58-1-4, the defendant, in addition to the
undertaking required by s~ction 58-1-18, and at the time of the filing
thereof, shall deposit with such jtl9tiee COURT the amount of rent found
due and specified in such judgment. Unless such deposit be made, the
appeal shall be deemed and taken as not being perfected, and proceedings
as upon such judgment shall thereupon be had accordingly. If the appeal
be perfected, the jtlS~iee COURT shall transmit such deposit to the clark
of the appellate court, with the papers in such case; and the appellant
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thereafter, at the time when the rents become due, as specified in the
judgment appealed from, and, as often as the same become due, shall
deposit the amount thereof with the clerk of such appellate court. In
case the appellant, at any time during the pendency of such appeal,
and before final judgment therein, shall neglect or fail to make any
deposit of rent, falling due at the time specified in the judgment
appealed from, the count in which such appeal is pending, upon such
fact being made to appear, and upon motion of the appellee, shall
affirm the judgment appealed from, with costs; and proceedings thereupon shall be had as in like cases determined upon the merits.
SECTION 6. 58-1-23, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953, is
hereby amended to read:
58-1-23. Appeals and writs of error--bond. -- Appeals and
writs of certiorari to the supreme court from the judgment of the
district, er-ee~Rty OR SUPERIOR courts of this state, in proceedings
under this article, shall be allowed as in other cases; provided, that
in addition to the conditions now prescribed by law, the condition of
the undertaking on appeal, and the time of filing the same shall be AS
required by this article in cases of appeal from jost±ce-of-the-pee~~
THE COUNTY COURT. In cases of appeal, from judgments founded upon
causes of action embraced in subsection (4) of section 58-1-14 the
deposit of rent money during pendency of appeal shall be made, or
judgment of affirmance shall be entered in the manner provided in
section 58-1-19. In all other cases where judgment is rendered for
the poss~ssion of the premises the party appealing from such judgment,
whe~her-iR-j~s~iee-ee~rt~-er-ee~rt~-ef-reeerclr in addition to the
undertaking hereinbefore mentioned, shall make and file an additional
undertaking with sufficient sureties to be approved by the j~5~iee-er
court in such sum as may be fixed by such j~stiee-er court conditioned
for the payment to the plaintiff of all sums that may be awarded to
the plaintiff for the use and occupation of the premises, pending such
appeal, either in said action or in any other action thereafter
instituted by the plaintiff against said defendant, during the pendency
ot said appeal.
SECTION 7. 58-1-25, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is
hereby amended to read:
58-1-25. Writ of restitution after judgment. -- Writs-ef
resti~~tieft-aRd-exee~tieft-fer-eama~es-aAo-ee~t~-~Ma}±-i~s~e-iR-~Me
same-maRRer-as-~peR-j~d9ffieR~s-eR~ered-iR-j~~~ieesL-ee~rtsr-b~t No
writ of restitution shall issue upon any judgment entered in any action
under the provisions of this article, out of any court, until after the
expiration of forty-eight hours from the time of the entry of such
judgment; and such writs shall be executed by the officer having the
same, only in the day-time, and between sunrise and sunset.
SECTION 8. Repeals. 58-1-16 and 58-1-20 Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953 are hereby repealed.
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SECTION 9. Severability. If any provision of this act or
the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid,
such invalidity shall not affect any other provision or provisions,
application or applications which can be given effect without the
invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of
this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 10. Effective date.
the second Tuesday of January, 1965.

This act shall take effect on

SECTION 11. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby
finds, determines and declares that this act is necessary for the
immediate preservation of the public peace, health and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
RELATING TO COUNfY COURTS.
Be It Enacted 2Y the General Ass~mbly of the State of Colorado.
Article 1 -- Establishment and Jurisdiction
SECTION 1. ~stablishment •. Pursuant to the provisions of Section
1, Article VI of the Colorado Constitution, there is he~eby established
in each county of the state of Colorado a county court.I\
SECTION 2. Court of record. Each county court shall be a court
of record, with such powers as are inherent in constitutionally
created courts •
. SECTION 3. Statewide j ur i sdic tion. The j ur i sdic tion of the
county court shall extend to all cases which arise within the boundaries
of this state or are subject to its judicial power and which are within
the limitations imposed by this act, but the exercise of this jurisdiction shall be subject to restrictions of venue as established by this
act.
SECTION 4. Original civil jurisdiction.
(1) The county court
shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the district court in
civil actions, suits, and proceedings in which the debt, damage, or
the value of the personal property claimed does not exceed $500,
Including by way of .further example and not limitation, jurisdication
to hear and determine actions in tort and assess damages therein not
to exceed $500. The county court shall also have jurisdiction of
counter claims 1in all suc,h actions when the counter claim does not
exceed $500.
(2) ·The county court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction
with the district court in case~ of forcible entry, forcible detainer
or unlawful detainer except when such cases involve the boundary or
title to real property and except as provided in section 58-1-9,
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended. Judgment in the county
court for rent, damages on account of unlawful detention, and damages
for injury to property under this subsection shall not exceed a total
of $500, exclusive of costs and attorney's fees, nor shall the county
court have jurisdiction if the monthly rental value of the property
exceeds $500.
(3) · The county court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction
with the district court in petitions for change of name or the issuance
of corrected or delayed birth certificates.
(4) The county court shall have concurrent original jurisdiction
to require peace bonds pursuant to 39-2-1, Colorado Revised Statutes
1953 and to issue restraining orders to prevent assaults and threatened
~odiiy harm pursuant to 40-2-48, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960
..:,upp.)
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(S) ·rhe county court shall have original jurisdiction to hear
and decide any civil action which was within the jurisdiction of the
justice of the peace court prior to the effective date of this act or
to perform any duty which was vested in a justice of the peace prior
to such date.
(6) The revisor of statutes, in compiling revised statutes, is
hereby directed to eliminate references to the justice of the peace
courts and to substitute therefor references to the county courts as
such action may be necessary in other statutes in order that such
statutes state accurately the changes in civil jurisdiction and duties
made by this act and by Section 23 of Article VI of the Colorado
Constitution as amended and effective on the second Tuesday in January,
1965.

SECTION 5. Specific limits on ci vi 1 jurisdiction.
( 1) The
county court shall have no civil jurisdiction except that specifically
conferred upon it by law. In particular it shall have no jurisdiction
over the following matters:
(a)

Matters of probate.

(b) Matters of mental health, including commitment, restoration
to competence, and the appointment of conservators.
(c)

Matters of divorce, annulment and separate maintenance.

(d) Maiters affecting children, including custody, support,
guardianship, adoption, dependency or delinquency.
(e)

Matters affecting boundaries or title to real property.

(f) Original proceedings for the is5uance of injunctions, except
as specifically authorized in this ~ct.
(2) Any _powers or duties previously placed in the county court
by law in connection with any of the matters excluded from the
jurisdiction of the county court by this section are hereby transferred
to the district court or, if within their jurisdiction, to the probate
court or juvenile court in the city and county of Denver, and the
statutes relating thereto shall be so construed. The revisor of
statutes is hereby directed to make such substitution in the designation
of courts in other statutes as may be required to state the provisions
of this section in compiling revised statutes.
(3) Nothing in this section shall be deemed to prevent the
appointment of county judges as referees in juvenile, mental heal th,
and other matters. Such appointments are hereby authorized. When
made, the county judge shall be a district court officer for the
designated purposes.

SECTION 6. Original c~iminal jurisdiction. The county court
shall have concurrent original jurisdiction with the district court in
the fo~lowing criminal matters:
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(1) Criminal actions for the violation of state laws which
constitute misdemeanors, except those actions involving children over
which the juvenile court of the city and county of Denver or the
district courts of the state other than in Denver have exclusive
jurisdiction.
(2) The issuance of warrants, the conduct of preliminary examinations, the issuance of bindover orders, and the admission to bail infelonies and misdemeanors.
(3) The hearing and decision of any other criminal matters
within the jurisdiction of the justice of the peace courts prior to
the effective date of this statute.
fhe reviser of statutes, in
compiling revised statutes, is hereby directed to eliminate references
to the justice of the peace courts and to substitute therefor references to the county courts as such action may be necessary in other
statutes in order that such statutes state accurately the changes in
criminal jurisdiction and duties made by this act and by Section 23
of Article VI of the Colorado Constitution as amended and effective
on the second Tuesday of January, 1965.
Article 2 -- Judges and Other Personnel
SECTION 7. Classification of counties. For such organizational
and administrative purposes as are specified in this Article, counties
shall be• classified as provided in this section. The classifications
established herein shall not be deemed to have any effect upon any
classifitations now provided by law for any other purpose and specifically shall ·have no.effect upon the existing classification of counties
for the purpose of fixing judicial salaries for county judges as
provided by 56-2·3 and 56-2-18, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as
re-enacted by chapter 59, Colorado Session Laws 1962. Classes of
counties for this article shali be:
(1). Class A.
Denver.

Class A shall consist of the city and county of

(2) Class B. Class B shall consist of the counties of Adams,
Arapahoe, Boulder, El Paso, Jefferson, Larimer, Mesa, Pueblo, and
Weld.
(3) Class C. Class C shall consist of the counties of Alamosa,
Delta, Fremont, Garfield, LaPlata, Las Animas, Logan, Montezuma,
Montrose, Morgan, Otero, Prowers, and Rio Grande.
{4)· Class D. Class D shall consist of the counties of Archuleta,
Baca, Bent, Chaffee, Cheyenne, Clear Creek, Conejos, Costilla, Crowley,
Custer, Dolores, Douglas, Eagle, Elbert, Gilpin, Grand, Gunnison,
Jackson, Hinsdale, Huerfano, Kiowa, Kit Carson, Lake, Lincoln, Mineral,
Moffat, Ouray, Park, Phillips, Pitkin, Saguache, San Juan, San Miguel,
Sedgewick, Summit, Rio Blanco, Routt~ Teller, Washington, and Yuma.
3ECTIO.N 8. tlumber of Judoes. In each county, there shall be one
county judge except that in the counties of Adams and Jefferson there
shall be three county judges, in the counties of Arapahoe, Boulder,
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El Paso, Pueblo and Weld there shall be two county judges, and in the
city and count of Denver there shall be the number of county judges
provided by the charter and ordinances thereof.
SECTION 9 . Ou a 1 i f i ca ti on s of j u d q e s . ( 1 ) The county j u d g e
shall be a qualified elector of the county for which he is elected or
appointed and shall reside there so long as he serves as county judge.
(2) In counties of Class A, B, and C, as those classes are
defined in this article, no person shall be eligible for election or
appointment to the office of county judge unless he shall have been
admitted to the practice of law in Colorado.
·
(3) In counties of Class D, as such class is defined in this
article, no person shall be eligible for election or appointment to
the office of county judge unless he shall have graduated from high
school or have attained the equivalent of a high school education as
indicated by the possession of a certificate of equivalency issued by
the Colorado department of education based upon the record made on
the General Educational Development Test.
(4) Judges elect who have not been admitted to the practice of
law shall not take office for the first time as county judge until
they have attended an institute on the duties and functioning of the
county court to be held under the supervision of the supreme court,
unless such attendance is waived by the supreme court. Judges who
are attorneys and who are taking office for the first time as county
judge may attend this institute if they wish. All judges shall be
entitled to their actual and necessary expenses while attending this
institute, said expenses to be paid by the county which they will
serve. The supreme court shall establish the institute to which this
subsection refers and shall provide that it be held every two years
between the time of the general election and December 31 of such year.
SECTION 10. Activities of judge. In counties of Class A and B,
county judges.shall devote their full time to judicial duties and shall
not engage in the private practice 'of law. They may also serve as
municipal judges in counties of Class A, but may not do so in counties
of Class B.
(2) In counties of Class C and D, county judges, if admitted to
the bar, may engage in the private practice of law in courts other
than the county court and in matters which have not and will not come
before the county court and may serve as municipal judges.
(3) When the ends of justice shall be best so served, county
judges of any class county may be appointed as referees for the district
court in juvenile and mental health matteTs and sh2ll receive no additional compensation for such service. County judges may accept
appointment as referees in any other matter and for such service a
county judge shall be entitled to such compensation as the appointing
district judge may allow, payable from district court funds.
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SECTION 11. Term and election of judges. The term of office of
county judges shall be four years. At the general election in November~
1964, county judges as provided herein shall be elected to serve a
term of four years beginning on the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
This section shall not apply to the city and county of Denver and the
term of office and manner of selection of county judges therein shall
be determined by the charter and ordinances thereof.
SECTIOI--J 12. Vacancies. If a vacancy in the office of county judge
shall occur by death, resignation, or otherwise, the board of county
commissioners shall appoint an individual possessing the qualifications
herein specified to fill such vacancy. The individual so appointed
shall serve until the next general election and thereafter until his
successor takes office. A county judge shall be elected at such
general election and he shall take office on the second Tuesday of the
following January and serve for a four year term.
SECTION 13. Bond. If a county judge or associate county judge
is to act as his own clerk, he shall execute to the people of the state
of Colorado a bond, in the penal sum of $10.000, with a corporate
surety to be approved by the secretary of state, conditioned for the
faithful performance of the duties as clerk required of him by law andfor the faithful application and payment of all moneys and effects that
may come into his hands in the execution of the duties of his office.
The premium for such bond shall be paid by the county in which the
judge serves. The bond herein provided shall be executed and filed
with the secretary of state before the judge shall enter upQn the
duties of his ottice.
SECTION 14. Associate county judges. (1) Pursuant to the power
to create judicial officers with jurisdiction inferior to the supreme
court provided in Article VI, Section 1, of the Constitution, there is
hereby created the office of associate county judge.
(2) Associate county judges, when provision is made for part
time or substitute positions pursuant to this act, shall be appointed
by the county judge or by the county judges sitting en bane and shall
serve at the pleasure of the county judge or judges.
(3) Associate county judges when actually performing judicial
duties shall have all of the jurisdiction and power of a county judge
and their orders and judgments shall be those of the county courts.
(4) No person shall be appointed as an associate county judge in
counties of Class A and B unless he shall have been admitted to the
practice of law in Colorado. In counties of Class C, an attorney shall
be appointed if available. If an attorney is not available in such
counties, and in all other counties, and appointee shall have graduated
from high school or attained the equivalent of a high school education
as indicated by the possession of a certificate of equivalency issued
by the Colorado department of education based upon the record made on
the General Educational Development Test.
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SECTION-ls.
Associate county judges -- part time.
(1)
In any
county, when made necessary by docket congestion or geographic
factors, the county commissioners may authorize part time positions
for associate county judges, such positions not to exceed two in
number nor to equal one full time position.

(2) Salaries for such positions shall be fixed by the county
commissioners at either one-fourth or one-half of the annual salary
of the county judge.
SECTION 16. Associate county judoes -- substitute. (1) In any
county in which there is only one county judge and in which there are
no part time positions occupied by associate county judges there shall
be appointed by the county judge one associate county judge to sit on
a substitute basis to hear and dispose of all matters within the
jurisdiction of the county court during the absence from the county,
illness or unavailability of the county judge. When the said substitute associate county judge has actually performed judicial duties,
it shall be conclusively presumed that one of the contingencies herein
specified existed.
(2} The associate county judge and any successor thereto appointed
to serve on a substitute basis shall receive a salary equivalent to
one two hundred and fortieth of the annual salary fixed for the county
judge for each day on which he actually performs judicial duties,
provided that such judge and his successors, if any, may receive compensation fo~ not more than thirty days of service in any one year.
_SECTION 17. Judge may call other jud™. ( 1) Whenever the sole
county judge of any county or the presiding judge of any multi-judge
county court in his opinion, on account of the accumulation of judicial
business in the court, believes that the court is unable to give due
and prompt attention to all business pending in such court and to give
speedy justice to all litigants therein, such judge may request the
assistance of any other county judge, or any district, juvenile, probate,
or superior court judge in thi5 state, and such judge when so requested
and not otherwise officially engaged may serve, for the purpose of.
hearing and determining any matters pending before said court, and
such judge so requested may enter any judgment, order, or decree, final
or interlocutory, in any matter or cause so heard by him with like
effect as if entered by the judge so requesting. The assisting judge
may sit for the trial of separate matters at one and the same time as
the regular judge or judges or may temporarily replace them as circumstances may require.
(2)

any such
conveyed
any such
shall be

No formal or written request shall be necessary to authorize
judge to act for a county judge, but the request may be
in any manner satisfactory to the judges concerned, and when
judge so assumes to act for a county judge, his authority
conclusively presumed.

(3) No county judge shall be called for assistance into counties
of Classes A, Band C, unless he has been admitted to the practice of
law in this state.
!
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s:::CTION 18. Remuneration of assisling judoe.
(1) Whenever the
county judge or the presiding Judge.6f an9 t6LlhtY of Class A or B,
under the authority conferred by this act, shall call to his assistance
a county judge, from a county of Class C or D, such assisting j~dge
shall be paid, in addition to any other allowance and compensation
provided for by law, by the county commissioners of the county in which
he has performed such duties, out of the general county fund, the sum
of twenty dollars per day for each day he has performed such official
duties upon a certificate from thg calling judge setti~g for~h_the
number of days such judge has so served, and he shall in addition be
reimbursed for his expenses not in excess of the amounts specified in
Colorado Revised Statutes section 37-4-12 (2), as amended. In all
other instances, the assisting county judge shall receiv~ only his
expenses as provided in Colorado Revised Statutes, section 37-4-12 (2)
as amend;d, except that the maximum allowance shall be twenty dollars
per day.
SECTION 19. Reports of judicial service. Whenever an associate
county judge on a substitute basis or an assisting judge from another
county or from the district court, juvenile court, probate court or
superior court actually performs judicial duties in a county court, a
report of such fact, indicating the name of the judge so serving, the
number of days served and the number of matters handled, shall be made
by the clerk of the county court served to the departmental justice
for the judicial department to ½hich the county has been allocated
pursuant to Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, section 37-10-1. This
report shall be filed immediately upon completion of the service.
SECTION 20. Appointment: of Clerk.
( 1) The position of clerk of
the county court is hereby established in counties of Classes A, B
and C. In counties of Class A the appointment of the clerk shall be
made and his salary shall be fixed as prescribed in the charter and
ordinances thereof. In counties of Class B the clerk shall be
appointed by the judge o:r judge·s of the county court and his salary
shall be fixed by the judge or judges thereof at an amount not to
exceed $6,000 per year. In covnties of Class C the clerk shall be
appointed by the judge and his salary shall be fixed by the judge with
the approval of the board of county commissioners at an amount not to
exceed $4,800 a year.
(2) A position for clerk of the county court other than the
judge may be established by the county judge after the approval of the
board of county commissioners in counties of Class D. The clerk, if
the position be established and filled, shall receive such compensation
as shall be fixed by the judge with the approval of the board of county
commissioners. Appointment of a person to fill the position shall be
made by the county judge.
(3) In counties of Class C and D, if both the district judge or
judges and the county judge find it to be feasible and desirable and
with the concurrence of both, a consolidated clerks office may be
e&tablished to serve both the district court and the county court. If
such an office is established, the records of the district court and
th8 county court shall be. kept separately and only facilities and
personnel shall be consolidated.
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(4) In any county in which
provided by any of the means set
section, the judge of the county
without further compensation and
clerk.

there is no clerk of the county court
out in the other subsections of this
court shall act as ex officio clerk
have all the duties and powers of the

SECTION 21. Duties of clerk. The powers and duties of the clerk
of the county court shall be similar to the powers and duties of the
clerk of the district court exclusive of the powers of the district
clerk in probate and shall include such duties as may be assigned to
him by law, by court rules and by the county judge.
SECTION 22. Bond of clerk. If a clexk of the county court shall
be appointed, before taking office he shall give bond to the people of
the state of Colorado in amount not to exceed $10,000, said amount to
be fixed by the county commissioners, executed by a corporate surety
approved by the se~retary of state, conditioned for the faithful
performance of the duties required of him by law, and for the faithful
application and payment of all moneys and effects that may come into
his hands in the execution of the duties of his office. The bond shall
be f1led with the secretary of state. The premium shall be paid by
the county in which tne clerk serves
SECTION 23. Other employees.
( 1) In counties of Class A such
deputy clerks, assistants, reporters, stenographers and bailiffs as
shall be necessary for the_ transaction of the business of the county
court may be appointed and their compensation fixed in the manner
provided in the charter and ordinances thereof. In counties of Classes
B, C and D, the judges of·the county court may appoint, with the
approval of the board of county commissioners, such deputy clexks,
clerical assistants, reporters, stenographers and bailiffs as shall be
necessary for the business of their respective courts at such compensation, payable monthly, as shall be ·fixed by such judges with the
approval of the board of county commissioners.
SECTION 24. Presiding judges. In each county court which has
more than one county judge, the court, by rule, shall provide for the
designation of a presiding judge. If there is a failure to select a
presiding judge by rule, the departmental judge of the supreme court
for the judicial department in which the county is located shall
designate a presiding judge.
SECTION 2~. Judges to sit separately. In each county court
which has more than one county judge, each of said judges shall sit
separately for the trial of cases and the transaction of judicial
business and each of the courts so held shall be known as the county
court of the county wherein held. Each judge shall have all of the
powers which he might have if he were the sole judge of the court,
including the power to vacate his own judgments, decrees or orders or
those of a predecessor when permitted by law, but not county court
orders of another judge of the same county court who is still in
office.·
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SECTION 26. Judges may sit en bane. In each county court which
has more than one judge, the court may sit en bane for the purpose of
making rules of court, the appointment of a clerk and other employees
or the approval thereof as provided in this act and the conduct of
other business relating to the administration of the court. If the
county judges of a county court are evenly divided on a matter and
shall fail to agree, the same shall be referred to the departmental
judge of the supreme court for decision. The court sitting en bane
shall have no power to review any order or decision of the court made
by any judge sitting separately.
Article 3 -- General Procedural Provisions
SECTION 27. Court rules. Each county court shall possess the
power to make rules for the conduct of its business to the extent that
such rules are not in conflict with the rules of the supreme court or
the laws of the state but are supplementary thereto. In each county
court which has more than one judge, or has an associate judge sitting
regularly, the court shall make such rules as it deems necessary for
the classification, arrangement and distribution of the business of
the court among the several judges thereof. All county court rules
shall be subject to review by the supreme court.
SECTION 28. Terms of court. Terms of the county court shall be
fixed by rule of the court in each county, provided that at least one
term shall be held in each county in each year.
SECTION 29. Place of holding court. In each county, the county
court shall sit at the county seat, and the county court by rule or
order also may provide for hearing and trials to be held in locations
other than the county seat. In particular, if the corporate limits
of a municipality extend into two counties, the county court of either
county, for the hearing of matters for which venue is properly laid
before them or the requirements thereof are waived, may sit at any
place within such municipality~ without regard to the location of the
county line. Where the county court sits regularly at locations other
than the county seat, proper venue within the county shall be fixed by
court rule.
SECTION 30. Court facilities. The county commissioners shall
provide court facilities at the county seat and are authorized to do
so elsewhere. Such facilities may be provided.by arrangement with
municipal authorities, by rental or by other appropriate means.
SECTION 31. Maintenance of records. (1) Permanent records of
the county court shall be maintained at the office of the clerk of the
court at the county seat.
(2) If the county court sits regularly at a location other than
the county seat, and the court so provides by rule, cases may be
docketed at such locations and thereafter all pleadings, writs, judgments and other documents in the case shall be filed at such other
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location.
(a)
In civil cases, an additional copy of each item filed shall
be supplied by the person filing the same for all matters filed at
such locations. The date and time of filing shall be entered on all
copies of such items. A notice of docke~ing and the original of each
document filed shall be forwarded forthwith to the clerk of the court
at the county seat. A temporary copy of each item shall remain at
the location away from the county seat where the case is docketed
until the case is terminated and for thirty days thereafter. Temporary
records then shall be destroyed.
In the event that it becomes necessary to determine the priority between items of record in the county
court, the time of filing shall prevail.
(b)
In criminal cases, a single copy of items filed shall be
sufficient. A notice of docketing of criminal cases with sufficient
information to identify the defendant and the offense charged shall
be forwarded forthwith to the clerk of the court at the county seat.
After termination of the case, all records on file therein and a
transcript of the judgment shall be forwarded to the county seat.

SECTION 32. Seal.
an appropriate seal.

The county court of each county shall have

SECTION 33. Process. Each county court or judge thereof shall
have the power to issue process necessary to acquire jurisdiction, to
require attendance and to enforce all orders, decrees and judgments.
Such process shall run to any county ~ithin the state and, when
authorized by the Rules of Civil Procedure, may be served outside the
state. Any sheriff to whom process is directed is hereby authorized
and required to execute the same and he shall be entitled to the same
fees as are allowed for serving like process from the district courts.
Persons other than the sheriff or his deputies may also serve process
from the county court when permitted by the Rules of Civil Procedure
or by law.
SECTION 34. Juries.
(1) When required, juries shall be
selected and summoned as provided for courts of record in Chapter 78,
Colorado Revised Statutes, with such exceptions as are provided in
this section. With the consent of the district court and the jury
commissioners, the county cou~t may, if feasible, use the same panel
of jurors summoned for the district court. Jurors selected and
summoned for the county court may also be used in municipal court in
counties of Class A, as defined in article 2 of this act.
(2) If a county court sits regularly in a location other than
the county seat and if jury trials are held at such location as well
as at the county seat, the county commissioners in counties ~f less
than 40,000 population or the jury commissioner in counties of more
than 40,000 are authorized to establish jury districts within the
county for the selection of county court jurors. The county shall be
divided into as many such districts as there are places in which the
county court regularly holds jury trials and each district shall
include.one such place as well as appropriate contiguous territory,
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In counties so divided, the county commissioners or the jury commissioner shall select separate lists of persons from each jury
district to serve as county court jurors within their respective
districts.
Such lists shall contain not less than one hundred and
not more than three hundred names. When jurors are to be summoned
for county court service within such districts, names shall be drawn
from the list by the clerk of the county court in counties of less
than 40,000 and by the jury commissioner in counties of more than
40,000.
In all other respects, the provisions of Chapter 78, Colorado
Revised Statutes shall be followed in selecting, drawing and summoning
jurors in counties divided into county court jury districts.
SECTION 35. Verbatim record of proceedings. At the request of
any party and in conformity with rules of court or by direction of
the judge, a verbatim record of the proceedings and evidence at trials
in the county court shall be maintained by electric devices or by
stenographic means as the judge of the court may direct, except as
such record may be unnecessary in certain proceedings pursuant to
specific provisions of law.
SECTION 36. Appeals from county court.
(1) Appeals from final
judgments and decrees of the county courts shall be taken to the
district court for the judicial district in which the county court
entering such judgment is located. Appeals shall be based upon the
record made in the county court.
(2}· The district court shall review the case on the record on
dppeal and affirm, reverse, remand or modify the judgment, provided
that the district court, in its discretion may remand the case for a
new trial with such.instructions as it may deem necessary or it may
direct that the case be tried de novo before the district court.
(3)
In counties in which a superior court has been established,
appeals from the county court shall be taken to the superior court
rather than the district court. All of the provisions of this act
governing-appeals from the county court to the district courts are
applicable when the appeal is taken to the superior court pursuant to
this subsection.
(4} Further appeal to the supreme court from a determination of
the district court or the superior court in a matter appealed to such
court from the county court may be made only upon writ of certiorari
issued in the discretion of the supreme court and pursuant to such
rules as that court may promulgate.
Articel 4 -- Simplified Civil Procedure in County Courts
SECTION 37. Purpose.
In order to make available to litigants a
simple and expeditious method of handling smaller claims and suits
while preserving the essentials of fairness and proper application of
principles of law, and to facilitate the handling of these matters by
an individual if he desires to act in his own behalf, a system of
simplified civil procedure is provided by this article.
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SECTION 38. Application.
(1)
In county courts, civil actions
for the recovery of money only, including tort actions for damages,
where the amount claimed does not exceed five hundred dollars ($::>00)
exclusiv2 of interest and costs and actions for the possession of
personal property not exceeding five hundred dollars ($500) in value
shall be brought under the simplified procedures provided by this
article. Any procedural matter not specifically covered by some provision of this article shall be decided according to the Rules of
Civil Procedure or by statutes generally applicable to courts of
record or particularly applicable to the county court.
(2)
The procedure for the recovery of the possession of real
property known as forcible entry and detainer shall be as provided in
Chapter 58, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953.

SECTION 39. Representation. Parties to actions under simplified
procedure may appear and act personally or may be represented by an
attorney or, in claims based upon accounts receivable, negotiable
instruments or forcible entry and detainer, by an agent, except as
limited by Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, section 28-1-27. For this
purpose, party shall include a person or corporation holding a
properly assigned claim.
SECTION 40. Venue. The proper venue for actions under this
article shall be determined as provided in Rule 98 of the Rules of
Civil Procedure. A motion for change of venue in actions under this
article shall oe filed on or before the date fixed in the summons for
answer or appearance.
SECTION 41. Commencement of action. Civil actions under this
article shall be commenced by filing with the county court a complaint
consisting of a sworn statement of claim setting forth briefly the
facts and circumstances giving rise to the action. Substantially the
following form may be used but is not mandatory:
for __________ County

In thep::~~::iiojurt
--r(_n_a_m_e.....) - -

Complaint
vs.
(sj
Defendant

Under Simplified
Civil Procedure

Name)
--r---,--,---....,,...,,----...-•

(Plaintiff's name)

being first duly sworn, deposes and

says:
L

That

is a resident of ---(defendant's name)
county with postoffice address of

Street, City of ______ , State of
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2.

That the amount claimed from
is

dollars and

(defendant's name)
cents

($ _ _ _ _ ) together with proper interest, costs
and any other items allocable by statute or
specific agreement.

That the personal property claimed from
is of the value of
( defendant's name)
dollars and

cents ($

may be described as follows:

------- )

and

(describe property

briefly).
3.

That such claim arises from the following event
or transaction: ( describe brief 1 y).

4.

That the defendant is (is not) in the military
service of the United States and in support of
this statement plaintiff sets fort~ the following
fac~s:
(state facts concerning military status
of defendant -- if the military status of
defendant is not known so state here).

5.

(If a jury trial is demanded, so state immediately below -- an additional cost of $15.00 must
be paid to the clerk if such demand is made.)
(Plaintiff's signature)
{Plaintiff's street address)
(Plaintiff's city and state)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
day of - - - - - - - - · 19 __ .

SECTION 42. Oath. The complaint and answer in simpliefied
procedure may be sworn to before any person authorized to administer
oaths, including a notary public or the clerk or deputy clerk of the
county court.
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SEC11UN 43.
Dockctina of Cdse and issudnce of summons.
Upon the
filing of the sw0rn complaint and the payment of a docket fee of $5.00,
the clerk of the county court shall docket the case and issue a
summons directing the defendant to file an answer or to appear before
the court at a time stated in the summons, which shall be not later
than twenty days from the date the summons was issued. provided that
the summons shall be served on the defendant at least ten days before
the appearance date. An attorney may issue a summons, inserting
therein a date certain for appearance.
If an attorney issues a summons, it shall be filed with the clerk of ,the court together with the
complaint and the case docketed within three days after service. The
following form for a summons shall be used:
County

In the County Court for

'

(name)

Plaintiff)

VS.

)
)

Summons
to
Answer

)

Def end ant~
'
(name)
The people of the state of Colorado to

t

(name of defendant)
greetings:
You are hereby ordered to appear before the County
Court of the County of _____ , sitting at

___ ,

or, the ___ day of ______ , 19__ , at _ _ _.a.m.
(p.m.) and at •that time or prior there to make written
answer why judgment should not be entered against you
on the sworn complaint o f · - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
(name of plaintiff)
filed in this action.

.

A true copy of the claim of

is attached hereto and served
(name of plaintiff)
herewith.
A failure to appear or answer may result in the
entry of judgment against you. A failure to assent
in an answer a counter claim which you now have
against the plaintiff may result in such claim being
permanently barred.
If you do answer denying all or
part of the claim or asserting any counter claim or
set off, a time for trial of your case will be fixed
at the appearance directed by this summons.
Dated at _____ , t h i s _ day of ____ , 19__
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Clerk

SECTION 44. Forms. The sworn complaint, the summons and a
form for answer may be placed upon a single sheet of paper or may be
placed on separate sheets, provided that they are served jointly as
set out herein.
SECTION 45.
with a true copy
the defendant in
Civil Procedure.
with a copy of a
shall be made in
Civil Procedure.

Service of summons and complaint. The summons,
of the sworn complaint attached, shall be served on
the manner provided by Rule 4, Colorado Rules of
At the same time the defendant shall be provided
form for use in filing an answer. Proof of service
the manner provided by Rule 4, Colorado Rules of

SECTION 46. Answer. The defendant, if he wishes to contest
the claim of the complainant in any way, or to assert any counter
claim or set off, shall file with the county court a written answer
under oath on or before the appearance date. Substantially the
following form may be used but is not mandatory:
In the County Court for _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _County
---r{_n_a_m_e....)___

, Plaintiff)
)

ANSWER

~

vs.

UNDER SIMPLIFIED CIVIL PRO•
Defendant)
CEDURE
---r(-n-am_e.,...)___
)

"--T-----------' being first duly sworn, deposes
(name of defendant}

and says:

L.

That the amount or damages claimed to be due
to

.
by the complaint in
(name of plaintiff)

this action is not due and owing for the
following reasons (describe reasons and defenses briefly).
or
That the personal property claimed by
should not be ordered
(name of plaintiff)
to be turned over to him for the following
reasons (describe reasons and defenses
briefly).
-

lOS -

2.

(If applicable) That
{name of defendant)
asserts the following counter claim or set
off against

(describe briefly).
(plaintiff)

3.

(If a jury trial is demanded, so state immediately below -- an additional cost of $15.00
must be paid to the clerk if such demand is
made.
(Defendant's signature)
{Defendant's street address)
(Defendant's city and state)
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
day of

- - - - - - - - ' 19

SECTION ~7. Counter claims. (1) If the defendant possesses a
counter claim against the plaintiff at the time the action is begun
and the counter claim is within jurisdiction of the county court.
with the total amount claimed being less than $500 exclusive of
interests and costs, he shall file such counter claim in his answer
or thereafter be barred from suit thereon, if such counter claim
arises out of the transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter
of the plaintiff's claim and does not require for its adjudication the
presence of third parties of whom the court cannot acquire jurisdiction
or is not the tubject of another pending action. The defendant may
elect to file a counter claim not arising out of the transaction or
occurrence.
(2) If the defendant possesses a counter claim against the
plaintiff at the time the action is begun and the total amount
claimed exceeds $500 exclusive of interest and costs, the defendant
may:
(a) File suit against the plaintiff in the district court or
the superior GOurt, where applicable, on the counter claim, making
reference to the suit in county court and asking that such suit be
transferred to the district court and joined with the action there
pending. Upon notification to the county court from the district
court that an action has been filed requesting such transfer, proceedings in the county court shall be discontinued and the clerk of
the county court shall certify all records in the case to the district
court for consolidation with the action in such court, or,
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(b) File a counter claim
court, but any judgment in his
sive of interest and costs and
sum will be barred thereafter,

in the action pending in the county
favor will be limited to $500 exclusuit for the excess due him over that
or

(c) Fail to take either action, but in such event suit on the
counter claim will be barred thereafter, if it arises out of the
transaction or occurrence that is the subject matter of the plaintiff's
claim and does not require for its adjudication the presence of third
parties of whom the court cannot acquire jurisdiction or is not the
subject of another pending action.
SECTION 48. Aopearance on return date.
(1) Upon the date and
at the.time set for appearance, if the defendant has filed no answer
or fails to appear and if the plaintiff proves by appropriate return
that service was made upon the defendant as provided herein at least
ten days prior to the appearance date, the judge may enter judgment
for the plaintiff for the amount due, including interest, costs and
other items provided by statute or the agreement. The judge may
require evidence as to any fact before entering such judgment.
(2) Upon the date and at the time set for appearance if the
defendant contests the claim or interposes a counter claim or set off,
the judge shall proceed to set the action for trial. If both parties
are ready, the trial may be held forthwith if such appears proper.
Otherwise, it shall be held as soon as possible.
SECTION 49. Procedure. The procedure for the hearing and
disposition of actidns under this article shall be expeditious and
consistent with the achievement of justice between the parties. The
rules and laws of evidence shall apply. Formal pleadings, other th~n
the complaint and answer, and written motions shall be dispensed with
except when required by the nature of the proceeding. Witnesses may
be required to appear by subpoena issued as provided in the Rules of
Civil Procedure. Continuances ,may be granted for good cause shown.
SECTION 50. Trial by jury. On or before the appearance date,
either party may request trial of factual issues by jury and a failure
to do so shall be deemed a waiver of any right to a jury trial. The
court, in its discretion, may grant a request therefor made later.
The jury shall consist of three members.
SECTION 51. Attachment and garnishment. Attachment and garnishment shall be available in simplified civil procedure in the manner
provided by the Rules of Civil Procedure.

In addition to the causes

of attachment set forth in the Rules of Civil Procedure, it shall be
a cause of attachment. in simplified procedure that the debt is for
services or for farm products, house rent, household furniture and
furnishings, fuel, groceries and provisions, clothing and wearing
apparel for the debtor and his family or any of them, or for any of
the said articles.
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SECTION 52. Claim and delivery. In an action for the possession
of specific personal property, claim and delivery (replevin) proceedings shall be available to the plaintiff as provided in the Rules of
Civil Procedure.
SECTION 53. Execution and other process after judgement. If
judgment be against the defendant, he shall make payment thereof forthwith. If he fails to do so, execution may.issue immediately unless
the defendant requests a stay of execution and the court grants such
request. Procedures to enforce execution and other process after
judgment and the fees therefor shall be as provided by law or the
Rules of Civil Procedure.
SECTION 54. Appeals.
(1) If either party in a civil action
believe that the judgment of the county court is in error, he may
appeal to the district court by filing notice of appeal in the county
court within ten days after the date of entry of judgment and by
filing within the said ten days an appeal bond with the clerk of the
county court. The bond shall be furnished by a corporate surety or
one or more sufficient private sureties or may be a cash deposit by
the appellant and, if the appeal is taken by the plaintiff, shall be
conditioned to pay the costs of the appeal and the counter claim, if
any, and, if the appeal be taken by the defendant, shall be conditioned
to pay the costs and judgment if the appealing party fail. The bond
shall be approved by the judge or the clerk. Upon filing of the
notice of app~al, the posting and approval of the bond, and the deposit by the appellant of an estimated fee in advance for preparing
the record, the county court shall discontinue all further proceedings
and recall any execution jssued. The appellant shall then docket his
appeal in the district court. A motion for new trial shall not be
required as a condition of appeal. If a motion for a new trial is
made within ten days, the time for appeal shall be extended until ten
days after disposition of the motion, but only matters raised on the
motion for new trial shall be considered on an appeal thereafter.
(2) Upon the deposit of the estimated record fee the clerk of
the court shall prepare and issue as soon as may be possible a record
of the proceedings in the county court, including the summons, the
complaint, proof of service and the judgment. The record shall also
include a transcription of such part of the actual evidence and other
proceedings as the parties may designate or, in lieu of transcription,
to which they may stipulate. If a stenographic record has been maintained or the parties agree to stipulate, the party appealing shall
lodge with the clerk of the court the reporter's transcript of the
designated evidence or proceedings or a stipulation covering such
items within fbrty days after judgment. If the proceedings have been
electrically recorded. the transcription of designated evidence and
proceedings shall be prepared in the clerk of the county court's
office, either by him or under his supervision within forty days after
judgment. The clerk shall notify in writing opposing parties of the
completion of the record and. such parties shall have ten days within
which to file objections. If none are received, the record shall be
c2rtified forthwith by the judge. If objections are made, the parties
sh~ll be called for hearing and the objections settled by the county

I
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judge as soon as possible and the record then certified.
(3) When the record has been duly certified and any additional
fees therefor paid, it shall be filed with the clerk of district court
by the clerk of the county court and the opposing parties notified of
such filing by the clerk of the county court.

(4) A written brief setting out matters relied upon as constituting error and outlining any arguments to be made shall be filed in
the district court by the appellant within twenty days after filing of
the record therein. A copy of such brief shall be served on the
appellee. The appellee may file an answering brief within twenty
days after such service. In the discretion of the district court, the
time for filing of briefs and answers may be extended.

(5) Unless there is further review by the supreme court upon
certiorari and pursuant to the rules of such court, after final
disposition of the appeal by the district court, the judgment on appeal
therein shall be certified to the county court for action as directed
by the district court, except upon trials de novo held in the district
court or in cases in which the judgment is modified in which cases
the judgment shall be that of the district court and enforced therefrom.

Article 5 -- Simplified Criminal Procedure in the County Court
for Trial of Misdemeanors
SECTION 55. Statement of purpose. In order to provide a simple
and expeditious method for the prosecution of misdemeanors in county
courts but one which also guarantees to the defendant a method of
exercising his constitutional rights, the General Assembly does hereby
establish this simplified criminal procedure for misdemeanors to be
used under the circumstances set forth in this article.
SECTION 56.

Definitions.

(1) Complaint means a
constituting a misdemeanor.

As used in this article:

.
written

statement of the essential facts

(2) Peace officer means a duly appointed officer of the Colorado
State Patrol, officers authorized to enforce the game and fish laws, a
sheriff, under sheriff or deputy sheriff, and a police officer of a
city or town.
(3)

Summons means a notice to appear before a county court.

(4) Summons and complaint means a single document containing all
of the requisites of both a summons and a complaint.

SECTION 57. Application of article. (1) This article applies
only to the prosecution of misdemeanors in county courts under simplified pr~(edure and has no application to misdemeanors in other courts
or to felonies.
(2)

Any matter arising in a proceeding under simplified procedure
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not specifically covered by this article shall be decided by the
Rules of Criminal Procedure, by applicable statutes, or by common law
principles, provided that due regard shall be had for speed and
simplicity.
SECTION 58.
Initiation of prosecution. Prosecution of a misdemeanor under simplified procedure shall be commenced by the issuance
of a summons and complaint or by the issuance of a summons following a
complaint filed with the county court or by the filing of a complaint
following arrest as provided in this article.
SECTION 59.
Issuance of summons and complaint. A summons and
complaint may be issued by any peace officer for an offense constituting
a misdemeanor which was committed in his presence or, if not committed
in his presence, concerning which he has reasonable grounds for believing was committed in fact and was committed by the person charged.
A copy of a summons and complaint so issued shall be filed immediately
with the county court before which appearance is required, and a
second copy shall be supplied to the district attorney or deputy
district attorney for such county.
SECTION 60.
Issuance of summons after complaint. A summons may
be issued by the county court, if a sworn complaint has been filed by
any person with the county court requesting issuance of a summons
under simplif.ied procedure and it appears from the complaint that
there is probable cause to believe that a misdemeanor has been com~
mitted and that the defendant has committed it. A copy of a summons
so issued shall be supplied to the district attorney or deputy district
attorney for the county: If the district attorney so requests, a
warrant may be issued instead of a summons.
In such event, the person
named in the warrant shall be brought before the court as provided in
the Rules of Criminal Procedure.
SECTION 61. Content of summons and complaint. The summons and
complaint issued by a peace officer shall contain the name of the
defendant, shall identify the offense charged including a citation of
the statute alleged to have been violated, shall contain a brief
statement or description of the offense charged, including the da~e
and approximate location thereof, and shall direct the defendant to
appear before a county court at a stated date, time and place.
It
may also contain such other information as is required by law for
specific offenses.
SECTION 62. Content of summons after complaint. A summons
issued out of the county court after the complaint is filed need contain
only the date, time and place of appearance of the defendant, but a
copy of the complaint shall be attached thereto and served therewith.

l
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SECTION 63.
Place of appearance and trial. The place at which
the summons directs the defendant to appear shall be the place at
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which trial shall be held, unless a change of venue is granted. It
shall be a place at which the county court of the county in which the
offense was alleged to have been committed sits regularly unless
otherwise provided by this section. If the summons and complaint is
issued by a peace officer and served personally upon the defendant by
such peace officer, it may direct appearance at a place in which the
county court of an adjoining county sits regularly, if such a place is
agreed to be more convenient by both the peace officer and the defendant. If the summons and complaint issued by a peace officer
charges the commission of a traffic offense for which a penalty assessment ticket may issue pursuant to the provisions of section 13-4-132
Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, as amended, the defendant may elect to
appear at a place where the county court of an adjoining county sits
regularly, provided that the defendant so notifies the officer issuing
the summons at the time of issuance and further provided that the
defendant may not make such an election if the alleged offense took
place in the county of his residence and such county has a population
of over 100,000. Costs and fines, to the extent provided by law, shall
be retained by the county in which the matter is heard.
SECTION 64. Service of summons. A summons issued pursuant to
this ac~ shall be served personally upon the defendant and a copy
given to him. In lieu of personal service, service may be made by
leaving a copy at the defendant's usual place of abode with some
person over the age of eighteen years residing therein or by mailing a
copy to the defendant's last known address by certified mail with
return receipt requested not less than five days prior to the time the
defendant is required to appear.
SECTION 65. Failure to appear. If a person upon whom a summons
has been served pursuant to this article fails to appear in person or
by co,unsel at the place and time specified therein, a bench warrant
may issue for his arrest.
SECTION 66. Arrest followed by complaint. If, rather than
issuing a summons, a peace officer makes an arrest without a warrant
of a person for a misdemeanor, he shall take the arrested person without unnecessary delay before the county judge of the county in which
the offense is alleged to have been committed, or under the circumstances set out in sectio~ 57 above, a county judge of an adjoining
county. In such cases, a complaint shall be filed forthwith by the
peace officer or some other person in the county court and a copy
thereof given to the defendant at or before the time he is brought
before the county judge.
SECTION 67. Appearance of defendant before judge -- subsequent
procedure. Upon appearance of the defendant before the judge in
response to a summons or following arrest for a misdemeanor as provided
in this article and in all proceedings thereafter unless otherwise
provided in this act, the Colorado Rules of Criminal Procedure shall
be applicable. Prosecution may be conducted on the summons and complaint or the separate complaint if one has been filed, and it shall
not be necessary to file an information or indictment although the
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district attorney mdy elect to do so. Trial may be held forthwith
provided that the court calendar permits, immediate trial appears
proper, and the parties do not request a continuance for good cause.
Utherwise the case shall ba set for trial as soon as possible.
SECTION 68. Appeals. (l) If the defendant believes that the
judgment of the county court in a criminal action under simplified
procedure is in error, he may appeal to the district court for the
county by giving notice of appeal to the county court within ten days
after the date of entry of the judgment. The appeal shall then be
docketed in the district court and the docket fee paid. No motion for
new trial or in arrest of judgment shall be required as a prerequisite
of appeal although they may be made if a party so desires. An appeal
to the district court upon a question of law may be. taken by the state
from a decision of the ~ounty ·court under simplified proced~re under the
conditions specified in 39-7-27 (2) Colorado Revised Statutes 1953
(1960 Perm. Supp.).
(2) Upon the filing of a notice of appeal and upon the posting
of such advance costs by the appellant as may be required for the
preparation of a record unless the appellant is granted leave to
proceed as an indigent, the clerk of the county court shall prepare
and issue as soon as may be possible a record of the proceedings in
the county court, including the summons and complaint or warrant, the
separate complaint if any has been issued, and the judgment. The
record shall also include a transcription of such part of the actual
evidence and other proceedings as the parties may designate or, in
lieu of transcription, to which they may stipulate. The party appealing shall lodge with the clerk of the court the reporter's transcript
of the designated testimony and proceedings or a stipulation covering
such items within forty days after judgment. If the proceedings have
been electrically recorded, the transcription of designated evidence
and proceedings shall be prepared in the clerk of the court's office,
either by him or under his supervisi0n, within forty days after
judgment. The clerk shall notify in writing the opposing parties of
the completion of the record and sucQ parties shall have ten days
within which to file objections. If none are received, the record
shall be certified forthwith by the judge. If objections are made,·
the parties shall be called for hearing and the objections settled by
the county judge and the record then certified.
(3) When the record has been duly certified and any additional
fees therefor paid, it shall be filed with the clerk of the district
court by the clerk of the county court and the opposing parties
notified by the clerk of the county court of such filing.
(4) A written brief setting out matters relied upon as constituting error and outlining any arguments to be made shall be filed

in the district court by the appellant within twenty days after
certification of the record. A copy of the appellant's brief shall be
served upon the appellee. The appellee may file an answering brief
within twenty days after such service. In the discretion of the
district court, the time for filing briefs and answers may be extended.

I

(5) Pending the docketing of the appeal, a stay of execution may
be granted by the county court. If a sentence of imprisonment has
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been imposed, the defendant may be required to post bail and if a
fine and costs have been imposed, a deposit of the amount thereof or
the posting of a bond for the payment thereof may be required by the
county court. At any time after the docketing of the appeal such
actions may be taken by the district court.
Stays of execution
granted by the county court or district court and bonds posted with
such courts shall remain in effect until after final disposition of
the appeal unless modified by the district court.
(6) Except in a case tried de novo, no action on appeal shall
result in an increase in penalty.
(7) Unless there is further review by the supreme court upon
certiorari pursuant to the rules of such court, after final disposition of the appeal the judgment on appeal entered by the district
court shall be certified to the county court for action as directed by
the district court, except in cases tried de novo by the district
court or in cases in which the district court modifies the county
court judgment and in such cases the judgment on appeal shall be that
of the district court and so enforceable.
Article 6 -- Transfer of Cases and Records,
Repeals and Construction
SECTION 69. Transfer of pending cases from county courts.
(1)
On the effective date of this act all cases pending on the docket of
the coun~y court which are no longer within the jurisdiction of the
county court as provided in sections four and five of this act shall
be transferred to the docket of the district court for the County,
except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, and be pending
in such court, without affecting any bond or obligation in such cases.
All records, funds, bonds, or any other items pertaining to the cases
transferred shall be forwarded forthwith by the clerk of the county
court to the clerk of the district court.
(2) In the city and county of Denver all cases pending on the
docket of the county court on the effective date of this act in all
matters of probate, settlement of estate~ of deceased persons,
appointment of guardians, conservators and administrators and settlement of their accounts and the adjudication of the mentally ill shall
be transferred to the docket of the probate court and be pending in
such court without affecting any bond or obligation in such cases.
All records, funds, bonds or any other items pertaining to the cases
transferred shall be forwarded forthwith by the clerk of the county
court to the clerk of the probate court. All civil cases pending on
the docket of the county court involving debts, damages or claims
alledged to exceed $500 shall be transferred to the docket of the
superior court and be pending in such court without affecting any bond
or obligation in such cases. All records, funds, bonds or any other
items pertaining to the cases transferred shall be forwarded forthwith
by the clerk of the county court to the clerk of the superior court.
SECTION 70. Transfer of terminated cases and records from county
courts.
(1) The records and all documents and items pertaining
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thereto of all cases terminated in the county courts prior to the
second Tuesday in January, 1965 shall be placed in the custody of the
clerk of the district court, except as provided in subsection (2) of
this section, and any proceeding to reopen these cases shall be brought
in the district court. The clerk of the district court shall have the
power to certify the contents of these records in appropriate cases.
(2)
In the city and county of Denver the records of all terminated cases in the county court in matters of probate, settlement of
estates of deceased persons, appointment of guardians, conservators
and administrators and settlement of their accounts and the adjudication of the mentally ill shall be placed in the custody of the clerk
of the probate court and any proceedings to reopen these cases shall
be brought in the probate court. The clerk of the probate court shall
have the power to certify the content of these records in appropriate
cases. The records of all other terminated cases in the county court
in the city and county of denver shall be placed in the custody of
the clerk of the superior court and any proceedings to reopen these
cases shall be brought in the superior court. The clerk of the
superior court shall have the power to certify these records in appropriate cases.
SECTION 71. Transfer of pending cases and records to the county
courts.
(1) 0~ the effective date of this act all dockets and
records of each justice of the peace shall be transferred to the county
court of the county in which the justice precinct is located. Judgments entered by the justice of the peace but not yet satisfied shall
be enforceabli in the manner provided by law for county court judgments. Civil and criminal matters pending before each justice of the
peace shall be continued in the county courts and be subject thereafter
to the provisions of law ~nd rules of procedure applicable in the
county courts on and after the second Tuesday in January 1965.
(2) On the effective date of this act, all dockets and records
of the small claims courts of any county shall be transferred to the
county court for said county.
Judgments of the small claims court
not satisfied shall be enforceable a$ provided by law for county court
judgments. Matters pending in the small claims court of any county
shall be transferred to the county court of said county and further
proceedings shall be conducted pursuant to the provisions of law and
_rules of procedure applicable in the county ~ourts on and after the
second Tuesday in January 1965.
SECTION 72. Repeals.
Sections 37-1-3, 37-4-27, 37-5-1 through
37-5-22 inclusive, 37-6-1 through 37-6-15 inclusive, 37-7-1 through
37-7-6 inclusive, 37-8-1 through 37-8-11 inclusiv~, 56-2-13, and
56-3-9 and all sections of chapter 79 from 79-1-1 through 79-15-27 inclusive of the Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 as amended and all other
acts or parts of acts in conflict with this act are hereby repealed.
SECTION 73.
Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January 1965.
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SECTION 74. Severability clause. If any prov1s1on of this act,
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held
invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or
applications of this act which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of
this act are declared to be severable.
SECTION 75. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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A BILL FOR AN ACT
~E.LA1'JNL.i i O 1\\UNIC IPAL COURTS, POLICE COURTS AND POLICE MAGISTRATES
~OURTS A~m TO APPEALS FROM SUCH COURTS.

be It l::nacted QY the General Assembly of _1he State of Colorado:
SECTION 1, 139-36-1, Colorado Revised Statutes 195~ is hereby
amended to read:
139-36-1. Definition. The term "municipal court'' as used in this
article shall mean police courts existing under the laws of this state
and courts existing by or under the terms of the charter or ordinances
of any municipality in this state, when acting as police courts or
trying any person for a violation of a municipal ordinance. +Ris
a~tie!e-sRal!-Ret-a~~!y-te-aAy-ffl~Aie~~a!-ee~~~-~A-eases-wRe~e-s~eA
ee~~~-is-e~e~eisiA§-tRe-j~~iseietieA-aAa-f~AetieAs-ef-a-j~stiee-ef-tRe
i;eaee.

SECTION 2. 139-36-2, Colorado Revised Statutes 195~ is hereby
amended to read:
139-36-2. Appeal by defendant. Appeals may be taken by any
defendant from any judgment of a municipal court to the county court
of the county in which such municipal court is located, or TO THE
SUPERIOR COURT IN THE COUNTY, IF SUCH HAS BE:EN ESTABLISHED. wRel?e The
cause shall b~ tried de novo IN THE APPELLATE COURT, UNLESS THE
MUNICIPAL COURT SHi\LL HAVE BEEN ESTABLISHED AS A COURT OF RECORD BY
EITHER LOCAL CHARTER OR ORDINANCES AND THE APPEAL IS TAKEN TO A
SUPERIOR COUET. IF THE MUNICIPAL COURT ENTERING THE JUDGMENT IS A
COURT OF RECORD, THE CAUSE IN THE SUPERIOR COURT SHALL BE HEARD ON
THE RECORD AND THE PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE IN SUCH CASE SHALL BE THE
SAME AS PROVIDED BY LAW AND RULES FOR THE APPEAL OF MISDEMEANOR
CONVICTIONS FROM THE COUNTY COURT TO THE DISTRICT OR SUPERIOR COURTS.
SECTION 3~ 139-36-4, Colorado .Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.), is hereby amended to read:
139-36-4. Time -- docket fee -- bond. Appeals may be taken·
within ten days after entry of any judgment of a municipal court. No
such appeal shall be allowed until the appellant shall have paid to
the clerk of the municipal court one dollar and fifty cents as a fee
for preparing the transcript of record on appeal. IF THE MUNICIPAL
COURT IS A COURT OF RECORD, THE CLERK OF TH= MUNICIPAL COURT SHALL BE
ENTITLED TO THE SAME ADDITIONAL FEES FOR PREPARING THE RECORD AS IS
THE CLERK OF THE COUNTY COURT ON THE APPEAL OF MISDEMEANORS. No stay
of execution shall be granted until the appellant shall have executed
an approved bond a5 provided in sections 139-36-7 and 139-36-8.

SECTION 4. 139-36-8, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is hereby
amended to read:
i39-36-8. Approval of sureties. Sureties shall be approved by a
judge of the municipal court, or by the judge of the county OR SUPERIOR
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court to which the appeal is taken.
SECTION 5. 139-36-13, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.~ as amended by section 1 of chapter 283 of Colorado Session Laws
1963, is hereby further amended to read:
the
ten
fee
not

139-36-13. Docket fee -- dismissal. The appellant shall pay to
clerk of the county court, or superior court, as is propert within
days from the date he ordered the transcript of record a docket
ef seveR-de±lars-aRe-fifty-eeR~s~ as provided by law. If he does
do sot his appeal may be dismissed on motion of the municipality.

SECTION 6. 139-36-14, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is hereby
amended to read:
139-36-14. Procedendo on dismissal. Upon dismissal of an appeal,
the clerk of the county OR SUPERIOR court shall at once issue a
procedendo to the municipal court from the judgment of which appeal
was takent to the amount of the judgment and all costs incurred before
the municipal court~
SECTION 7. 139-84-5, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953t is hereby
amended to read:
139-84-5. Qualifications of magistrate. The police magistrate
shall be a resident of ANY COUNTY IN WHICH such city IS LOCATED and a
qualified elector therein. Nothing contained in this article shall be
construed to prohibit the appointment by such city council of a
j~s~iee-ef-the-peaee COUNTY JUDGE, OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE AND having the
qualifications, to the office of police magistrate.
SECTION 8. 139-84-6, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 is hereby
amended to· read:
139-84-6. Compensation. Stieh-peliee-~a~is~?dte-ska±±-reeeive,
as-eompensation-fer-his-serYieesi-~he-same-fees-er-eempeRsa~ieR-as-aFe
nowi-or-may-hereafter-bei-proYiclee-ey-±aw-fer-jtlstiees-e~-tke-peaee,
for-±i~e-seryiees-iR-the-ee~R~y-wRere-s~eh-eiey-is-!eeatee~ The city
council may SHALL provide by ordinance for the eem~eRsatieR SALARY
uf such police magistrate.
SECTION 9. 139-85-5, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953., is hereby
amended t~ read:
139-85-5. Qualifications of magistrate. The police magistrate
shall be a resident of THE COUNTY IN WHICH such city IS LOCATEDt and a
qualified elector therein. Nothing contained in this article shall be
construed to prohibit the appointment by such city council of a j~s~iee
~f-the-peaee COUNTY JUDGE, OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE AND having the qualifications, to the office of police magistrate.
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SECTION 10.
amended to read:

139-85-6, Colorado Revised Statutes 19S3 is hereby

139-SS-6. Compensation. Soeh-pe±iee-ma9istrate-sha¼±-reeeive,
as-eompeRsatieft-fer-hi9-serviees,-the-same-fees-er-eempeft9otiefl-asare-R~w,-er-may-hereafter-bei-previded-by-±aw-fer-jo~tiees-ef-the
peaee,-fer-±i~e-~erviees-ift-the-eeoftty-where-~tieh-eity-is-±eeated~
The city council may SHALL provide by ordinance for the eem~efl~atiefl
SALARY of such police magistrate.
SECTION 11.
amended to read:

139-86-1, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is hereby

139-86-1. Actions for penalties -- juries -- witnesses -- appeal.
All actions brought to recover any fine or to enforce any penalty under
any ordinance of any incorporated town, shall be brought in the name
of the people of the state of Colorado as plaintiff. No prosecution,
recovery or acquittal for the violation of any such ordinance shall
constitute a defense to any other prosecution of the same party for
any other violation of any such ordinance, although the different
causes of action existed at the same time, and if united, would not
have exceeded the jurisdiction of the court or magistrate. No person
shall be incompetent as judge, juror or witness in any action to which
the town shall be a party, on account of his being a resident citizen
or property owner within such town. Appeals shall be allowed from a
judgment ef-aRy-jtlstiee-ef-th~-peaee,-er-mayer,-er OF THE police
magistrate, tq the county court, in cases arising under the ordinances
of any town, as in other cases.
SECTION 12.
amended to read:

139-86-·4, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is hereby

139-86-4. Police magistrate -- towns.
In all incorporated
towns there is hereby established and created the office of police
magistrate, and the board of trustees of such town may appoint a
jtlstiee-ef-the~peaee,-er any ether p~rson who is an elector of ANY
COUNTY IN WHICH the said town is located, INCLUDING A COUNTY JUDGE
IF OTHER WISE ELIGIBLE AND QUALIFIED,AS such police magistrate,. who HE
shall have jurisdiction within the territorial. limits of such town ,
of all cases arising under the ordinances of such town, and whese HIS
powers, compensation, method of procedure and fees shall be DETERMINED
IN the same WAY as jtl~tiee~-ef-the-peaeei THOSE OF POLICE ,W\GISTRATES
ifl-±i~e-ea~e~,-ef-the-eetlRty-iR-whieh-3tleh-tewR-i~-9±ttlated~ OF CITIES
OF LESS THAN 25,000 POPULATION.
SECTION 13. Repeals.
139-36-16, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953
and all other acts or parts of acts in conflict with this act are
'
hereby repealed.
SECTION 14.
Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
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SECTION lS. Severability clause. If any prov1s1on of this act,
or the application thereof to anv oerson or circumstance. is held
invalid, such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this act
are declared to be severable.

SECTION 16. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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R~LATING TO CHILDRfN.
Be

Ii

A BILL FUR AN ACT

Enacted QY. the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. 4-1-2
amended to read:

Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 is hereby

4-1-2. Jurisdiction and venue. A THE juvenile court if-ftlfl~tieRiR~.-etMerwi~e,-a-ee~R~y-eetlr~ IN THE CITY AND COUNTY OF DENVER
AND THE DISTRICT COURTS ELSEWHERE shall have jurisdiction of all
petitions for the adoption of minor children. Any such petition may
pe filed in the county in which the petitioner or petitioners have
their domicile; or the person to be adopted is located; or any lawfully licensed child placement agency, having legal or physical care,
custody or control of the person to be adopted, is located.
SECTION 2. 22-8-8 (2) Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
22-8-8 (2). The eetlMty DISTRICT or juvenile courts of FOR any
two or more counties having a total combined population of twenty-five
thousand or more by the latest federal census, WHETHER OR NOT SAID
COUNTIES ARE IN THE SAME JUDICIAL DISTRICT, OR THE DISTRICT COURT FOR
TWO OR MORE COUNTIES WHICH CO:vtPRISE AN ENTIRE JUDICIAL DISTRICT WITHOUT REGARD TO JHE POPULATION THEREOF, may jointly appoint probation
officers qualified by training and experience to supervise the probation of delinquent children, at such compensation as shall be fixed
by th~ county or juvenile courts,with the approval of a majority of
the respective boards of county commissioners. The salaries of such
probation officers shall be borne by the counties jointly appointing
probation officers out of the county general fund in proportion to the
population of the respective counties as determined by the last
preceding federal census, except that if such probation officers meet
the standards a$ prescribed in section 22-8-9 (2) as determined by the
director of institutions, their salaries shall be paid in the following
manner: One-half of each month's salary or two hundred dollars permonth, whichever is less by the state and the balance by the several
counties as herein provided.
SECTION 3. 22-8-9 (1) Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 (1960 Perm.
Supp.) is hereby amended to read:
22-8-9 (1). The state treasurer, upon notification from the
director of in5titutions that such probation officers are qualified
according to the standards prescribed in subsection (2) of this section,
is hereby authorized and directed to reimburse. each county of at least
twenty-five thousand population, or group of counties having a total
combined population of twenty-five thousand or more by the latest
federal census OR GROUP OF COUNTIES MA.KING UP AN ENTIRE JUDICIAL DISTRICT which have jointly appointed probation officers, for the salary
of each duly qualified probation officer appointed in accordance with
section_22-8-8, up to a maximum amount which shall not exceed one-half
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of the salary of each such full-time probation officer, or two hundred
dollars per month, whichever is less.
SECTION 4.
Chapter 22 Colorado Revised Statutes 1953 as amended
is hereby further amended by the addition of a NEW ARTICLE 13 thereto,
to read:
Article 13 -- Detention Facilities For Children
22-13-1.
Establishment of juvenile detention facility.
The
establishment of a juvenile detention facility,hereinafter referred
to as a juvenile facility, by action of the county commissioners in
counties other than the city and county of Denver is hereby authorized.
It shall be entirely separate and removed from any common jail.
Juvenile detention facilities in the city and county of Denver shall
be established and operated-as provided by the statute establishing
the juvenile court of the city and county of Denver.
22-13-2.
Joint establishment or utilization. Two or more
counties may enter into an agreement to jointly establish and operate
a juvenile facility and each may contribute capital as well as operating funds for the purpose.
In lieu of joint establishment and
operation, a county establishing or operating a juvenile facility may
agree to accept juveniles from other counties and to provide for their
care, subject to instructions from the district court which directs
their detention. The county providing for the care of such juveniles
shall be reimbursed for the service by the county from which the
j~venile is ordered held. Reimbursement may be by payment at an
appropriate daily rate or by payment of a fixed annual amount,
or by an appropriate combination of these two or any other factors,
the basis of reimbursement to be settled by agreement between the
county providing care and the county from which the juvenile is ordered
held.
22-13~3.
Admission. Children under eighteen years of age may be
detained in a juvenile facility by warrant, order or direction of the
district court.
22-13-4. Use.
A juvenile facility shall be utilized to care for
or correct any child before the district court, or under its jurisdiction or control, or de~ained for any reason.
22-13-5. Operation. A juvenile facility shall be operated as a
division of the district coµrt for the county in which they are
establish~d, the district judges for all counties involved shall be
vested with the governing authority and may sit en bane for the purpose.
The judge or judges of the district court shall appoint a superintendent
and other employees of the juvenile facility, all of whom shall be
officers of the court and shall serve during the pleasure of the
judges. The salaries of employees and the budget for the operation of
a juvenile facility shall be fixed by the district judge or judges with
the approval of the county commissioners.
22-13-6.
Supervision. The conduct, method of discipline,
education and care of children in a juvenile facility shall be the
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res0onsibility of the superintendent thereof, subject to the control
of ihe district judge or judges.
22-13-7.
Education.
The school boards of the school districts
which a ju~enile facility serves, when requested by the district judge
or judges, shall furnish the teachers and any books or equipment
needed for the proper education of such children as may be present
in juvenile hall. The expense of such activities shall be shared and
paid by each school district served, in the proportion which the
school enrollment of each school district bears to the total school
enrollment of all the districts served.
SECTION 5. Chapter 22, Colorado Revised Statutes 1953, is
,hereby amended by the addition of a NEW ARTICLE 14 thereto, to read:
Article 14 -- Jurisdiction of Courts
22-14-1. The district courts of the state of Colorado, except
in the city and county of Denver, and the juvenile court in the city
and county of Denver shall have exclusive original jurisdiction to
hear and determine matters under Chapter 22, Colorado Revised Statutes
1953, on and after the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
For this
purpose, the district court shall sit as a juvenile court.
Exclusive
jurisdiction shall not extend to traffic and game and fish violations
and such matteis may be brought before county courts. All other
powers and duties placed in the county courts by this chapter shall
be transferred to the district courts as of the second Tuesday in
January,1965, and all reference to the county courts in this chapter
shall be construed thereafter to refer to the district courts or the
juvenile court in the ci~y and county of Denver.
22-14-2. The revisor of statutes, in compiling revised statutes,
is hereby directed to eliminate references to county courts.and to
substitute references to the distri~t courts as such action may be
necessary to make all sections of chapter 22, Colorado Revised
Statutes 1953 and other affected statutes state accurately the changes
in jurisdiction and duties made by this act.
SECTION 6.
Effective date. The effective date of all provisions
of this act, except as otherwise specifically provided herein, shall
be the second Tuesday in January, 1965.
SECTION 7. Severabilityclause.
If any provision of this act,
or the application thereof to any person or circumstance, is held
invalid, such•invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of this act which can be given effect without the invalid
provision or application, and to this end the provisions of thi5 act
are declared to be severable.
SECTION 8.
Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds,
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety.
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